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Abstract 
 
This study sets out to revise Fourshey’s (2002) hypothesis regarding the historical 

classification of Wungu (Bantu F.25) as a daughter language of Proto-Mbeya. The corpus 

languages in this study are all Bantu (part of the Niger-Congo phylum) and are located in 

East Africa (specifically Tanzania, Zambia and Malawi). I claim instead that Wungu 

belongs to an older branch of Proto-Mwika. Wungu subsequently came into extended 

contact with Mbeya languages, namely Nyiha and specific Safwa dialects (Songwe and 

Guruha). The analysis is supported by a wide variety of evidences: lexical evidence, 

known patterns of language contact, geographical considerations, sociolinguistic 

evidence, and historical data. Most importantly, however, certain phonological and 

morphological innovations—*k-lenition and perfect spirantization in particular—cast at a 

certain time depth rule out the possibility of Wungu as a daughter language of Proto-

Mbeya. 
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1. Introduction 

The Wungu people live in the southwest of Tanzania to the east of Lake Rukwa and 

speak a Bantu language, part of the Niger-Congo language phylum. In previous literature, 

this general geographical area has also been called the Corridor, encompassing the 

languages of the area between Lake Nyasa, Lake Rukwa and Lake Tanganyika. The 

Wungu language,2 called [ɪtʃiβʊːᵑgu]3 by the speakers themselves, proves to be an 

interesting case for historical/comparative analysis as it has defied a classificatory 

consensus. Historical-comparative work within the Bantu language family has been 

ongoing for well over a century (see §1.4 for a brief overview of the history of Bantu 

historical-comparative linguistics). According to Schadeberg (2003: 143),  “comparative 

Bantu studies have produced impressive results in some areas…but have been less 

successful in providing a genetic subclassification and a detailed account of historical 

developments leading to the present situation.”  

 Wungu has been classified in at least four distinct classificatory positions (Guthrie 

1967-71; Nurse 1999; Labroussi 1999; Fourshey 2002 and Ehret 2009), and as an isolate 

“whose affiliation is unclear” (Nurse 1999: 10, 32).  In this study, my purpose is to revise 

Fourshey’s (2002) hypothesis, which classifies Wungu as a daughter language of Proto-

Mbeya along with Safwa, Malila and Nyiha. Labroussi (1999: 374) is closest to the mark 

when she discusses the possibility of the Wungu consisting of “populations of the 

Southern Mwika type, intermingling with populations of the Kimbu (or Safwa?) type”. 

                                                 

2 Swahili is the national language of Tanzania and the language of wider communication (LWC). Wungu 
(ISO identifier [wun]) is also called Bungu in Swahili, and is sometimes seen in the literature as such. See 
§1.5.1 for more information on the role of Swahili in Tanzania. 
3 Transcription from de Ruijter (2007: 1). The bilabial fricative [β] results in a [b] in Swahili (Bungu), or a 
[w] by other speakers and in some of the previous literature (Wungu). 
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As such, she chooses to classify Wungu “alongside a macro Mwika-Nyika group” (1999: 

360). In her view, this classification is necessary because Wungu “shares enough with 

every language group in and around the Corridor to represent a peripheral member” 

(1999: 360). But why does Wungu share so much with members of distinct subgroups 

from around the Corridor? Is it the result of shared inheritance (retention), shared 

innovation, independent innovation, or contact (diffusion, borrowing, etc.)? 

 The Bantu languages provide abundant opportunities for historical/comparative 

research. This is due to a wide variety of factors, including the Bantu family’s 500+ 

languages and vibrant typological variation. “Owing to the large number of languages, 

Bantu offers a unique laboratory of linguistic change where any particular lexical or 

grammatical or phonological theme usually exists in many variations” (Schadeberg 2003: 

143). The linguistic situation of the Tanzanian Corridor is no different. These same 

variations on a theme make it difficult to determine which linguistic features are 

inherited, which have been innovated and which have been borrowed. The puzzle is 

always complex. But what are the specific linguistic reasons for so much confusion 

regarding the relationship of Wungu to its neighbors?  

 First, the dialectology of Wungu has been neglected. This makes it difficult to 

grasp wider patterns of gradience and change, and the full extent of possible influence 

from contact languages. The neglect of dialectology also makes it difficult to know 

whether a given instance of variation is merely idiolectal, or whether the variation is 

indicative of larger dialect boundaries. For instance, the Wungu spoken in the village of 

Gua in the northern part of the language area is lexically quite different from more 
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southern varieties, sharing more with both Rungwa and Wanda. Thus, the lack of data 

related to the dialects of Wungu has perhaps led to some of the confusion.  

 Second, the Wungu vowel system is possibly in decline from a 7-vowel system to 

a 5-vowel system. According to Labroussi:  

The audible difference between the two highest orders is at most times minimal 
and rather difficult to grasp, and even my old and very sharp informant was 
confused with the vowel quality of some words. In the case of my younger 
informant, it was impossible to keep a consistent 7 vowel notation (1999: 360).  

 
This uncertainty regarding the Wungu vowel system may also play a part in the confusion 

regarding its classification. The importance of the phonemic vowel inventory to 

subgrouping is discussed along with spirantization in §5.3.  

 Third (and slightly related to the second), is ambiguity related to vowel length in 

Wungu, i.e. whether any vowel length in the language is contrastive and therefore 

phonemic, or whether vowel length is due to more prosodic concerns such as stress, 

intonation, etc. Labroussi attributes the vowel length ambiguity to prosodic concerns:  

The same indeterminacy obtains with vowel length, which seems to be mostly 
dependent on emphasis and a careful vs. fast articulation, in the Inamwanga or 
Nyiha manner. In this respect, the contrast with the neat Long/Short vowels 
opposition in Fipa-Sukuma is very marked (1999: 360).  
 

Eaton comes to nearly the same conclusion with Wungu, identifying the penultimate 

syllable position as a possible limiting factor.4 

 
 

                                                 

4 Eaton disputes the loss of phonemic vowel length in Nyiha. “I disagree with Labroussi regarding 
contrastive vowel length in Nyiha. The Nyiha speakers we have worked with clearly have a phonemic 
vowel length contrast and are no different from Malila or Safwa speakers in that respect” (Eaton 2011: pc). 
I conclude that regardless of whether the loss of phonemic vowel length has occurred in Nyiha or not, this 
feature is only marginally helpful in determining phylogenetic relationship but may have bearing on 
evidence of language contact (see §4.5, §6.2).  
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Contrastive vowel length has a high functional load both lexically and 
grammatically in the other nine languages [of the Mbeya/Iringa regions],  
but in Bungu, we couldn’t be sure that it was contrastive at all. We could hear 
lengthened vowels sometimes, but it seemed that they were maybe just 
phonetically lengthened vowels in the penultimate syllable (2010: pc, italics 
mine). 

 
The relative importance of contrastive vowel length (or the lack thereof) to subgrouping 

is discussed in §5.   

 Fourth, according to the model of interaction between vowel systems and 

spirantization as described in Labroussi (1999), Wungu is highly unusual in that it has 

retained a 7-vowel system and full spirantization (1999: 357-62, 367). According to 

Labroussi, full spirantization normally patterns with a reduction to a 5-vowel system 

(1999: 338).5 We see why this is not the case in §5, adopting insights from Bostoen 

(2008) and constructing a relative chronology for the spirantization process in Wungu.  

  Fifth, and perhaps most importantly, Wungu shares linguistic features in common 

with a variety of neighboring languages.    

Wungu is an intriguing language as attempts to its classification can show…It 
shares enough with every language group in and around the Corridor to represent 
a peripheral member, but not enough to be indisputably (sic) classified in any one 
of them. (Labroussi 1999: 360).  

 
Again,  there is difficulty in determining which linguistic features are inherited, which 

have been innovated and which have been borrowed. In other words, Wungu is a 

language of the sort “whose group allegiance is not clear because for many centuries, 

even millenia, they have absorbed linguistic material from various sides” (Nurse and 

Philippson 2003: 179).  

                                                 

5 For how this relates to previous comments regarding the decline of the Wungu vowel system, see 
Labroussi (1999: 373).  
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 As a language that has proved difficult to place within various subgroups in the 

area, an adequate approach to Wungu classification holds much methodological 

significance. Since any consensus regarding Wungu has failed thus far, what are we 

missing? Therefore, this study also deals with the much broader questions in (1.1) below: 

(1.1.)  Broader questions within the present study 

1. Can the criteria (or set of diagnostics) for Bantu language subgrouping be 
improved upon? Can any diagnostics be added? Can existing diagnostics be 
refined? 
 

2. Can improved models of evolutionary linguistic history aid in the process of 
genetic classification (subgrouping)? 
 

3. How do the results of a more lexically-based approach compare with the   
 results of more advanced applications of the comparative method? Do they  
 yield similar results? 

 
4. Does the inclusion of language data from a range of dialects (being   
 necessarily more gradient) aid in subgrouping? 
 

5. Are there methods which do a better job of incorporating languages that   
 are currently outliers (like Wungu)? 
 

6. Is there enough evidence regarding difficult cases like Wungu to arrive at   
 any conclusions at all regarding their status? 

 
 Any answers to these broader questions in (1.1) will be significant in making 

methodological progress to further refine the traditional subgroups within the Bantu 

family.  

1.1 Chapter overview 

 The results of this study are previewed in §1.2. To this end, this project covers a wide 

variety of languages in the southwest regions (Mbeya, Rukwa, and Katavi) of Tanzania 

(§1.3 provides an orientation to the corpus lects, along with a listing and brief 
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description). In §1.4, I give a brief orientation to the field of Bantu historical linguistics. 

For any readers not familiar with Bantu, this section should provide an adequate 

orientation for an understanding of the material that follows. §1.5 outlines the various 

modern-day challenges within the field, with a focus on East Africa and specific 

reference to Tanzania. In §1.6, I summarize the most relevant existing subclassification 

proposals for the corpus languages. §1.7 provides a summary of the major points within 

Fourshey (2002), while §1.8 provides an overview of the organization and structure of 

the remainder of the study. 

1.2 Preview of results 

 My analysis suggests that, while having the appearance of a diachronically innovative 

language, Wungu is actually one of the most conservative languages in the Corridor. 

Wungu is part of an older branch of Proto-Mwika (see §5), but it has adopted a large 

number of lexical items from the Proto-Mbeya languages. This lexical borrowing 

occurred both through a long period of divergence from Proto-Mbozi and subsequent 

extended contact with the Mbeya languages, namely Nyiha and certain dialects of Safwa.  

 Wungu also has several phonological characteristics—loss of phonemic vowel 

length and adoption of 5V—that may be in part the result of contact from its neighbor to 

the south, the Nyiha. These factors result in mixed signals regarding the innovations it 

shares with its neighbors, with the consequence that a standard tree model is insufficient 

to describe Wungu’s genetic relationships. Furthermore, certain phonological 

innovations—*k-lenition and perfect spirantization—cast at a certain time depth seem to 

preclude the possibility of Wungu as a daughter language of Proto-Mbeya. This 
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conclusion is supported by lexical evidence, known patterns of language contact, 

geographical considerations, sociolinguistic evidence, and historical data.  

 Because of the insufficiencies inherent in representing Bantu genetic relationships 

with a traditional tree diagram, Figure 1.1 below presents a possible cladogram 

hypothesis based on shared innovations, probable historical contact, as well as modern-

day language contact influences using arrows and lines underneath the tree diagram. This 

figure is discussed in more detail in §5.5.  

 

Figure 1.1. Internal classification hypothesis for Corridor languages as Stammbaum diagram 

 Contact languages not belonging to either the Mbeya or Mwika clades are listed 

horizontally along the bottom of the diagram. The arrows represent the direction of the 

contact. The dotted arrows represent historical contact, while the solid lines represent 

possible historical contact, but mostly ongoing synchronic contact. The unity of the 

Mbeya and Mwika clades is established in part by the analysis of Nyiha as a ‘diachronic 

Mbozi 

Mbeya       Mwika 

Malila Safwa  Nyiha Fipa  M-L/Wanda/Wanga/Rungwa Wungu Pimbwe 

Sangu  Nyakyusa  Bemba   Kimbu     Nyamwezi/Konongo       Bende-Tongwe 
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hinge’ (Pelkey 2011), sharing innovations with both the Mbeya and Mwika languages. 

Instead of a conservative daughter of the higher Mbozi node, Nyiha is an extremely 

innovative language, adopting features characteristic of both Mbeya and Mwika (see 

§5.5).  

1.3 Orientation to corpus language data  

In order to test the validity of Fourshey’s (2002) hypothesis, the aim has been to cast a 

net wide and deep enough to capture possible additional pieces to the puzzle. To this end, 

data from fourteen languages is included within the corpus (in alphabetical order):  

Bende-Tongwe (F.10)6, Fipa (M.13), Galla, Konongo (F.22C), Luwila, Malila (M.24), 

Mambwe-Lungu (M.14-15), Nyamwezi (F.22), Nyiha (M.23), Nyika (M.23), Pimbwe 

(M.11), Rungwa (M.12), Safwa (M.25) and Wungu (F.25). Data from a variety of 

dialects is included for Fipa/Mambwe-Lungu, Nyiha/Nyika, Safwa and Wungu. The 

Galla and Luwila are smaller and previously undocumented language groups. Table 1.1 

shows the population figures for the corpus language groups in Tanzania.  

Table 1.1. Tanzanian population figures for corpus language groups (Lewis 2009) 

Language Population  Language Population  
Bende-Tongwe 58, 551 Nyamwezi 980,000 

Fipa 195, 000 Nyiha/Nyika 306,000 

Galla 
 

n/a Pimbwe 29,000 

Konongo 51,000 Rungwa 18,000 

Luwila n/a Safwa 158,000 

Malila 65,000 Wungu 36,000 

Mambwe-Lungu 65,000 (295, 000)   

 

                                                 

6 Bantuists use a referential code system developed by Guthrie (and later updated by Maho and others) 
consisting of letters that correspond to zones, and numbers to groups. This system is discussed further in 
§1.4.  
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The corpus language data consists of both data from: (1) my own field research along 

with a team from SIL International (§1.3.1), and (2) data from a variety of external 

sources (§1.3.2). 

1.3.1 Personal field research 

A language survey conducted by a team from SIL in the Rukwa/Katavi region took place 

in July-August 2010. I designed my own research, but travelled as part of this larger SIL 

survey team7 that collected additional sociolinguistic data, phraselists, etc. I collected 

wordlists of varying lengths (300-600 lexical items) from the Bende-Tongwe, Galla, 

Luwila, Pimbwe, Rungwa and Konongo language varieties. I used a modified version of 

the SIL Comparative African Wordlist (SILCAWL)8 which had already been translated 

into Swahili. In some cases, I also used Yuko Abe’s lexicon in Bende9 in addition to 

Swahili and English. The primary wordlists were then recorded using an Edirol R-4 

(Roland) device with an external AKG C-1000S microphone (cardioid). Lexical items 

were recorded in isolation with three repetitions, and within frames for two repetitions. 

The frames were the local language equivalent of either ‘Say X again’ or ‘The meaning 

of X is what?’. 

 The wordlist data was collected in seven different village locations listed below in 

Table 1.2 along with the relevant language name and any GPS coordinates taken at that 

location. 

 

 
                                                 

7 My thanks to Joey Mwaikokesya, Ganana Kamwela, Susi Krüger, Jeremy Lang and Louise Nagler.   
8 Snider and Roberts (2006). 
9 see Abe (2006). 
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Table 1.2. Village locations of field research in Rukwa/Katavi Region 

Language Village Coordinates 

Bende-Tongwe Mwese n/d 
 

Galla 
 

Ugalla 5° 47.069́ S 
31° 09.892́ E 

Luwila Uluwila 6° 27.090́ S 
31° 21.177́ E 

Rungwa Kasansa 7° 27.450ʹ S 
31° 23.324́ E 

Pimbwe Maji Moto 7° 15.078ʹ S 
31° 23.946́ E 

Pimbwe Ilalangulu 7° 07.373ʹ S 
31° 08.371́ E 

Konongo Inyonga 6° 43.372ʹ S 
32° 03.407́ E 

 
The wordlists were collected most often from three to five mother-tongue speakers of the 

relevant languages, with at least one male and one female speaker both between the ages 

of 25-45.10 One exception was Bende-Tongwe, which was elicited from only one 

individual, but was subsequently checked for accuracy against Abe (2006). 

  
1.3.2 External sources 

External sources of data that have been considered in this study are summarized in list 

(1.2) below. This list is organized alphabetically by language name, and then by the 

village name in which the list was taken (for those languages with multiple dialects 

investigated). The majority of this external data is from previous SIL dialect surveys in 

Mbeya region.  

 

 

 

                                                 

10 Please see the full list of language resource participants in the Further Acknowledgements section of the 
front matter.  
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(1.2)  External data sources  

1. Bende-Tongwe11 (BT): Abe (2006) 
 
2. Fipa12-Ilembo (FI), Fipa-Katongolo (FK), Fipa-Lwanji (FL), Fipa-Miombo (FM): 

Woodward et al. (2010) 
 
3. Malila (MAL): Field Works Language Explorer database, SIL Mbeya Region. 
 
4. Mambwe-Lungu13 (or Fipa-Ngoma (FN)): Woodward et al. (2010) 
 
5. Nyamwezi (NY): Maganga and Schadeberg (1992) 
 
6. Nyiha14-Mbozi (NYIMB), Nyiha-MsandaMuungano (NYIMS), Nyika-Chisenga 

(NYICH), Nyika-Mulekatembo (NYIMU): Lindfors et al. (2009a) 
 

7. Safwa-Igala (SIG), Safwa-Ileya (SI), Safwa-Itala (SIT), Safwa-Mapogoro   
 (SM), Safwa-Mjele (SMJ), Safwa-Swaya (SS): Smith et al. (2008b) 

 
8. Wungu-Gua (WG)15, Wungu-Maleza (WM), Wungu-Mwambani (WMW), 
 Wungu-Udinde (WU): Smith et al. (2008a) 

 
Additional external sources of primary lexical data and/or percentages used during the 

course of this study include Bantu Lexical Reconstructions 3 (BLR3), an SIL survey 

                                                 

11 For the sake of this study, I consider Bende and Tongwe dialects of the same language. The wordlist I  
elicited was from a language resource person from the village of Mwese, on the border between the Bende 
and Tongwe areas. This data was nearly identical to the work in Abe (2006). 
12 The term Fipa has been the source of much confusion in the literature. Labroussi (1999) discusses a more 
conservative 7-vowel Fipa (Fipa-Sukuma), a more innovative 5-vowel Fipa (Southern Fipa), and Lungu as 
separate lects. For more discussion, see Walsh and Swilla (2000:5-11), Riedel (2010) and Woodward et al 
(2010).  
13 For this study, I consider Fipa-Ngoma a dialect of Mambwe-Lungu, synonymous with Labroussi’s 
“Southern Fipa” and “Lungu”. See footnote above.  
14 The terms “Nyiha” and “Nyika” have been equally confusing within the literature. For this study, I use 
the names provided in Lindfors et al (2009a). I have also included the village names as an additional aid for 
identification. The village of Chisenga is in Malawi, while the village of Mulekatembo is in Zambia. The 
remaining villages are in Tanzania. 
15 The village of Gua as described in Smith et al. (2008a) as nearly 80% Manda and 20% Wungu, and that 
as such “the wordlist from Gua is technically elicited from a Manda speech variety” (10). I take this into 
account in discussions in §4 specifically. From the lexical similarity percentages (among core vocabulary) 
in Appendix A, it can also be seen that the Gua lect has much in common with Rungwa.  
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report on the Sichela16 (Lindfors et al. 2009b), and Field Works Language Explorer 

databases for the Nyakyusa and Safwa (SIL Mbeya).  

 I now move to a general discussion of the field of Bantu historical and 

comparative linguistics, challenges within the field with a focus on East Africa, previous 

subclassification proposals, and the most relevant work done on the Corridor languages 

previously. 

1.4 Orientation to Bantu historical linguistics 

It is not within the scope of this study to present a lengthy discussion of the history of 

Bantu historical/comparative linguistics. For our purposes, it is enough to sketch a 

general account of where the field is currently and where it may be headed. To this end, it 

is important to review three aspects: (1) the major goals of Bantu historical/comparative 

studies, (2) major accomplishments in the field, and (3) major methodological revisions 

in the field. Any methodological revisions or issues are discussed in §2.2, and so the 

discussion in this section is limited to the major goals and accomplishments within the 

field.  

 The focus of previous work in the field of Bantu historical and comparative 

linguistics is largely confined to three main operational goals. The first has been to try to 

classify all of the Bantu languages (c.500+). The second has been to reconstruct the 

phonology, lexicon, morphology and syntax of Proto-Bantu. The third has been to further 

understand the culture and history of the Bantu peoples. In recent scholarship, Bantuists  

have been concerned with any combination of these three major goals. However, 

                                                 

16 The Sichela language community is situated to the south of Lake Rukwa, bordering both the Wungu and 
the Wanda. Lindfors et al. (2009b) conclude that it is a dialect of Wanda.  
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Schadeberg (2003) emphasizes that “the internal classification (subgrouping) of Bantu 

has been a major concern of Bantu historical linguistics since the 1960s” (2003: 155).  

 Three individuals in particular heavily influenced the field of Bantu 

historical/comparative linguistics during the 20th century: Carl Meinhof, Malcolm 

Guthrie and A.E. Meeussen. Meinhof, working primarily during the first half of the 20th 

century, used the comparative method to produce a comparative Bantu phonology and 

grammar, and “pioneered Bantu lexical reconstructions” (Schadeberg 2003: 144). Guthrie 

produced as his life’s work a four-volume series entitled Comparative Bantu: an 

introduction to the comparative linguistics and prehistory of the Bantu languages (1967-

71). His method of grouping Bantu languages by zones (letters) and groups (numbers) is   

still in use today. His classification is primarily referential, reflecting geographical 

relationships rather than genetic ones. “Groups and zones are set up with an eye on 

overall similarity, but it must be stressed that this coding system is referential and not 

genetic…” (Schadeberg 2003: 146). In Comparative Bantu, Guthrie also provides lexical 

reconstructions for 670 items (Schadeberg 2003: 145). Meeussen, a contemporary of 

Guthrie, was a Bantu professor at Leiden and founder of  the linguistics department 

within the Africa Museum of Tervuren in Belgium (Schadeberg 2003: 145). He produced 

several works including Bantu grammatical reconstructions (1967) and Bantu lexical 

reconstructions (1969).  

 What recent progress has been made in the field of Bantu historical linguistics? 

More recently, Bantuists such as Derek Nurse, Gérard Philippson, Thilo C. Schadeberg, 

and Larry Hyman (among many others) have made strides within the field. In regard to 

the subclassification of Bantu languages, Schadeberg writes that “while some undeniable 
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advances have been made, no satisfactory complete subclassification has been 

achieved…” (2003: 155). In §1.6 I summarize the major subclassification proposals that 

have been proposed for the Corridor languages. In regard to actual Bantu lexical 

reconstructions, there is an online database named BLR 3, which is a continuation of 

Meeussen’s work that contains around 10,000 lexical items (Bastin and Schadeberg 

2009)17.  Despite this large number of reconstructions, Schadeberg argues that “in the 

absence of a well-argumented genetic subclassification, the validity of our view of PB 

[Proto-Bantu] may well be questioned” (2003: 143).  

 The third major goal is to further understand the culture and history of the Bantu 

peoples. What do we know about the prehistory of the Bantu peoples? Most relevant to 

the present study is a description of the various early movements of the Bantu. First, it is 

theorized that the first Bantu peoples originated in modern-day Cameroon or Nigeria 

nearly 5,000 years ago (Nurse and Philippson 2003: 5). What happened next has been a 

matter of some debate. The classic model has been of “an initial Bantu wave rolling 

inexorably across east and south Africa, breaking as it went into smaller and smaller 

waves” (Nurse 1999: 15). Nurse describes the two other current options:  

One [alternative] sees little spread of people but a spread of technology carrying 
language with it. The other—at least for East Africa—sees a small number of 
quick early longer movements, sowing a thin Bantu-speaking population…(1999: 
15) 

  
Nurse prefers this last view as it seems to be more consistent with the current language 

situation of the Bantu area (1999: 16). As far as knowledge of the culture of the historical 

Bantu people groups is concerned, “reconstructed non-universal vocabulary tells us 

                                                 

17 Also see Schadeberg (2002: 184) for a chart of the progress in lexical reconstruction from the time of 
Meinhof.  
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something about the culture and the environment of the original speakers” (Schadeberg 

2003: 159). One of the major aims of Fourshey (2002) is to use reconstructed vocabulary 

to reveal historical development (see §1.7). 

 In terms of Bantu historical/comparative linguistics as applied to the Corridor 

languages dealt with in this project, there are several works worth mentioning.18 First, 

Walsh and Swilla’s “Linguistics in the Corridor” (2000) gives a concise yet thorough 

overview of any previous research or documentation that had been done on the Corridor 

languages up until that point. Labroussi (1999) discusses the intertwining clines of 

spirantization and 7>5 vowel merger in the Corridor languages. Lastly, Nurse and 

Philippson (1980) is an account of a lexicostatistical survey of over 100 languages in 

Tanzania, incorporating many of the languages of the Corridor area.  

1.5 Challenges in Bantu historical/comparative linguistics in E. Africa 

1.5.1 Swahili 

As the national language and lingua franca of Tanzania, Swahili has extensive influence 

in the local language communities. Swahili itself is a Bantu language (G.40)19, and as 

such retains features characteristic of Bantu languages in general including agglutinative 

morphology and noun classes, not to mention its own cognate lexical material inherited 

from Proto-Bantu. In francophone Africa, for instance, it is reasonably easy to eliminate 

                                                 

18 There are a few other relevant works which I was unable to obtain. Of note are Labroussi’s “Le Couloir 
de Lacs—Contribution linguistique a l’histoire des populations du sud-ouest de la Tanzanie” (1998) and 
Nurse’s “The diachronic background to the language communities of Southwestern Tanzania” (1988). In 
regard to Labroussi (1998) even her advisor on the project, Gérard Philippson, no longer has a copy.  
19 See Nurse and Hinnebusch (1993) and Schadeberg (2009a: 76-102) for information regarding the 
relationship of Swahili to Proto-Bantu and other Bantu languages, as well as more information on 
loanwords in Swahili (including an appendix with lists of Arabic, Hindi, Persian, etc. loans). 
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any French loanwords and structures, because they come from an entirely different 

language family. But Swahili has also lost certain features characteristic of Proto-Bantu 

including phonemic vowel length, seven vowels and contrastive tone.  

 In Tanzania and other parts of East Africa, however, it can be a challenge to 

prevent Swahili loanwords from “contaminating” wordlist data. (This has also 

contributed to the formation of a large number of lexical doublets in some languages.) 

The specific challenge is determining which cognates are retentions from Proto-Bantu 

versus what are more recently borrowed lexical forms from Swahili that have 

subsequently diffused.   

 Table 1.3 shows two Swahili examples which illustrate this challenge. An English 

gloss is provided, along with the reconstructed Proto-Bantu form, and ‘reflexes’ in six of 

the corpus languages. The reflexes of the first example, PB *bʊdi >Swahili mbuzi ‘goat’, 

are inherited from Proto-Bantu, while the reflexes of PB *kuta>Swahili mafuta ‘oil, fat’ 

are more recent forms borrowed from modern Swahili.  

 Table 1.3.  Proto-Bantu reflexes vs. later borrowing from Swahili 

English Swahili 
Proto-
Bantu 

Bende-
Tongwe Lwila Galla Konongo Pimbwe  Rungwa 

goat mbuzi 

*bʊdi 

(303) m̩busi m̩buzi m̩buzi embuzi emɓuɗi embuzi 

oil, fat mafuta 

*kuta 

(2138) mafuta mafuta mafuta mafuta amafuta amafuta 

 

What are some criteria for beginning to diagnose later borrowings from Swahili? First, 

the Swahili lexicon has had a considerable influx of Arabic vocabulary. These loanwords 

are comparatively simple to recognize. The World Loanword Database for Swahili 

(Schadeberg 2009b) provides a list of 1625 entries, including Arabic, Hindi, Persian, etc. 
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loans in Swahili. A second diagnostic is the wider phonological system of the borrowing 

language. Often, loanwords can be identified as incorporating sounds that do not occur in 

the rest of the language. In the case of the example above, mafuta is suspect because of 

the minimal change across the various languages. Further examples of this complexity 

are included in Schadeberg (2003) with Sw. taa ‘lamp’ (158), and Nurse (1999) with Sw. 

maziwa ‘milk’ (16). 

1.5.2 Paradox in Bantu networks 

The Bantu languages are variously characterized in the literature by five overlapping and 

defining features relevant to historical/comparative linguistics: (1) sustained contact after 

divergence, (2) simultaneous “punctuated equilibrium” (Dixon 1997; Schadeberg 2003), 

(3) existence in a state of relatively stable dialect continua, (4) “rapid radiation” (Holden 

and Gray 2006), and (5) areal diffusion (Dimmendaal 2001). Many of these features exist 

in paradox with one another. For instance, as Holden and Gray (2006: 24-5) note, “under 

rapid radiation, a language diverges into several daughter languages very rapidly, so there 

is little time for linguistic innovations to accumulate in each branch before the subsequent 

further splitting of that branch”. Presumably, this is another way of saying that 

innovations had minimal time to diffuse. This is at odds in some sense with (5), a 

“seemingly unbridled areal diffusion” (Schadeberg 2003: 156).  

 Dixon’s concept of “punctuated equilibrium” aids in holding both sides of the 

paradox together (1997: 3). Historically, languages are characterized by periods of 

“punctuation”, or dramatic breaks/splits into other languages resulting from natural 

disasters, war, etc.; and also lengthy periods of “equilibrium”, or periods of time that 

function as more of a status quo and are fertile for diffusion (Dixon 1997: 3-4, 
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Aikhenvald and Dixon 2001: 9ff.).  Schadeberg (2003: 158) argues that “the Bantu 

language family appears to have been formed by both kinds of processes at the same 

time”.  Thus, the genetic relationships of Bantu languages have been affected by periods 

of sustained contact and close geographical proximity even after dramatic splits have 

taken place (see §2.3 for a discussion of how this affects models of Bantu subgroups).  

Most language communities have had many centuries or millenia of local 
innovation, and of interaction with each other or with pre-existing communities. 
Since these periods of convergence have been more recent and longer than the 
initial period of divergence, it follows that…Bantu languages share areal features 
with their neighbors, features assumed to have diffused regionally. Because these 
areal features have had so long to diffuse, they often outnumber features inherited 
from earlier proto-languages…(Nurse and Philippson 2003: 165).  

 
This idea is intrinsically related to the fact that Bantu languages have existed, and still 

exist in dialect continua (also known as dialect chains). As commonly explained, a dialect 

continuum is a situation in which the speakers of  language variety A understand B, the 

speakers of B understand C, and so forth. However, the speakers of D, while they may 

understand variety E quite well, may have difficulty with variety A (and may not be able 

to understand it at all).  

 What are the consequences of these factors for historical/comparative analysis, 

especially in relation to the Corridor languages? One of the resulting difficulties is 

identifying which features constitute borrowing and which ones are indicative of 

language shift. This has a direct impact on properly discerning which innovations are 

shared, and thus evidence for subgrouping, and which ones have been borrowed in from 

neighboring language groups. A related difficulty is determining the relative chronology, 

or ordering, of these features. As Holden and Gray (2006) point out: 
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Both borrowing and dialect continua seem to have been important among East 
Bantu languages, especially in East Africa…The fact that so many languages are 
involved suggests that the borrowing among these languages occurred early in 
their history, when their proto-languages were geographically closer together, 
possibly in the context of dialect continua. (Holden and Gray 2006: 29) 

 
Another difficulty is the ability to consistently apply the terms language or dialect within 

Bantu20 (see the discussion in Nurse and Hinnebusch 1993: 37-9). As Schadeberg points 

out: “The conclusion has to be that Bantu languages have the remarkable ability to act 

much more like a dialect continuum than as discrete and impermeable languages” (2003: 

158).  

1.5.3 Resulting isoglossic confusion 

The resulting isoglossic confusion from the factors described in §1.5.2  is one of the 

supreme obstacles in arriving at accurate subgrouping for Bantu languages. As Nurse 

explains:  

Even genetic subgroupings which are widely accepted…are often bisected by the 
distribution of nonlexical features…But it is obvious from considering the 
geographical distribution of the features that many of them are not always 
coterminous with genetic boundaries and must have crossed them. (1999: 17) 

 
Schadeberg provides an interesting example regarding the suffix *-inɪ, which occurs in a 

broad spectrum of Bantu languages from a variety of Guthrie’s zones. In many ways it 

should be a nearly perfect diagnostic for subgrouping, as a relatively rare morphological 

innovation. The problem is that from other data these languages are known not to form a 

subgroup, and even if they did “other features that could qualify as shared innovations… 

would certainly cut across this putative subgroup” (2003: 158). Conflicting isoglossic 

                                                 

20 Because of this difficulty, as much as possible I use the term “language variety” throughout this study.  
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evidence requires a more robust approach to historical dialectology. We see in §5 how a 

Baileyean dialectology can begin to sort out such isoglossic disorder. 

  
1.6 Subclassification proposals 

In this section, I discuss four different classification proposals for the corpus languages, 

with specific focus on Wungu. The first proposal, a revision of Guthrie’s system by Maho 

(2009), is purely referential (tied to geography and typology as discussed in §1.4), while 

the others make statements about genetic relationship. For the present study, the concern 

is not the higher nodes in the Bantu family tree, but instead the concern is lower-level 

subgrouping.   

 
1.6.1 Maho (2009) 

Maho (2009) presents an updated version of Guthrie’s referential classification. These 

references will be used throughout the remainder of the study (also see the abbreviations 

section after the table of contents) . The subset of Corridor languages relevant to this 

study are shown in Table 1.4.  

Table 1.4. Maho’s (2009) Bantu referential classifications 

F10  Tongwe-Bende Group 
F11   Tongwe 
F12  Bende 
 
F20   Sukuma-Nyamwezi Group 
F21  Sukuma 
F22  Nyamwezi 
F22C  Konongo 
F23  Sumbwa 
F24  Kimbu 
F25  Bungu 
 
M10   Fipa-Mambwe Group 
M11  Pimbwe 
M12  Rungwa 

M13  Fipa 
M14  Lungu, Rungu 
M15  Mambwe 
 
M20  Nyiha-Safwa Group  
M201  Lambya 
M202  Sukwa 
M21  Wanda 
M22  Mwanga 
M23  Nyiha, Nyika 
M24  Malila 
M25  Safwa 
M26  Iwa 
M27  Tambo 
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As mentioned in the §1.3.2 footnotes, much confusion in the literature exists regarding 

labels for Fipa, Nyiha-Nyika, and (to some extent) Safwa. This is due in part to the 

troublesome differentiations of language and dialect discussed in §1.5.2. I have included 

Maho’s full referential classification for additional Fipa, Nyiha, Nyika, and Safwa 

varieties in Table 1.5. These more or less correspond to the data from SIL survey reports 

from the area (Lindfors et al. 2009a; Smith et al. 2008a, b; Woodward et al. 2010).  

Table 1.5. Maho’s (2009) detailed Bantu referential classifications 

M13  Fipa 
M13A  Fipa-Sukuma 
M13B  South-Fipa 
M13C  Kandaasi 
M13D  Siiwa 
M13E  Nkwaamba 
M13F  Kwa 
M13G  Kwaafi 
M13H  Ntile, Cile 
M13I  Peemba 
M131  Ku(u)lwe 
 

M23  Nyiha, Nyika 
M23A  West Nyika 
M23B  Nyiha of Mbozi, Central Nyiha 
M23C  Nyika of Rungwe, East Nyika 
M23D  South Nyiha (Zambia) 
 
M25   Safwa 
M25A  Safwa of Mbeya 
M25B  Mbwila, Uleenje 
M25C   Soongwe 
M25D  Polooto, Poroto 
M25E  Guruka 

 
1.6.2 Nurse (1999) 

Nurse (1999) incorporates the Corridor languages into a “West Tanzania (WT)” grouping 

(including Sukuma/Nyamwezi21 (F.21-2), Kimbu (F.24), Nilyamba (F.31), and Nyaturu 

(F.32)), and a “SW Tanzania (SWT) grouping” further divided into “Mwika” and 

“Nyika” (1999: 10-14). His Nyika group includes Lambya, Tambo, Nyiha, Malela 

[Malila], and Safwa, while his Mwika grouping includes Pimbwe, Rungwa, Fipa, Rungu 

[Lungu], Mambwe, Wanda, Namwanga [Nyamwanga], and Iwa (1999: 13-4). Absent 

                                                 

21 Nurse (1999:10) treats Sukuma and Nyamwezi as dialects of one another.   
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from any subgroup placement are Wungu and Bende-Tongwe (1999: 10). Nurse claims 

that “there is little doubt that this is a solid genetic group” (1999: 14). 

1.6.3 Nurse and Philippson (2003) 

Nurse and Philippson (2003: 168-78) use Guthrie’s referential system and classify 

languages into local, intermediate and large groups. Any discussion of larger groupings 

(e.g. Forest vs. Savanna Bantu, East Bantu, etc.)  is outside the scope of this project (see 

Bostoen 2008: 303-5 for further discussion). In terms of the Corridor languages (and any 

immediate peripheral groups), the tentative classifications in Nurse and Philippson (2003) 

are essentially identical to the proposals in Nurse (1999). The major exception concerns 

Pimbwe, which in the (2003) proposal is included with Bantu F, or West-Tanzania 

languages such as Nyamwezi, Sukuma, and Kimbu. This claim is evaluated in §3-§6, 

although the classification of Pimbwe is not the focus of the present study.  

 So far, the consensus from these sources is that a West Tanzania (WT) macro-

clade exists distinct from a Southwest Tanzania (SWT) macro-clade. This SWT macro-

clade consists of at least two distinct meso-clade nodes, a Mwika meso-clade and a Nyika  

meso-clade. In the next section, I present a broader overview of the proposals in Fourshey 

(2002) along with a review of her methodology.  

 
1.7 Fourshey (2002) 

As stated in the introduction, the purpose of this study is to revise Fourshey’s (2002) 

hypothesis regarding the classification of the Wungu language. This hypothesis is first 

presented in Fourshey’s doctoral dissertation, “Agriculture, Ecology, Kinship and 

Gender: A Social and Economic History of Tanzania’s Corridor 500 BC to 1900 AD” 
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(2002).22 Fourshey’s (2002) research is extremely valuable to the study of the Corridor 

languages and peoples. The benefits of her research include the insistence on the unity of 

the Mwika and Mbeya (or Nyika) clades, her inclusion of the smaller Pimbwe and 

Rungwa groups, and the invaluable collection of socio-historical background information 

(local folktales, interviews, missionary journals/reports, etc.). This section provides a 

review of Fourshey’s dissertation, summarizing her methodology and findings.   

 The purpose of Fourshey’s dissertation is to offer a historical account of the Bantu 

peoples of the Tanzanian corridor region, reaching back into the past 2,500-3,000 years 

and tracing “cultural, political and economic change” all the way until the 20th century 

(2002: 1). Fourshey’s methodology is generally interdisciplinary, using “linguistic, 

ethnographic, archival, and to a more limited extent archaelogical data” (2002: 5). 

However, the driving force behind her historical account is primarily historical and 

comparative linguistics. “A major intent of this work is to employ historical linguistic 

methods and language data to build a regional history…” (2002: 59). Fourshey laments 

that historians have not previously taken advantage of the insights that historical 

linguistics can offer (2002: 68). Fourshey does devote an entire chapter to examining the 

existing “travel accounts, mission reports, and the published work of the social 

anthropologists who did research in Mbeya and Rukwa districts in the twentieth century” 

(2002: 5; 14-57). Chapters four, five and six of her work (the historical account proper) 

incorporate this material along with her historical linguistic analysis. 

 The coverage of languages that Fourshey employs overlaps to a large extent with 

the corpus languages of this study. In comparison, Fourshey includes Nyakyusa, Ndali, 

                                                 

22 Christopher Ehret was on Fourshey’s doctoral committee (Fourshey 2002: xiii), and he uses her findings 
regarding the classification of the Rukwa languages in Ehret (2009: 17-18).  
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Lambya and Nyamwanga, but not Bende-Tongwe, Galla, Lwila, Konongo and Nyamwezi 

(2002:7). In addition, my corpus data  includes dialectal variation within the Wungu, 

Safwa, Fipa, Nyiha, and Nyika lects (see §1.3).  

 In Fourshey’s (2002) subclassification proposal, Wungu is classified as a direct 

daughter language of Proto-Mbeya. Figure 1.2 below illustrates her proposal as a tree 

diagram (adapted from Fourshey 2002: 86, with dates of divergence omitted). Her 

lexicostatistical matrix for her corpus languages can be found in Appendix C. 

 Figure 1.2 Tree diagram representing Fourshey’s (2002) subclassification proposal  

Rukwa 

Rungwe                               Mbozi 

Mbeya                                Mwika 

S. Mbeya  N. Mwika  Plateau Mwika 

Nyakyusa  Ndali  Wungu  Safwa  Malila  Lambya  Nyiha  Pimbwe  Rungwa  Nyika  Nyamwanga  Mambwe  Lungu  Fipa 

 S.W. Mbeya                     S. Plateau  

Lungu-Mambwe    
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Her reasoning for making this decision regarding Wungu is expressed in the following 

quotation:  

Wungu, which we have placed in the Mbeya cluster, is another case that does not 
fit into an easy patterning because it is almost equidistant from Mwika and Mbeya 
in terms of retained core vocabulary. There are other features such as shared 
sound changes and cultural vocabulary that seem, however, to make Wungu more 
appropriately placed in the Mbeya subgroup. The somewhat higher percentages of 
Wungu with Nyika, Pimbwe, and Rungwa than with other Mwika languages are 
probably the result of the trade contacts, intermarriage, and other such links 
reflective of their geographical proximity on the shores of Lake Rukwa. 
(Fourshey 2002: 106-7).   
 

Fourshey’s reasoning will be discussed and critiqued in more detail in light of my own 

analysis in §3-§6. I find that Wungu indeed has a split-lexicon, retaining both Mwika and 

Mbeya (or Nyika) lexical items within a set of core vocabulary. However, this is due to 

both sustained contact before and after the slow divergence of the Mbeya and Mwika 

meso-clades from Proto-Mbozi. Wungu is a conservative daughter language of Proto-

Mwika. Diagnostic phonological innovations confirm this hypothesis, along with 

sociolinguistic, geographical and historical considerations. Furthermore, it is shown that 

Nyiha, not Pimbwe and Rungwa, is the primary contact language with deep contacts as a 

result of long-term intermarriage and trade.  

 The following section provides an overview of the organization and structure of 

the rest of the present study, before moving on to a discussion of research methods and 

philosophy.  

1.8 Organization and structure 

In §2, I summarize my philosophy regarding historical/comparative research. I also 

critique certain aspects of Fourshey (and Ehret’s) methodology, while at the same time 

discussing my own historical/comparative methodology for this project. In addition, I 
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discuss phylogenetic network models as an alternative to traditional tree models. In §3, I 

present a distance-based phylogenetic network analysis for the corpus languages, with the 

goal of developing hypotheses. In §4, I present lexicostatistical evidence for contact 

points among the corpus languages, and compare these results to known historical 

information. In §5, I present a dynamic wave analysis and implicational hierarchy using 

potential diagnostics from previous work in Nurse (1999) and Nurse and Philippson 

(2003). In §6, I conclude by summarizing my findings regarding Wungu, discussing 

implications for the wider field of Bantu historical linguistics, and identifying directions 

for further research.  
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2. Research philosophy and methodology 

Every language tells a story. These stories are complex in themselves and are 

interconnected with other stories. “Any language has three components: what it inherited 

from its ancestors, what it innovated during its evolution, and what it absorbed from other 

languages along the way” (Nurse and Philippson 2003: 164). It can be difficult to 

distinguish one story from another. This is where our methodology and models apply. In 

this section, I discuss the underlying philosophy, methodology and models behind this 

study in comparison with competing ideas.  

2.1 Philosophy 

In this sub-section, I outline several of my major philosophical presuppositions regarding 

linguistic science, with a focus on historical and comparative linguistics. These 

interrelated presuppositions are discussed in §2.1.1-§2.1.4. It is not within the scope of 

this study to expound upon and defend each of these points. I make them explicit here at 

the outset with a view towards supporting the methodology of this study moving forward.  

2.1.1 Embracing complexity 

As much as possible, linguistic study should not ignore the inherent variation in the 

idiolects of individual speakers (and by extension, the dialects of communities of 

speakers). Diachronic study should embrace complexity, gradience and exceptions, i.e. 

“unexplainable” language behavior. Researchers should not force their data into 

regularity, but realize that language-in-use is irregular. Using this philosophy can 

sometimes yield helpful conclusions. An example from this study is my transcription of 
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some Konongo lexical items, in comparison with previously published Nyamwezi data 

(Maganga and Schadeberg 1992).  

Table 2.1. Example of Konongo vowel variation compared to Nyamwezi  
 

English gloss Speaker 1 (Konongo) Speaker 2 (Konongo) Nyamwezi (from M&S 
1992) 

lung ipupu ipopo ibʊːpʊ 
livers matima matema matɪma 
god likuβi likoβe kʊːβɛ 

 
A regular pattern found in the Konongo data is a split in the vowels of Speaker 1 and 

Speaker 2 in the context of a Nyamwezi [-ATR] high vowel. Speaker 1 uses high vowels 

in these contexts, while Speaker 2 uses mid-vowels ([ATR] quality still to be 

determined). A possible hypothesis for this behavior is a present-day negotiation23 of  a 

7>5 vowel merger. Nyamwezi has retained its 7-vowel system, while Konongo is in the 

process of moving to a 5-vowel system.  

2.1.2 Embracing paradox  

Another key methodological presupposition is the value of paradox to linguistic science, 

specifically historical and comparative linguistics. As Pelkey notes in relation to doing 

internal reconstruction:  

Even people who devote their life to the approach have a difficult time 
agreeing on the exact nature of the rules and exceptions in individual 
cases. What we have to do, paradoxically, is make the picture even more 
complex in such cases in hopes of seeing more robust explanatory patterns 
emerge…(2010: cn, italics mine)  

 

                                                 

23 What all is involved in this negotiation? This is another fascinating question that I believe has everything 
to do with the concept of emergence, or the ‘self-organization’ of complex systems (see the introduction to 
§5 for more discussion). In a sense, both every Konongo speaker and no Konongo speaker are involved in 
the process of deciding which vowels certain lexical items in Konongo will take on.  
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Another example is the already-discussed concept of simultaneous “punctuated 

equilibrium” from §1.5.2. While still another point on paradox is made by Kretzschmar 

(2010: 263) who discusses the inherent variation in emergent language systems:  

Modern notions of language and linguistics embody a paradox, that 
language appears to be systematic and yet, at the same time, we know it to 
be variable. The paradox results when we attempt to apply rule-bound 
systems, the ‘axiom of categoricity’, to language in use, to speech as 
people actually use it.  

 
This also relates to the points made in §2.1.1 regarding variation and regularity.  

2.1.3 Rejecting reductionism  

Givón says, “On the surface, two contradictory aspects of a complex system beckon 

toward two alternative reductive accounts of the apparent complexity…[but] we find out 

that an integrated, interactive, dialectic system in fact explains the complex whole much 

better” (2005: 249). A simple, yet elegant (and therefore, powerful) solution is much to 

be preferred over a proposal that ignores exceptions and reduces the “complex whole” to 

nothing but bits and pieces. This principle also gives us the freedom to embrace 

competing hypotheses in order to arrive at a working solution.   

2.1.4 Involving both quantitative and qualitative methods  

Historical and comparative linguistics, in particular, should use a combination of various 

methods to arrive at an answer, not just one. Pelkey (2011: 31ff.), as part of a developing 

argument throughout his book, argues for an ‘integrative dialectology’. This combination 

of quantitative and qualitative methods is presented in chart form below in Table 2.2.  
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Table 2.2. Quantitative and qualitative methods (adapted from Pelkey 2011: 34) 

 Quantitative Qualitative 
Synchronic  core lexical comparisons 

acoustic measurements 
speaker demographics 

perceptual dialectology 
intelligibility testing 

Diachronic distance-based cladistics 
implicational hierarchies 
 

comparative method                 
subgrouping 
dynamic wave analysis 
 

 
I will refer to this table in the coming sections as I discuss the ‘integrative’ methodology I 

employ in this study, and some of the reasoning behind that methodology. I also discuss 

the commendable aspects of Fourshey’s (2002) methodology, while also discussing some 

of the pitfalls of that study.  

2.2 Historical/comparative methodology 

To quote Schadeberg: “There is just one kind of argument for any subgroup: shared 

innovations” (2003: 156). What counts as adequate evidence for these shared 

innovations? The concern is finding shared innovations diagnostic for subgrouping, 

‘individual-identifying’ evidence (Nichols 1996, see §2.2.1). This section discusses the 

methodologies that are employed in this study in regard to the classification of Wungu, as 

well as the deficiencies in these same methodologies and how others employ them.  

 A major theme running through §2.1.4 is the fact that both quantitative and 

qualitative methods need to be employed in combination with one another and not 

exclusively. Fourshey’s (2002) dissertation is quite interdisciplinary, as she attempts to 

draw on lexicostatistical evidence, lexical innovations, and historical information to 

arrive at solutions. In §4, I use some of Fourshey’s historical information (recorded 

histories, oral tradition, etc.) to attempt to verify some of the movements of the Corridor  
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people groups and resulting contact with each other. I also use Willis (1966, 1978), 

Kesby (1977), and Waters (2009) for additional historical insight.  

 In the remainder of this section, I discuss three major methodological paradigms 

in the field of historical/comparative linguistics: the comparative method, lexicostatistics, 

and Wörter und Sachen (“words and things”). Specifically, I discuss how I employ these 

methods (or variations on the methods), pointing out potential flaws in Fourshey’s (2002) 

methodology along the way.  

2.2.1 The comparative method 

The comparative method is a diachronic, qualitative method (see Table 2.2 above). The 

comparative method can have a variety of functions or purposes. In no particular order 

and not necessarily exhaustive, these purposes may be summarized as follows in (2.1): 

(2.1.)  Functions and/or purposes of the comparative method 

1. To reconstruct a proto-language 
 

2. To determine the (genetic) relationships between languages  
 

3. As “a descriptive method by which speakers handle dialect differences” (Anttila 
1972: 282) 
 

4. As ‘heuristic’, by means of establishing ‘individual-identifying evidence’  
(Nichols 1996) 
 

In this study, I am not so much concerned with the first or third purposes. The first, the 

reconstruction of a proto-language, is not the goal (although perhaps it may be a by-

product). The third has more to do with the tools employed by a mother-tongue speaker at 

the time of language-use. This leaves the remaining functions of the comparative method 

as a tool to determine the relationships between a given set of languages, along with a 
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“heuristic component…distinct from the lexical and grammatical comparison that 

establishes the correspondences and produces the reconstructions” (Nichols 1996: 41).  

 In this study, I use a modified application of the comparative method. After 

assembling a list of probable cognates in all of the corpus language varieties (taking care 

to eliminate Swahili and English borrowings from the list), I identify high-value sound 

correspondence sets using the phonological and morphophonological diagnostics in 

Nurse (1999) and Nurse and Philippson (2003). This results in a rough cognacy approach, 

as the sets of sound correspondences are not exhaustive. However, the correspondence 

sets extracted from probable cognates are specifically tailored toward identifying 

diagnostic features, i.e. unusual, ‘high-value’ sets.  

 What constitutes a ‘high-value’ sound correspondence set? Nichols (1996) 

discusses the concepts of “individual-identifying evidence” and “paradigmaticity” in 

relation to the comparative method (48, 52). Nichols defines “individual-identifying 

evidence” for genetic relationship in terms of “its probability of multiple independent 

occurrence among the world’s languages [being] so low that for practical purposes it can 

be regarded as unique and individual” (1996: 48).  

 These “high-value” sound correspondences are those which (1) I was able to 

discern from the available corpus data,24 (2) Nurse and Philippson (2003: 167) say “might 

be historically diagnostic”, and (3) correspond to Nichols’ (1996) level of ‘individual-

identifying evidence’. This is executed and described more fully in §5 in dialogue with a 

Baileyean approach to dialectology.  

                                                 

24 This is due to sheer pragmaticity; see §6 for limitations within the corpus data set and potential future 
research. 
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 Nurse (and Philippson)’s diagnostics are not necessarily free from possible shared 

retentions but still provide the advantage of being based on decades of previous research. 

The diagnostics also allow the possibility for narrowing down the possible evidence from 

the outset. Many of the diagnostics may work for higher nodes than a hypothetical Proto-

Rukwa, while others may still provide evidence for the internal subgrouping of a Proto-

Rukwa. One of the goals of this study is to test these diagnostics (as discussed in §1).  

 Any introductory explanation of the comparative method is usually accompanied 

by a listing of steps in its application,25 e.g. Campbell (2004: 126ff.), as well as its 

common assumptions. Campbell (2004: 164-66) lists these assumptions as (1) “the proto-

language was uniform”, (2) “language splits are sudden”, (3) “after the split-up of the 

proto-language, there is no subsequent contact among the related languages”, and (4) 

“sound change is regular”. The paradox is that none of these assumptions are completely 

true, and yet in some sense, each is presumably needed for the method to work at all.  

 Fourshey is slightly dismissive of the comparative method, and it is unclear to 

what extent she employs it in regard to her Corridor data. She states that she developed 

sound correspondence sets from her own lexical data, and reconstructed proto-forms for 

many lexical roots (2002: 74, 126ff.). This seems to only be tied to the first purpose (see 

§2.2.1) of the comparative method: to reconstruct a proto-language. However, in her 

analysis of the genetic relationships of the Corridor languages, she prefers to use 

lexicostatistics, glottochronology, and Wörter und Sachen (see §2.2.2 and §2.2.3). What 

                                                 

25 Campbell (2004: 126) makes it clear that even to talk about steps at all is to begin to miss the point: “For 
ease of description, we will talk about ‘steps’…in practice, the comparative linguist typically jumps back 
and forth among these steps”.  
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are Fourshey's objections to the use of the comparative method for the purposes of 

subgrouping? These objections to the comparative method are summarized in (2.2). 

(2.2.) Summary of Fourshey’s (2002) objections to the comparative method  

1. Because of an inherently narrow range of prospects for subgrouping evidence, 
both phonology and morphology are often inadequate sources for such evidence. 
(2002: 69) 
 

2. The existence of widespread cross-linguistic tendencies for certain types of 
phonological change. (2002: 73) 
 

3. Phonological change does not always apply equally (“[genetically-related] 
languages...do not go through all the same sound changes”) or always at the same 
time (“[sound change] may well take place at quite different historical periods”) 
(2002: 73). 
 

4. Phonological change can be reversed (2002: 74). 
  

First, it must be said that,with such strong objections to the comparative method, it is 

difficult to understand the confidence Fourshey puts in her own lexical reconstructions. 

For instance, if phonological change can be reversed, what assurances does she have that 

some of her reconstructed proto-sounds had not subsequently reversed themselves at 

some point in the past?  

 Second, in regards to (1), the domains of phonology and morphology are arguably 

more limited in terms of sub-grouping evidence, i.e. such evidence is harder to find 

among regular sound correspondences. But why? The answer is that oftentimes such 

correspondences are nothing but shared retentions (not shared innovations) or can be 

attributed to independent innovation.   

 The larger issue is the quality of the evidence, regardless of what kind it is or 

whether it is not as plentiful as other evidence (see discussion above regarding ‘high 

value’ evidence). Lexical data may sometimes qualify depending on word-length and 
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other factors (Nichols 1996: 50). In Nichols’ view, the best evidence is based on 

paradigm-like morphological/grammatical sets which innately have a much lower 

probability of occurring together (1996: 52).  

 In regards to (2) and the propensity of certain changes cross-linguistically, simply 

put, this is the reason such changes are rejected and many sound correspondence sets are 

useless. Such sound changes could have easily arisen independently. The same is true for 

certain types of typological evidence. Nakhleh et al. write that:      

Phonological characters must therefore be based on highly unusual sound 
changes, or on sets or sequences of sound changes that are not especially likely to 
have occurred together, and this greatly decreases the amount of phonological 
information that can be used for cladistic purposes. (2005: 385)  

 
However, this does not mean that uncommon phonological change does not exist or 

cannot be found. In fact I demonstrate in §5 that *k-lenition and perfect spirantization 

meet the demands of this type of evidence in regard to the Corridor languages.   

 Fourth, in regards to (3), that phonological change does not always apply equally 

or at the same time, once again the quality of the change and whether it was an 

independent innovation or a shared innovation are important points. In addition, the time-

depth of certain innovations can be deduced by constructing a relative chronology. But 

even more importantly, what would happen if genetically-related proto-dialects went 

through all of the same changes at the exact same time as Fourshey implies? They would 

either remain (or become) the same language. This is an argument against language 

variation and diachronic change, not the comparative method.  

 Finally, Fourshey’s claim in (4) that certain phonological changes are reversible is 

only true in cases of reanalysis. When reanalysis happens, most often there are indicators 

within the language that such reanalysis occurred, e.g. lexical doublets. Otherwise, as 
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Nurse and Philippson (2003: 180) state, “shared phonological changes are…systematic 

and irreversible”. Lexical doublets in regard to *k-lenition and perfect spirantization are 

discussed in §5.  

 In §2.2.2 and §2.2.3, I discuss Fourshey’s arguments in favor of the methods of 

lexicostatistics, glottochronology, and Wörter und Sachen. I also describe the extent of 

my own incorporation of these methods in this study.  

2.2.2 Lexicostatistics and network analysis 

Lexicostatistic analysis is a synchronic, quantitative method (as listed in Table 2.2). The 

terms lexicostatistics and glottochronology are sometimes used interchangeably by 

scholars. For the sake of clarity, I choose to differentiate them. I use the following 

definitions proposed by Hinnebusch (1999). Lexicostatistics is “any statistical study of a 

limited set of vocabulary items of a group or groups of languages which result[s] in 

numerical indices of similarity and are then analyzed to yield a classification…” (1999: 

174).  

 Glottochronology, on the other hand, is “the attempt to assign specific dates to 

successive splits among genetic groups” based solely on lexicostatistic results 

(Hinnebusch 1999: 174).  Campbell (2004: 204-10) summarizes the main criticisms of 

glottochronology. Although a significant part of Fourshey's historical analysis is based on 

glottochronology (2002: 75-9), I am not concerned with debunking the proposed dates of 

certain splits. Instead, the concern is the subgrouping of the Corridor languages, with a 

focus squarely on Wungu. And so, suffice it to say, for our purposes, that “since 

glottochronology is unreliable and is discounted by most historical linguists, it should not 
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be thought of as a substitute for the traditional means of subgrouping. It is simply not 

reliable for this purpose” (Campbell 2004: 209).  

 The views of scholars on lexicostatistics proper are more mixed. Some see it as a 

“misguided shortcut” (Teeter 1963: 648), while other “studies have presented their results 

assuming that they were outlining a picture of genetic development” (Hinnebusch 1999: 

176). Ehret goes so far as to say: 

The power of lexicostatistical methods in the subclassification of language 
families should not be downplayed. Consistently, with much less effort, they 
provide the same results as the laborious traditional methods of subgrouping, as 
long as the divisions within the wider language group are relatively clear-cut 
ones. Even where long-term dialect chaining has accompanied the expansion and 
diversification of the language group, the underlying genetic breakdown of the 
group still remains mostly discoverable from the lexicostatistical figures, simply 
because dialect chaining leaves its own characteristic numerical distributions. 
(1999: 43-4) 

 
The question is whether the ‘clear-cut divisions’ Ehret mentions are more commonplace 

or whether lexicostatistics yielding such divisions is more exceptional. Most often the 

view on lexicostatistics is more moderate and embraces the value the method may have 

(see below), without overstating its abilities. The potential benefits from lexicostatistics 

are (at the very least) threefold as in (2.3):  

(2.3)  Potential benefits from lexicostatistics 

1. It “can provide us with testable hypotheses of genetic relationships” (Hinnebusch 
1999: 176; Nurse and Hinnebusch 1993: 24). 
 

2. It can aid in discovering the extent of language contact (Hinnebusch 1999: 177). 
 

3. In competing analyses, it may be able to corroborate one of the analyses (Nurse 
and Hinnebusch 1993: 24).   

  

Fourshey (2002: 94ff.) makes use of item (2) to argue for extensive lexical contact among 

many of the Corridor language groups, specifically Safwa, Fipa and Nyika (2002: 97, 
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101). She even uses the lexicostatistical percentages in this regard to argue for classifying 

Safwa and Wungu as daughters of Proto-Mbeya, as opposed to Proto-South Mbeya (or 

even Proto-Mwika) (2002: 97-102) (see §4 for revised percentages from my own data 

and alternative hypotheses). Hinnebusch (1999) explains this usage of the lexicostatistical 

method further:  

The first characteristic is that the LS [lexicostatistic] figures which define the 
internal relationships of a group are very similar. The second is that LS figures for 
individual languages/dialects of any given group have similar lexicostatistical 
relationships to the languages/dialects of other groups…Where these percentages 
are not in balance we have reason to look for other nongenetic variables. (1999: 
179) 

 
These unbalanced percentages essentially constitute ‘skewing’ (Hinnebusch 1999:180). 

The ‘nongenetic variables’ mostly consist of borrowing from other language groups. 

  I not only make use of this brand of lexicostatistics, but also the methods 

encouraged by items (1) and (3) in the above list. However, I do so by using a slightly 

modified version to feed into a phylogenetic network model discussed in §3. The network 

model makes it easier to see and formulate new (and potentially competing) hypotheses.  

2.2.3 Wörter und Sachen—“words and things” 

Ehret (1999) and Fourshey (2002) both employ a particular Wörter und Sachen 

technique: “draw[ing] on the ideas of both lexical replacement and semantic histories … 

it defines each of its genetic subgroupings of Bantu languages by identifying the set of 

innovated stems (roots) that are restricted to that particular subgroup” (Ehret 1999: 46). 

In some ways, this is an application of Nichols’ requirement for paradigm-like evidence 

(see the cautions below, however). Ehret (1999: 61-147) provides lists of these “stem-

morpheme innovations”, which function as diagnostics for subgrouping. These stem-
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morpheme innovations from Ehret (1999) occur at higher nodes than what is useful for 

determining the classification of Wungu.  

 This method does have several drawbacks. Namely, as Nichols asserts, “lexical 

evidence alone is only weak evidence of relatedness” (1996: 50). And as Nurse and 

Philippson point out: “Any lexically-based model certainly reflects inheritance but it also 

reflects geographical and social conditions. Geographically, the longer communities are 

adjacent, the more vocabulary will seep across language boundaries” (2003: 173).  

 However, in Appendix E I provide a list of possible innovations among the set of 

core vocabulary. Essentially, lexical items found in Wungu and Fipa but not Safwa (and 

to some extent Nyiha). Further research would need to be done on this list to determine 

the details of semantic shifts (see §6). Lexical innovations can also be considered 

paradigmatic evidence. Together with further paradigmatic evidence from other domains, 

these sets of lexical innovations can contribute to the overall classificatory picture.  

 We have discussed methodology and the way forward for this study on Wungu. 

The following section discusses possible models for linguistic change. 

2.3 Models 

One of the research recommendations by Nurse and Philippson (2003) is the “need… for 

additional models” (2003: 180). The most common models of linguistic change include 

the “family-tree model” and the “wave-theory model”. As Anttila notes, “trees can 

represent splits, waves the actual spread of features” (1972: 304, 307). The specific 

problems with the tree model as applied to Bantu are summarized by Nurse and 

Philippson (2003) below:  
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The construction of linguistic trees forces their builders to posit binary 
splits and a percentage difference of a point or two often makes a big 
difference in how a linguistic tree is structured, and thus in how 
linguistically based history is made (166).  

 
As I discuss in §1.5.2, Bantu languages are characterized by existing in dialect continua, 

extended contact, and simultaneous ‘punctuated equilibrium’. The dramatic splits implied 

by the tree model are not sufficient to represent the history of Bantu language change. 

“For such cases trees are not an appropriate model of evolution; networks are needed 

instead to model the evolutionary history of the family” (Nakhleh et al. 2005: 384).

 Holden and Gray discuss one of the benefits of network models being the ability 

to see “conflicting relationships”.  

Unlike tree-building methods, constructing a network does not force the data into 
a bifurcating tree. If the data are truly tree-like, then the Neighbor-Net method 
will return an unrooted tree, but if there are conflicts within the data then it will 
construct a splits graph, in which conflicting relationships are represented by 
reticulations or joining among branches. (2006: 25) 

 
I base my phylogenetic network model of the Corridor languages largely on the work 

done by Holden and Gray (2006) but by others as well (Nakhleh et al. 2005; Bryant et al. 

2005) in addition to the application of insights from a biological evolutionary model 

(Croft 2006, 2008).  

 These proposals for analysis and the development of guiding hypotheses are 

implemented in the following chapters. In the next chapter, I turn to this type of network 

model and explore these ideas further in relation to the Corridor languages. §4 continues 

with evidence for contact and skewing among the Corridor languages and provides 

background historical information. In §5, I apply a version of Bailey’s implicational 

hierarchy to the corpus languages using previously developed diagnostics.  
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3. Distance-Based Phylogenetic Network Analysis 

In §2, I discuss the philosophy and ‘integrated methodologies’ that form the basis for the 

remaining chapters. §2.3 briefly introduces the concept of a distance-based phylogenetic 

network model. This network model was contrasted with the standard tree model and its 

inherent deficiencies (especially when applied to Bantu historical relationships). This 

chapter will introduce the concept of the network model further and apply it to the corpus 

languages. Distance-based cladistics are diachronic and quantitative in nature (see Table 

2.2). 

 The distance-based phylogenetic network analysis in this chapter results in five 

guiding hypotheses. These hypotheses are listed in (3.1) below: 

(3.1) Guiding hypotheses resulting from distance-based network analysis 

1. Bantu F languages (Nyamwezi, Konongo, Luwila, Galla and Bende-Tongwe) can 
be tentatively excluded from a hypothetical Proto-Mbozi.  

 
2. The remaining corpus languages can be tentatively divided into two clades: 

Mwika and Mbeya (or Nyika). 
   

3. These clades are not necessarily unified. In other words, the unity of these Mwika 
and Mbeya clades into a hypothetical Mbozi macro-clade is not supported by the 
distance-based lexicostatistical evidence.  

  
4. A split-lexicon for Wungu can be confirmed. Lexically (among primarily core 

vocabulary), Wungu does not pattern with just Mwika languages or just Mbeya 
languages. 

 
5. Wungu seems to pattern lexically with both Mwika and Mbeya languages. The 

Wungu lexicon is the only evidence for a lexical unity between the Mwika and 
Mbeya clades. 

 

To account for these insights into the Corridor languages in relation to the classification 

of Wungu, the data in this chapter lends supporting evidence to either one of two 
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possibilities: (1) Proto-Wungu originally belonged to either a Proto-Mwika or a Proto-

Mbeya, split-off and came into deep extended contact with the other sub-branch, or (2) 

Wungu is a conservative direct descendant of a hypothesized Proto-Mbozi macro-clade 

node. From further evidence presented in §4 and §5, I conclude that item (1) is the most 

likely with Wungu having originally belonged to a Proto-Mwika and coming into 

subsequent intense prolonged contact with Mbeya language varieties (see §6).      

 In the coming subsections, I proceed to examine the evidence for the guiding 

hypotheses described above. But first, I explain the methodology of distance-based 

networks in more detail.   

3.1 Methodology 

Pelkey (2011: 279) discusses the use of the distance-based network model as “an 

introductory visual means of data exploration”. As such, network models can be a good 

place to start formulating hypotheses related to contact and inheritance alike. But what 

exactly are these network models and how are they developed?  

 First, a standard lexicostatistical matrix is designed, measuring lexical similarity 

among core vocabulary with any number of language varieties. A distance matrix is 

calculated by converting the figures in this standard lexicostatistical matrix into their 

opposite values. Wungu-Gua and Wungu-Udinde, for example, are 0.77173913 similar 

and 0.22826087 dissimilar (see Appendix A). The Neighbor-Net algorithm, developed by 

Bryant and Moulton (2004) for exploring hypotheses in biological phylogeny, is applied 

to this distance matrix. A software program like SplitsTree 4 is used to implement this 

algorithm and display a resulting diagram (Huson and Bryant 2006, 2010). If the 

distance-based relationships are unambiguous, the diagram will appear more like a 
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standard tree. If they are ambiguous (or competing), the splits are weighted. The relative 

weight of a split is represented by the length of a given branch in the diagram. Figure 3.1 

shows a sample diagram of an ambiguous (or competing) split. 

 

Figure 3.1. Sample network demonstrating competing splits and relative weight  

In this diagram (or splits-graph), the box in the middle is indicative of an ambiguous split 

in the data. Split A groups Nyiha-Chisenga and Nyiha-Mbozi together along with Safwa-

Ileya and Malila, while Split B groups Nyika-Chisenga and Safwa-Ileya together as well 

as Nyiha-Mbozi and Malila.  In Figure 3.1 there is more evidence for Split A.  

 In §1.5.2, we saw that Bantu languages in particular are characterized by a 

number of defining features including areal diffusion, dialect continua, sustained 

historical contact, rapid radiation, and punctuated equilibrium. A distance-based network 

model is able to represent these common properties of historical Bantu relationships in a 

Nyika-Chisenga 

Nyiha-Mbozi 

Malila 
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way that lexicostatistics and tree models are incapable of doing. As Holden and Gray 

explain: 

Rapid radiation may be inferred from a lack of phylogenetic signal, i.e. a 
rake- or star-shaped phylogeny, whereas reticulation would indicate possible 
borrowing. Reticulations can also pinpoint those languages which may have been 
involved in borrowing. Complex chains of conflicting relationships involving 
numerous languages may indicate that borrowing occurred in the context of 
dialect chains. (2006: 24) 
 

In other words, from a given network diagram we can immediately view competing 

genetic possibilities along with patterns of dialect continua, contact, areal diffusion and 

rapid radiation.  

Network representations enable an intuitive visual overview of historical 
contact, dialect continua, and – more tentatively – genetic subgroups by 
identifying the presence of both clear and conflicting relationship claims between 
all pairs in a given distance matrix. (Pelkey 2011: 279, italics mine) 

 
As we examine diagrams for the Corridor languages in the next section, we will look for 

the following patterns in Table 3.1 based on Holden and Gray (2006: 24) above.  

Table 3.1 Patterns and their interpretation in network diagrams  

Pattern Interpretation 
Rake (or star) shaped phylogeny A lack of phylogenetic signal 
Reticulation Possible borrowing, languages involved in 

borrowing 
Conflicting relationships involving many 
languages 

Possible borrowing in the context of dialect 
continua 

 
In dealing with Bantu languages, we expect to see such patterns, and we do in fact see 

each of these patterns to some extent in the Corridor data in the next section.  
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3.2 Networks for the Corridor languages  

For this study, I performed a standard lexicostatistical analysis (based on rough cognacy, 

see §2.2.2) using a Swadesh-based 200-item wordlist26 incorporating lexical data from 27 

different language varieties (see §3.2). The results of this lexicostatistical analysis can be 

seen in Appendices A and B as a 27x27 matrix (729 cells). A distance matrix is 

calculated by converting these figures into their opposite values. These values of 

dissimilarity are used by the NeighborNet algorithm to develop network models, as 

discussed in the previous section (§3.1).  

 All of the diagrams in this section were processed using the Splits Tree 4 software 

(v. 4.11.3). The scale for each diagram is located in the top left corner. This value is 

calculated by the program and aids in measuring the degree of confidence of each 

ambiguous split (as discussed in §3.1). Each diagram uses the equal-angle Neighbor-Net 

algorithm. Language name abbreviations can be found in the abbreviations section before 

the Table of Contents or in §1.3. A distance-based network model of the 27 corpus 

language varieties is provided in Figure 3.2.   

                                                 

26 Corpus wordlist data is included in Appendix F is a 300-word list. An approximately 200-word sample 
(based on the Swadesh-200) was taken from this larger data set. The most forms a language had (due to the 
absence of certain data, as in unkown or unavailable) was 184 words. The core lexical percentages were 
calculated out of 184.   
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Figure 3.2. Distance-based network of 27 Corridor language varieties 

 An important point to remember is that this diagram is only a hypothesis about 

possible historical relationships, i.e. “phenograms must not be mistaken for cladograms” 

(Pelkey 2011: 281). However, if we proceed with the caution that we are working with a 

cladogram hypothesis, one of the first things we notice is reticulation among several 

different branches, but most prominently among the Mbeya varieties (Safwa, 

Nyiha/Nyika, Malila). This is characteristic of sustained contact, dialect continua and 
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areal diffusion. The only possible abrupt split concerns the Wungu dialects minus 

Wungu-Gua. Both Wungu-Gua and Nyiha-Msanda are special cases. Wungu-Gua may in 

fact be a dialect of Wanda (see §1.3) and has close ties with Rungwa (see discussion in 

§4). Nyiha-Msanda has been subjected to more intense recent contact with various Fipa 

language varieties. Currently, Nyiha-Msanda is spoken in an “island” of Fipa dialects 

(see Map C).  This diagram reflects the relative skewing of the core Nyiha-Msanda 

lexicon (see §4).  

 Furthermore, we can also tentatively exclude the Bantu F languages (Nyamwezi, 

Konongo, Luwila, Galla and Bende-Tongwe) from further discussion until §5. Five 

reasons exist for having included these Bantu F languages in the corpus: (1) they are 

proximal geographically, (2) in Guthrie’s classification Wungu is classified as F.25 with 

Nyamwezi (F.22) and Bende-Tongwe (F.10), (3) both Luwila and Galla are previously 

undocumented languages with as-yet unknown historical origins, (4) the prospect of 

possible language contact with both Pimbwe (see §1.6.3) and Rungwa, and (5) Kimbu 

(another Bantu F language) as a probable contact language with Wungu. However, the 

internal historical relationship of these Bantu F languages is beyond the scope of this 

project.27 

 There are several reasons for tentatively excluding the Bantu F languages. First, 

Nurse classifies many of these Bantu F languages as ‘West Tanzania (WT)’ or ‘Takama’, 

a completely separate grouping (1999: 10). Second, as I discuss in §5, there is 

                                                 

27 The historical origins and subclassification of Bende-Tongwe, much like Wungu, has defied consensus. 
An entire project in itself could be devoted to the status of the former as well. Hopefully, this project gives 
a fuller snapshot of the relationship of Bende-Tongwe to its geographical neighbors to the south. Luwila 
and Galla are previously undocumented languages. It would be interesting to investigate these matters 
further, perhaps as an additional paper.  
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considerable phonological evidence in support of the claim that the Bantu F languages 

belong to a different branch. Third, both Bende-Tongwe and Nyamwezi have a 

noticeably large number of probable non-cognate lexical items with the Mbeya, Mwika, 

and Wungu varieties. These are forms which are either idiosyncratic, or indicate places 

where data is missing.28 Table 3.2 below shows the number of non-cognate forms 

between Wungu and Bende-Tongwe, Nyamwezi and Nyika-Chisenga29 out of the 200-

item wordlist. The minimum number of non-cognate forms any two languages have in the 

corpus is 16, while the maximum number in relation to Wungu varieties is 39 (besides the 

values in Table 3.2).  

Table 3.2. Number of non-cognate forms between Wungu and three others 

 Bende-Tongwe Nyamwezi Nyi-Chisenga 

Wungu-Udinde 61 48 49 

Wungu-Maleza 57 47 45 

Wungu-Mwambani 58 46 44 

Wungu-Gua 62 46 50 

 
 A fourth reason for excluding the Bantu F languages (not including Wungu) is 

lexical evidence among the numerals one through ten, as these Bantu F languages pattern 

differently with respect to the other corpus languages. Table 3.3. below shows these 

differences between the numerals ‘six’, ‘seven’ and ‘nine’. The number ‘eight’ is 

included for reference, and data from Wungu-Gua represents the overall pattern of the 

other corpus languages. 

                                                 

28 Missing data is less likely for Bende-Tongwe and Nyamwezi because the data comes from representative 
lexicons from Abe (2006) and Maganga and Schadeberg (1992), respectively.  
29 Nyika-Chisenga is not in Bantu F and is only included because it has similar non-cognate values to 
Nyamwezi.  
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Table 3.3. Differences in the numerals for Bantu F languages 

 

Other 
corpus 
languages Bantu F Languages 

Eng 
gloss 

Wungu-
Gua 

Bende-
Tongwe Luwila Galla Nyamwezi Konongo 

six sitʰa mukaːɣa m̩kaga mukaga mkaːga βalimkaga 

seven saba n̩dʷi m̩puŋgati mupuŋgati mpuːngatɪ mpungati 

eight nane munaːnɛ munanɛ munanɛ mnaːne mnanɛ 

nine tʰisa kʲɛnda kɛnda kɛnda kenda kenda 

 

The numerals ‘six’, ‘seven’ and ‘nine’ represented by the Wungu-Gua examples are 

borrowings from Swahili, as they are originally loanwords from Arabic (see Schadeberg 

2009b). The Bantu F languages have retained reflexes from Proto-Bantu, while the other 

corpus languages have borrowed these numerals from Swahili. This is not adequate 

evidence for subgrouping, as it constitutes shared retention on the part of these Bantu F 

languages. However, for the purposes of this study, it is an extra reason for exclusion. 

 However, for the reasons stated above, it is important to understand the role the 

Bantu F languages have as contact languages (primarily) to the north of the Corridor 

language area. We need to realize the considerable impact that Bende-Tongwe, 

Nyamwezi and Konongo have had as contact languages especially with Pimbwe and 

Rungwa. With that said, when the Bantu F languages (besides Wungu) are removed from 

the distance-based network we see that both Pimbwe and Rungwa move position to the 

other side of Fipa and closer to Wungu. Compare Figure 3.2 with Figure 3.3 below. Note 

the more pervasive reticulation patterns in the diagram, which indicate probable 

borrowing. 



 

 

Figure 3.3. Distance-based network of 22 Corridor language varieties 
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Presumably, Pimbwe and Rungwa move positions because of contact with one or more of 

the Bantu F languages. This contact is discussed further in §4.  

 What the majority of previous subclassification proposals have in common is the 

unity of the remaining corpus languages as a macro-clade,30 and the division of these 

languages into at least two meso-clades (Nurse’s Mwika/Nyika and Fourshey’s 

Mbeya/Mwika)31 (see §1.6). Disregarding Wungu for the time being, the remaining 

language varieties can be tentatively divided into two clades based on the phenogram: (1) 

an Mbeya clade, which includes the Safwa, Nyiha/Nyika and Malila varieties, and (2) a 

Mwika clade, which includes Pimbwe, Rungwa, Mambwe-Lungu and the Fipa varieties. 

 However, as can be seen from the phenogram in Figure 3.3, these clades are not 

necessarily unified. In other words, the unity of these Mwika and Mbeya clades into a 

hypothetical Mbozi (or Rukwa?) macro-clade is not supported by the distance-based 

lexicostatistical evidence. This is in line with what Nurse claims, that “Mwika-Nyika, 

collectively and separately, are quite homogenous phonologically, somewhat less so 

lexically” (1999: 14). Thus, this latter aspect of Nurse’s argument is supported by the 

data in this chapter, the comparison of  the core lexicons of these Corridor languages.  

 In addition, we discover that the split-lexicon among core vocabulary is 

confirmed for Wungu. Wungu does not side with the Mwika clade or the Mbeya clade in 

the phenogram, but seems in some ways to hold the two together. We are able to see that 

                                                 

30 Other languages may perhaps belong to this macro-clade that are not among the corpus languages.  These 
may include languages such as Nyamwanga, Wanda, Nyakyusa, Kimbu, etc. that are geographically 
proximate to the corpus languages (see §1.3, §6.4).  
31 Fourshey unites these meso-clades under a Proto-Mbozi (separate from a Proto-Rungwe which includes 
Nyakyusa and Ndali, and all of which fall under a Proto-Rukwa macro-clade). See §1.7.  
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somehow Wungu is simultaneously affiliated with both Mwika and Mbeya (by virtue of a 

low confidence weighting or relatively short line length), and yet not affiliated with either 

of them (by virtue of only moderate reticulation).  

 We now take a closer look at both the Mwika and Mbeya clades in relation to 

Wungu. Figure 3.4 shows a Neighbor-Net phenogram for the Mbeya-clade language 

varieties along with Wungu. Note the complex reticulation patterns among the dialects of 

Safwa, Nyiha, Nyika and Malila, and at the same time their rake-like patterns. This 

combination is likely indicative of  simultaneous ‘punctuated equilibrium’, or the paradox 

of sudden splits and sustained contact (see §1.5.2). The previously noted outliers Wungu-

Gua, Nyiha-Msanda and Nyika-Chisenga are excluded from Figure 3.4 for clarity of 

representation. 

 

Figure 3.4. Distance-based network for Wungu and the hypothesized Mbeya-clade 
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The split from the Mbeya-clade varieties to the three remaining Wungu dialects (WU, 

WM, and WMW) is abrupt, and the relative length of that edge weight reveals the high 

confidence of the split.  

 The proposed Mwika-clade includes Pimbwe, Rungwa, Mambwe-Lungu and the 

Fipa language varieties. Figure 3.5 provides a Neighbor-Net phenogram for the proposed 

Mwika-clade language varieties and Wungu. Wungu-Gua (WG) remains in the 

phenogram below because of its known relationship with Wanda and Rungwa (see §1.3, 

§4).  

 

Figure 3.5. Distance-based network for hypothesized Mwika-clade and Wungu 
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The Mwika-clade lacks the rich rake-like patterns of the Mbeya-clade in Figure 3.4. 

However, both the Mwika and Mbeya clades are only mildly reticulated relative to 

Wungu. Figure 3.5 suggests less of an abrupt split, and more of a continuum.  

 Before concluding the chapter, it may be useful to compare these network models 

with a more traditional rooted tree model from the same data set. Figure 3.6 provides 

such a rooted tree, produced with the same SplitsTree 4 software, but as an NJ consensus 

tree. In this figure, the Bantu F varieties are excluded. 

  From Figure 3.6 we can see again that the same two groupings emerge, a Mwika 

branch consisting of the Fipa, Mambwe-Lungu, Pimbwe and Rungwa varieties and an 

Mbeya branch that consists of Safwa, Nyiha/Nyika and Malila varieties. Figure 3.6 also 

makes a claim about the position of the Wungu varieties (WU, WM, WU and WG) at a 

possible macro-clade node above the Mbeya and Mwika clades. This macro-clade node 

might seem to correspond either with Fourshey’s ‘Proto-Mbozi’ or ‘Proto-Rukwa’ (see 

§1.7). This study comes to the conclusion, however, that Wungu is a conservative Mwika 

language that branched off at a high level and subsequently came into intense contact 

with Mbeya-clade varieties. Not just in Figure 3.6, but in the other diagrams in this 

chapter it seems as if the network model is unable to interpret the direction of any 

borrowing that took place because the borrowing was so extreme.  



 

 

Figure 3.6. Consensus tree of 22 Corridor language varieties
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3.3 Guiding hypotheses 

From the distance-based phylogenetic network analysis provided in this chapter, I arrive 

at several guiding hypotheses, listed below in (3.2) (repeated again here from earlier in 

the chapter for convenience).  

(3.2) Guiding hypotheses resulting from distance-based network analysis 

1. Bantu F languages (Nyamwezi, Konongo, Luwila, Galla and Bende-Tongwe) 
can be tentatively excluded from a hypothetical Proto-Mbozi.  

 
2. The remaining corpus languages can be tentatively divided into two clades: 

Mwika and Mbeya (or Nyika). 
   

3. These clades are not necessarily unified. In other words, the unity of these 
Mwika and Mbeya clades into a hypothetical Mbozi macro-clade is not 
supported by the distance-based lexicostatistical evidence.  

  
4. A split-lexicon for Wungu can be confirmed. Lexically (among primarily core 

vocabulary), Wungu does not pattern with just Mwika languages or just Mbeya 
languages. 

 
5. Wungu seems to pattern lexically with both Mwika and Mbeya languages. The 

core Wungu lexicon is the only evidence for a lexical unity between the Mwika 
and Mbeya clades. 

 

These guiding hypotheses play a key role in arriving at the eventual conclusion that 

Wungu is a conservative member of the Mwika branch, but Wungu speakers have 

borrowed extensively from Mbeya-clade varieties historically. This conclusion is the 

opposite of Fourshey’s claim that Wungu is a direct daughter language of a Proto-Mbeya. 

However, at this point in the argument, we must use caution because any conclusions 

“must be critiqued and modified via qualitative insights … especially applications of the 

comparative method and sociolinguistic background knowledge” (Pelkey 2011: 281). The 
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next chapter is concerned with sociolinguistics, contact and the known history of the 

Corridor varieties, with a focus on Wungu. 

4. Skewing, language contact, and known history 

In §2.2.2, I discuss a variety of uses of lexicostatistics and mention possible benefits of 

the method. One of those benefits is providing substantiation for language contact. In this 

chapter, I use a modified version of a method developed and advocated in Hinnebusch 

(1999) in order to further understand the effects of language contact on the corpus 

languages.32 I also use known historical information from the beginning of the 19th 

century through the modern era to attempt independent confirmation of many of these 

language contact patterns. But how will a better understanding of (relatively) recent 

language contact aid in revising the hypothesis that Wungu is a daughter language of 

Proto-Mbeya?  

 As discussed in §1.7,  Fourshey bases her classification of Wungu on the 

following four factors in (4.1): 

(4.1) Fourshey’s (2002) basis for Wungu classification  

1. Retained core vocabulary (with both Mwika and Mbeya) 
 

2. Higher lexicostatistical percentages between Wungu and certain Mwika groups 
(Pimbwe, Rungwa and Nyika) are due to geographical proximity 
 

3. Higher lexicostatistical percentages between Wungu and the Mbeya groups 
(Safwa, Malila, Nyiha and Lambya) than with Mwika groups like Fipa and 
Mambwe-Lungu 
 

4. Shared sound changes and cultural vocabulary 
 

                                                 

32 For the most part this excludes the Bantu F languages (Bende-Tongwe, Lwila, Galla, Nyamwezi and 
Konongo), except where relevant.  
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The first three factors are concerned with lexicostatistics and hypotheses about the 

patterns of language contact in the Corridor. Once again, as Fourshey is using 

glottochronology, she is concerned with the rate of retention of core vocabulary items and 

the dating of splits—affecting (at very least) the value of item (1) and the second part of 

item (4) as diagnostics. In doing so, Fourshey is potentially confusing shared innovations 

and shared retentions.  

 In this study, I seek to avoid drawing conclusions regarding the subclassification 

of Wungu from the evidence of shared retentions rather than shared innovations. 

Evidence from language contact can often be of the shared-retention type. However, in 

this case, confirmed language contact can lend supporting evidence on two fronts, listed 

in (4.2):  

(4.2) Language contact as supporting evidence in the case of Wungu 

1. Wungu’s core lexical percentages with Mwika varieties are unlikely to be due to 
language contact between these varieties.   
 

2. Intense borrowing has more likely taken place between Wungu, Nyiha and certain 
Safwa varieties, therefore distorting the core lexical correspondence patterns in 
the region. 
 

In order to obtain such evidence for language contact, I employ a lexicostatistical method 

developed in Hinnebusch (1999) and try to substantiate those patterns with historical 

information. As Hinnebusch claims, “Where skewed figures correlate with geographic 

proximity there is the reasonable assumption that skewing is due to diffusion related to 

contact between speakers” (1999: 191).  

 In this chapter, I first introduce Hinnebusch’s methodology and provide examples 

and a few cautions. §4.2 deals with internal Mbeya lexicostatistics (Safwa, Nyiha/Nyika 

and Malila), while §4.3 concerns internal Mwika  lexicostats (Pimbwe, Rungwa, 
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Mambwe-Lungu and the Fipa varieties). §4.4 deals with Mwika’s external percentages 

with Wungu, while §4.5 does the same for the Mbeya varieties. In §4.6, I examine any 

remaining sociolinguistic and historical information and draw some conclusions.   

4.1 Lexicostatistics and contact 

The methodology developed in Hinnebusch (1999) can be summarized as the  

identification of  “skewing” among lexical percentages (1999: 180). The ‘skewing’ of 

lexical percentages, and in the case of the present study core lexical percentages, 

indicates contact, borrowing and/or diffusion. The core lexical situation as affected by 

contact, borrowing and/or diffusion distorts any phylogenetic signal. If we are able to 

identify language varieties which have engaged in intense contact with one another, we 

can make allowance for these distortions in any subclassification proposal. What is 

‘skewing’ and how is identified among core lexical percentages? Hinnebusch (1999) 

explains part of the rationale for this particular lexicostatistical method in the following 

passage:  

The first characteristic is that the LS [lexicostatistic] figures which define the 
internal relationships of a group are very similar. The second is that LS figures for 
individual languages/dialects of any given group have similar lexicostatistical 
relationships to the languages/dialects of other groups…Where these percentages 
are not in balance we have reason to look for other nongenetic variables. (1999: 
179) 

 
In other words, the language varieties in a particular sub-branch tend to have analogous 

lexicostatistical relationships, both inside and outside that sub-branch. Lexical 

percentages functioning as outliers can be taken as evidence of contact or borrowing. 

Hinnebusch (1999) uses averages (mean or median?), ranges and average ranges to 

identify these outliers. In the following sections, I use range, mean and standard deviation 
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from the mean to identify ‘skewing’, or ‘unbalanced percentages’. Language varieties 

which are posited to be in the same sub-branch should have relatively low ranges and 

standard deviations. If a particular language variety does not fit the pattern (it has an 

uncharacteristically high percentage relative to the mean), an alternative explanation is 

needed. For instance,33 in the following example involving a dialect of Nyiha from the 

Msanda-Muungano area of Tanzania, the standard deviation among Nyiha/Nyika dialects 

(excluding Nyiha-Msanda) as compared to Fipa/Mambwe-Lungu is only 3%, while 

Nyiha-Msanda’s deviation from the mean ranges from 17%-21%. This indicates that 

compared to Fipa/Mambwe-Lungu, the Nyiha/Nyika dialects are fairly homogeneous. In 

other words, each of the Nyiha/Nyika dialects share around the same amount of core 

lexical items with Fipa/Mambwe-Lungu. This is to be expected if we consider 

Nyiha/Nyika to form a cohesive language (or low-level grouping, as the case may be for 

other examples). However, Nyiha-Msanda does not fit the pattern. The 14%-18% 

skewing is a significant difference that demands an explanation.    

 Table 4.1 compares the percentages from the Fipa/Mambwe-Lungu varieties to 

the Nyiha/Nyika varieties with a focus on Nyiha-Msanda (using the same lexicostatistical 

data from §3, see Appendix A). Again, I use statistical information including the mean, 

standard deviation from the mean, and range. These statistics are posted underneath each 

table heading in this chapter. In this example (and most others), the language variety in 

question (in this case, Nyiha-Msanda) is not included in the statistical calculations of the 

mean, standard deviation and range.  

 

                                                 

33 Not all skewing is as dramatic or as straightforward as what follows, but what follows is intended merely 
to illustrate the point. 
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Table 4.1 Various Mwika varieties compared to Nyiha-Msanda 

Mean: 47% 
Standard deviation: 3% 
Range:  10% 
 

 
 

Nyi-Mbozi 
Combined 

Nyi-Msanda 
(Tanzania) 

Nyi-Mule 
(Zambia) 

Nyi-Chisenga 
(Malawi) Skew: 

Mambwe-
Lungu 49% 65% 49% 46% 18% 

Fipa-Lwanji 50% 64% 48% 44% 17% 

Fipa-Miombo 49% 64% 47% 41% 17% 

Fipa-Katongolo 50% 65% 47% 41% 18% 

Fipa-Ilembo 51% 68% 49% 45% 21% 
 
As demonstrated in Table 4.1, Nyiha-Msanda is skewed with Fipa and Mambwe-Lungu 

varieties by a range of 17-21% (the far right column). The remaining Nyiha and Nyika 

lects have a range of 41-51%, but Nyiha-Msanda is in the 64-68% range. What is causing 

such extreme skewing in this case? 

 In fact, the Nyiha of Msanda-Muungano is essentially an island in the midst of 

Fipa dialects, as shown in Map C. The Fipa groups are more populous (approximately 

195,000 total to Nyiha-Msanda’s 26,379)34 and cover more land area than the Nyiha-

Msanda dialect area. This geographical observation is reflected in the lexical 

percentages35. In most other respects, Nyiha-Msanda patterns with other Nyiha dialects, 

and so in this case, we can deduce from the sociolinguistic situation the direction of 

borrowing, i.e. that Nyiha-Msanda is borrowing from Fipa and not vice versa. Waters 

presents possible historical insight into the people movements that brought about this 

situation:  

                                                 

34 The Fipa population figure comes from Lewis (2009) and the Nyiha-Msanda population figure comes 
from Lindfors et al. 2009a: 7. 
35 This skewing may also result in higher percentages with Pimbwe and Rungwa (Appendix A). 
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The Nyika (or Nyiha) lived on the Fipa plateau at the time that the Fipa first 
arrived before the eighteenth century.The chronicles of the Fipa collected by 
Willis…describe them as nomadic hunters and gatherers who fought with the 
horticultural and pastoral Fipa until the nineteenth century. A population of Nyika 
lives today in Mbozi District of Mbeya Region. (2009: 80) 

 
We have seen that the Nyiha of Mbozi are most like Safwa and Malila. It is likely that 

some traumatic event or series of events led to the break-up and movement of Nyiha 

peoples. Walsh and Swilla suggest:  

The Southern Nyiha are said to have broken away from the Central Nyiha and 
moved south around the time of the Ngoni raids in the mid-19th century…This 
might lead us to expect a close relation between the speech of the Central and 
Southern Nyiha. (Walsh and Swilla 2000: 16) 

 
Regardless of whether the Fipa or the Ngoni caused the break up of the Nyiha dialects, 

the current geographical proximity of the Nyiha-Msanda speech community to the Fipa 

lects more than explains the lexicostatistical data.   

 In general, patterns of skewing can reveal where intense language contact has 

taken place. However, we must proceed with caution on two fronts, taking care to avoid  

(1) working backwards to establish genetic groups using the general principle that 

language varieties in a particular group tend to have analogous lexicostatistical 

relationships, and (2) presuming a genetic relationship leading to the further presumption 

of contact influence (skewing). In regard to item (1), not all clades are created equal, i.e. 

some are more unified internally than others.36 As an example of item (2), Fourshey 

modifies her Safwa percentages in order to match the percentages between Wungu and 

Malila, Nyiha and Lambya. 

  

                                                 

36 Hinnebusch (1999) may or may not agree. For discussion, see pp.180-4, 196-8.  
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Safwa’s counts actually are skewed several points lower with each of the Mbeya 
languages and not just with Wungu. If we adjust the Safwa figures upward 
accordingly—the Safwa low score with Wungu suggests we should add 8-10%—
the adjusted figures would compare in the following manner to the actual 
figures…” (Fourshey 2002: 101).   
 

Even a possible historical explanation for the presumed genetic affiliation and skewing is 

provided to add credence:  

Safwa contacts with Sangu, Kinga, Bena and Pangwa throughout the nineteenth 
century and particularly the political subordination to Sangu chiefs played a 
significant part in the linguistic shift (2002: 100).  

 
Safwa does belong to the Mbeya-clade languages, and contact with Sangu may have 

impacted the language in substantial ways. This is not the issue. (I examine the Safwa 

dialects in this chapter, finding that dialect geography plays a large role in Safwa-Wungu 

lexicostatistics). The problem is that every language group in the Corridor has 

experienced contact with any number of surrounding language groups. Pimbwe, for 

example, has surely been influenced by Fipa, Bende-Tongwe, Nyamwezi, Konongo, and 

Rungwa. To make matters worse, Fourshey uses the adjusted numbers to draw important 

conclusions: 

The adjusted figures are strong evidence to argue for a division of Mbeya into two 
single subgroups, Wungu and a combined Safwa-South-Mbeya subgroup, Safwa 
being the first offshoot in the divergence of Proto-South Mbeya (2002: 101).  

 
We should try to resist the a priori assumption of either genetic affiliation or historical 

contact.   

 With these cautions in mind, I begin by examining the internal relationships of 

our hypothesized Mbeya and Mwika clades. Lastly, I look at the internal percentages of 

the Wungu dialects before moving on to issues of external contact.  
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4.2 Mbeya (Safwa, Nyiha, Nyika, Malila) 

Table 4.2 shows the lexicostatistical percentages for the Mbeya-clade varieties. The 

percentages demonstrate a fair amount of diversity. Walsh and Swilla confirm this 

observation: 

The definition of ‘Safwa’ as an ethnic and linguistic category has always been 
problematic…General practice, however, follows that established during the 
colonial period, treating the Malila as a separate ethnic entity. Otherwise, and 
following later British administrators, ‘Safwa’ is generally employed as label 
covering five closely related sub-groups: Safwa proper, Songwe, Guruka, Poroto, 
and Mbwila. It is also generally assumed that each of these sub-groups has its 
own dialect of the Safwa language. (2000: 21) 

 
This should serve as a reminder that dialect research is necessary as a precursor to the 

understanding of historical relationships. Again, the tables in this chapter are coupled 

with mean, standard deviation, and range figures. The high/low range figures are in bold.  

Table 4.2. Hypothesized-Mbeya-clade internal percentages 

Mean: 69% 
Standard deviation: 10.3% 
Range:  38% 
 

Safwa 
Ileya 

84% 
Safwa 
Sway 

86% 90% 
Safwa 
Itala 

84% 86% 85% 
Safwa 
Igale 

80% 73% 74% 78% 
Safwa 
Map 

72% 68% 71% 76% 84% 
Safwa 
Mjele 

65% 64% 65% 72% 73% 85% 
Nyiha 
Mboz 

55% 54% 56% 56% 57% 65% 67% 
Nyiha 
Msand 

60% 59% 60% 66% 64% 75% 82% 66% 
Nyika 
Mule  

 
52% 

 
52% 

 
54% 

 
59% 

 
55% 

 
64% 

 
68% 

 
59% 

 
79% 

Nyika 
Chis (cont.) 
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70% 70% 72% 79% 68% 76% 74% 59% 67% 58% Malila 

 

The range in the percentages in Table 4.2 is 38% (min: 52%, max: 90%). If we look at 

just the Safwa dialects themselves (Table 4.3) we still get a range of 22% (min: 68%, 

max: 90%).  

Table 4.3 Safwa dialect percentages 

Mean: 79% 
Standard deviation: 6.7% 
Range:  22% 
 

Safwa-Ileya 

84% 
Safwa-
Swaya 

86% 90% Safwa-Itala 

84% 86% 85% Safwa-Igale 

80% 73% 74% 78% Safwa-Mapogoro 

72% 68% 71% 76% 84% Safwa-Mjele 

 
Note that Safwa-Swaya has both the highest and lowest percentages (at 90% and 68%). 

This means that the remaining Safwa dialects are relatively cohesive (although we see in 

§4.5 there is reason for Safwa-Mjele’s lower percentages).  

 If we tentatively remove Nyika (both Mulekatembo and Chisenga) and Nyiha-

Msanda, we get figures that resemble the internal cohesiveness of Safwa (StD: 6.7%; Ra: 

22%). Note that Safwa-Swaya again has both the highest and lowest percentages (at 90% 

and 64%). 
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Table 4.4. Mbeya-clade percentages without Nyika and Nyiha-Msanda 
 
Mean: 76% 
Standard deviation: 7.4% 
Range:  26% 
 

 
The Nyiha and Nyika varieties are discussed further in §4.5 and §4.6.  

4.3 Mwika (Pimbwe, Rungwa, Mambwe-Lungu, Fipa) 

Table 4.5 shows the lexicostatistical percentages for the Mwika varieties, and reveals a 

similar amount of internal variation as the Mbeya varieties.  

Table 4.5 Hypothesized-Mwika-clade internal percentages 

 
Mean: 78% 
Standard deviation: 10.8% 
Range:  33% 
 

Pimbwe 

88% Rungwa 

65% 68% 
Mambwe-
Lungu 

71% 74% 78% 
Fipa-
Lwanji 

66% 68% 79% 90% 
Fipa-
Miombo 

65% 68% 79% 91% 98% 
Fipa-
Katongolo (cont.) 

Safwa-
Ileya   

84% 
Safwa-
Swaya   

86% 90% 
Safwa-
Itala   

84% 86% 85% 
Safwa-
Igale   

80% 73% 74% 78% 
Safwa-
Mapogoro   

72% 68% 71% 76% 84% 
Safwa-
Mjele   

65% 64% 65% 72% 73% 85% 
Nyiha-
Mbozi   

70% 70% 72% 79% 68% 76% 74% Malila 
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66% 68% 86% 87% 90% 89% 
Fipa-
Ilembo 

 
Fipa-Katongolo and Fipa-Miombo have 98% lexical similarity among core vocabulary 

and are essentially the same language. Minus this outlying high percentage, the range 

would be only 26%. 

 Without Pimbwe and Rungwa, the Fipa dialects and Mambwe-Lungu end up 

much more cohesive with a standard deviation of 6.4%, as shown in Table 4.6. 

Table 4.6 Fipa and Mambwe-Lungu percentages 

Mean: 87% 
Standard deviation: 6.4% 
Range:  20% 
 

 Mambwe-Lungu 

78% Fipa-Lwanji 

79% 90% Fipa-Miombo 

79% 91% 98% Fipa-Katongolo 

86% 87% 90% 89% Fipa-Ilembo 

 
Again, excluding the 98% figure for Fipa-Miombo and Fipa-Katongolo, the range is only 

13% (78-91%). I now examine how the Wungu lexicostatistical percentages compare to 

both Mwika and Mbeya clade varieties. 

4.4 Wungu and Mwika-clade varieties  

I begin by comparing the Wungu dialects to Pimbwe and Rungwa, as shown in Table 4.7. 

The skewing of one language variety in particular, Wungu-Gua, is demonstrated. The 

village of Gua as described in Smith et al. (2008a) as nearly 80% Manda and 20% 

Wungu, and that, as such, “the wordlist from Gua is technically elicited from a Manda 

speech variety” (2008a: 10). This Manda variety does not correspond with Manda (N.11) 
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much further to the southeast, but rather to an area settled by Wanda refugees, as Walsh 

and Swilla describe:  

Manda is (was) the name of a chiefdom on the western side of Lake Rukwa, north 
of Uwungu proper. It is reputed to have been founded by refugees from Uwanda 
to the south-west of the lake, and to have been carved out of the southernmost part 
of the Kimbu chiefdom of Mwendo. (2000: 31).  
 

And so, the Gua dialect of Wungu may very well be just as much a dialect of Wanda, 

which adds supporting evidence to the hypothesis that Wungu belongs to the Mwika 

clade, and not the Mbeya clade. 

Table 4.7. Pimbwe/Rungwa vs. Wungu 

Mean: 63% 
Standard deviation: 1% 
Range:  2% 
 

 
Wungu-
Udinde Wungu-Maleza 

Wungu-
Mwambani Wungu-Gua Skew: 

Pimbwe 64% 64% 62% 71% 8% 

Rungwa 64% 63% 62% 74% 11% 
 
Wungu-Gua is skewed 8% with Pimbwe and 11% with Rungwa, while the standard 

deviation for the remaining Wungu dialects is only 1%. We can conclude from these 

figures that Wungu-Gua (Manda) and Rungwa (and therefore Pimbwe indirectly) have 

either been in close contact at some point in the recent past, or are close relatives 

belonging to the same Mwika clade. These numbers also show that the remaining dialects 

are left unbiased, i.e. they are non-skewed percentages.  

 Though not as dramatic as the contact between Pimbwe/Rungwa and Wungu-

Gua, Pimbwe/Rungwa can be shown to have had contact with Fipa-Lwanji. Pimbwe is 

skewed with Fipa-Lwanji by 4% and Rungwa by 7%, well above the standard deviation 

of 1% in the remaining dialects. Consider Table 4.8. below. 
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 Table 4.8. Pimbwe/Rungwa vs. Fipa/Mambwe-Lungu 

Mean: 67% 
Standard deviation: 1% 
Range:  3% 
 

 Mambwe-
Lungu 

Fipa-
Lwanji 

Fipa-
Miombo 

Fipa-
Katongolo 

Fipa-
Ilembo 

Skew: 

Pimbwe 65% 71% 66% 65% 66% 4% 

Rungwa 68% 74% 68% 68% 68% 7% 

 
This contact between Pimbwe/Rungwa and language varieties to the south (Wungu-Gua 

and Fipa-Lwanji) may indicate that these peoples once lived in closer geographical 

proximity to one another. Waters (2009: 73) contains a partial map of this area from 

1880. Regrettably, this map does not show the Rungwa people, or any language groups 

further to the south. However, this map does reveal several things: (1) Pimbwe was being 

influenced by members of at least three different language groups (Bende-Tongwe, 

Nyamwezi/Konongo/Kimbu, and Fipa), (2) Kimbu exerted a wider influence 

linguistically (because of the breadth of physical area the Kimbu people occupied) than 

they do currently, and (3) nothing precludes the possibility of dialects of 

Pimbwe/Rungwa existing in close contact with Fipa-Lwanji and Wungu-Gua (Manda).  

  From looking at Map C, it is clear that the Wanda Game Reserve and Lake 

Rukwa are current natural boundaries. (Further to the south, the Wanda and Nyamwanga 

language groups divide the Wungu area from the Fipa). These natural boundaries may 

reflect a more recent situation, as Waters describes: 

But, not until 1927 did the British have enough authority that they could order the 
concentration of the population of the Rukwa Valley into new village sites under 
policies emphasizing public health (especially sleeping sickness control), road 
construction, agricultural production, and wildlife conservation. Conservation 
became particularly important in Rukwa as an emerging system of parks and 
reserves in which wildlife and forests were established, and farming excluded. 
(2009: 70) 
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As far as Lake Rukwa is concerned, Waters calls it “a geographical anomaly; fluctuating 

water levels are recorded during historical times” (2009: 59). And so, we have reason to 

believe there may have been an intermingling of Pimbwe and/or Rungwa, Fipa-Lwanji, 

and Wungu-Gua speakers at what is now the northern part of Lake Rukwa. This recent 

contact may be further substantiated by population figures researched in Waters: 

Population maps published in 1907 indicated that densities were highest along the 
Lake Tanganyika littoral, and in the Rukwa Plains. Densities on the Fipa Plateau 
(which today are the most densely populated), and in the forested interior were 
low, perhaps the result of the rinderpest induced famine in the 1890s, and the 
violence and epidemics of previous decades. By the late twentieth century the 
density patterns reversed, with higher densities on the Fipa Plateau, while 
lowlands were given over to unpopulated game reserves (2009: 59). 

 
Presumably, the “normal” historical situation would have been for the Fipa to have 

remained along Lake Tanganyika and the plateau.  

 Regardless, if borrowing at this contact point had diffused further south (to more 

Wungu and Fipa communities), we would expect to see it reflected in the lexicostatistical 

data. But this is not the case (see Appendix A). Is there any other reason to suspect that 

the Wungu percentages with Pimbwe/Rungwa are inflated? The historical information 

available seems to indicate that Konongo may have impacted western Kimbu, and any 

Fipa influence may have had a confined impact in this area north of Lake Rukwa (see 

Walsh and Swilla 2000: 31). However, there is no indication of substantial Pimbwe or 

Rungwa contact impacting the remaining Wungu varieties.  

 What about the relationship between Pimbwe/Rungwa and Fipa? Kesby says that 

“the Fipa and the Pimbwe were each united kingdoms, at least in theory” (1977: 164). He 

goes on to say that:   
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In the period 1800-1900, three peoples were the heads of prestige pyramids in 
different sections of the sub-region. In the far west, the Fipa were the most 
eminent of the groups of their immediate area, including the Pimbwe and the 
Mambwe…(1977: 165).  

 
However, the Fipa did experience some level of inner turmoil during the latter part of the 

19th century, as “the ‘kingdom’ itself was split in two, Lyangalile and Nkansi, under the 

command of chiefs Kapuufi and Kimalaunga respectively” (Waters 2009: 66). This split 

may have enhanced any existing north/south dialect divisions already in place among the 

Fipa (and Mambwe, by implication). In the 1890’s the Pimbwe had subjected themselves 

to the Fipa (Nkansi), but at the same time had royal intermarriage traditions with the 

Konongo (Waters 2009: 82). In addition, the Pimbwe were in a conflictual relationship 

with both the Gongwe and Konongo, as “each group recalls accounts of attacks by the 

other” (Waters 2009: 64). In Fourshey’s recounting of Rungwa origins and history: 

The Rungwa came under the chiefs who were immigrants from the south and 
recognized the Nkansi Fipa Kingdom’s overrule and… used the claim of Fipa 
backing to legitimize their own position over the established community. The 
Rungwa explicitly state that they paid tribute to the Fipa and they never appointed 
a new chief without consulting Nkansi. (2002: 246)  

 
It seems unlikely that either the Pimbwe or the Rungwa would have been in a political 

position to travel south and impact the Wungu language community in any substantial 

way. 

 Therefore, we should expect Wungu varieties (besides Gua or Manda) to be 

skewed more with Safwa and Nyiha (and by extension Malila) lects that directly border 

the Wungu language area, than with any of the Mwika varieties. The Fipa language area 

to the west of Wungu is extensive, but the Sichela, Wanda and Nyamwanga varieties are 

intermediate, not to mention Lake Rukwa and the Wanda Game Reserve as natural 

boundaries. The Sichela community lies intermediate between the Wungu and the Wanda 
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communities, and their language is a dialect of Wanda (Lindfors et al. 2009b: 18).  

Lindfors et al. also report the following:  

The groups in all the Sichela research locations agreed that the neighbouring 
languages Bungu and Nyiha of Mbozi District are different languages from theirs. 
The Sichela reported that the only contact they have with the speakers of these 
languages is through business (2009b: 15). 
 

This would also seem to indicate that Wungu has not been in any intense extended 

contact with Wanda. The probable cognate percentage between Wungu and Sichela is 

reported as 63% (Lindfors et al. 2009b: 15).  

4.5 Wungu and Mbeya-clade varieties 

Labroussi mentions Safwa as a possible candidate for ‘structural mixing’ with Wungu 

(1999: 373-4). It is clear that Labroussi has in mind non-lexical features: 

Safwa has been more and more exposed to Nyiha influence since the 19th century. 
The impact of this contact can already be seen in the ongoing reduction of 
Safwa’s 7V system. Still, no sign that Safwa is adopting spirantization in front of 
*- įde is found. (1999: 373)37 

 
As discussed in §4.1, Fourshey claims that her Safwa percentages are skewed in relation 

to the Mbeya languages including Wungu (2002: 101). We will see in this section that 

these skewed Safwa figures in Fourshey’s data are due to lack of data on the Safwa 

dialect situation. Fourshey also concludes that “Malila, Nyiha, and Lambya make up a 

close sub-group and Lambya and Nyiha verge on being mutually intelligible dialects…” 

(2002: 102). It is not within the scope of the project to propose micro-clade 

classifications for these languages, but merely to see how Wungu is affected. It is 

important to note Nurse’s claim that “Nyika [Mbeya], and to a lesser extent Mwika, have 

                                                 

37 Possible counterexamples to this claim regarding perfect spirantization in Safwa (and Malila) are 
discussed in §5.3.4. 
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absorbed lexicon from a now extinct S. Cushitic community…” (1999: 14, italics mine), 

as this would have also significantly altered the lexicon. 

 I begin examining these claims by comparing three of the Wungu dialects 

(without Wungu-Gua) and the Safwa varieties. Table 4.9 shows these percentages, and 

demonstrates that Safwa-Mjele is skewed in a range of 9-10%. It also reveals that Safwa-

Swaya is skewed low by 5-6%. This is most likely due to contact with Nyakyusa (based 

on geographical proximity).  

Table 4.9. Wungu and Safwa percentages 

Mean: 57% 
Standard deviation: 3% 
Range:  10% 
 

 
Safwa-
Ileya 

Safwa-
Swaya 

Safwa-
Itala 

Safwa-Igale 
Safwa-

Mapogoro Safwa-Mjele 
Skew: 

 

Wungu-
Udinde 

59% 52% 55% 57% 61% 67% 10% 

Wungu-
Maleza 

58% 51% 54% 56% 60% 66% 9% 

Wungu-
Mwamb 

58% 52% 55% 57% 60% 66% 9% 

 
Safwa-Mjele (or Songwe) borders the Wungu language area, as shown by Maps D and E. 

Additionally, Safwa-Mjele is skewed with Nyiha-Mbozi by 17% as shown in Table 4.10. 

The proximity of these language areas can also be seen in Maps D and E. This supports 

Labroussi’s assertion that Safwa has been affected by Nyiha (1999: 373). However, other 

dialects of Safwa do not seem to have been nearly as affected. Also, SIL linguists have 

come to the conclusion that Safwa remains a seven-vowel language, distinct from the 

Songwe, or Safwa-Mjele variety which uses five vowels like Nyiha (Smith et al. 2008b: 

18-23).  
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Table 4.10. Nyiha-Mbozi vs. Safwa  

Mean: 68% 
Standard deviation: 4% 
Range:  9% 
 

 Safwa-Ileya Safwa-
Swaya 

Safwa-
Itala 

Safwa-
Igale 

Safwa-
Mapogoro 

Safwa-
Mjele 

Skew: 

Nyiha-
Mbozi 

Combined 
65% 64% 65% 72% 73% 85% 17% 

 
If we turn to an examination of the percentages between Wungu and the Nyiha/Nyika 

varieties, contact between the Wungu and Nyiha-Mbozi is not immediately apparent. The 

reasons include the nomadic nature of the Nyiha, the break-up of the Nyiha communities 

(most likely from the Ngoni invasions), and Nyiha-Msanda’s resulting skewed 

percentages with Fipa/Mambwe-Lungu. Table 4.11 shows the lexicostatistical 

percentages for these groups. 

Table 4.11 Nyiha/Nyika varieties vs. Wungu 

 Wungu-
Udinde 

Wungu-Maleza Wungu-Mwambani 

Nyi-Mbozi Combined 60% 59% 59% 

Nyi-Msanda (Tanzania) 58% 59% 58% 

Nyi-Mule (Zambia) 58% 56% 58% 

Nyi-Chisenga (Malawi) 51% 52% 51% 

 
If we set aside the percentages from Nyika-Mulekatembo,38 then Nyiha-Mbozi’s core 

lexical percentages are skewed with Wungu. Regardless, Eaton and Mwilonga provide 

solid sociolinguistic evidence for extended contact between these two groups, the Wungu 

and the Nyiha. Mwilonga is Nyiha, and has family connections with the Wungu.  

                                                 

38 We can imagine a scenario in which at some point in the community’s history (during the break-up of 
Nyiha as a result of the Ngoni invasions, or as a result of nomadic movements) they encountered Mwika 
lects as well.  
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There is quite a lot of intermarriage between the Nyiha of Mbozi and the Bungu. 
There have also been trading relations in the past, with the Nyiha travelling to 
Ubungu to get fish and soda (magadi). In more recent times, some Nyiha went to 
Ubungu to look for gold. Also, Ubungu was considered a place to flee to for the 
Nyiha of Mbozi, when someone was accused of witchcraft or fighting broke out 
(Eaton and Mwilonga 2011: pc). 
 

This connection between the Wungu and Nyiha communities is an important one, as it 

demonstrates the extended relationships needed for Wungu to adopt Mbeya core 

vocabulary. In §5, I present possible phonological evidence further linking the Wungu 

and Nyiha (7V>5V merger and the loss of phonemic vowel length39).  

4.6 Conclusions 

Lexicostatistical methods and historical documentation presented in this chapter lend 

supporting evidence to the two main propositions in (4.2), repeated here for convenience 

as (4.3): 

(4.3)  Language contact as supporting evidence in the case of Wungu 

1. Wungu’s core lexical percentages with Mwika varieties are unlikely to be due to 
language contact between these varieties.   
 

2. Intense borrowing has more likely taken place between Wungu, Nyiha and certain 
Safwa varieties, therefore distorting the core lexical correspondence patterns in 
the region. 
 

Only limited patterns and/or points of contact are able to be identified through this 

method, but it filters out a large part of the noise due to contact. The Corridor languages 

have existed in extended contact with one another for a lengthy period. This echoes the 

claims of Nurse and Philippson that “the communities ancestral to those of today were 

                                                 

39 As mentioned earlier in a footnote in the Introduction of §1, Eaton (2011: pc) disputes the loss of 
phonemic vowel length in Nyiha.  
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mostly in situ by some two millenia ago in the east and south…” (2003: 179). And 

Schadeberg says that “Bantu diversification…occurr[ed] largely in situ” (2003: 159). But 

these language communities have also experienced contact from members of other clades 

and sub-branches along the way (Bemba, Kimbu, etc.). In addition, Walsh and Swilla 

provide some possible scenarios from Wungu oral history involving the Sagara and/or the 

Membe (2000: 32). However, Fourshey (2002) dismisses these claims as later 

developments, i.e. that “the existing communities managed to reorganize as the Wungu 

under immigrant chiefly lines” (232). 

 We also need to understand that the past two hundred years or so have been filled 

with what Dixon (1997) terms ‘punctuation’ in the Corridor region. Waters (2009) 

discusses invasions from the south by the Ngoni, Arab traders, attacks from the 

Nyamwezi, and colonialism by the Germans and the British. We also need to be cautious 

that we are not being anachronistic when discussing various language groups. Waters 

says that “if there was an organizing tradition to political leadership in the pre-colonial 

Rukwa, it was found in caste-like leadership status categories, rather than traditional 

tribal units rigidified by the British” (2009: 72). He goes on to say: 

Common peasants were at constant risk of attack and needed the promise of 
refuge in one of the well-defended fortresses; undoubtedly their "ethnic" or 
"tribal" loyalties shifted accordingly. For this reason it is more appropriate to 
think of their status as being a peasant, who because of their social status, risked 
becoming a refugee, slave, or Catholic convert, rather than a Fipa, Pimbwe, 
Gongwe, or Bende. (Waters 2009: 72) 

 
This point may be exaggerated as it applies to language rather than social identity, as 

presumably a mother-tongue does not shift quite so easily. However, as we have 

discussed, we have evidence of multi-lingual speakers in a setting of dialect continua. 

Perhaps our categories need to be blurred to really understand the historical situation. 
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 Labroussi (1999) broaches the possibility of Wungu originating from ‘structural 

mixing’ of “populations of the Southern Mwika type, intermingling with populations of 

the Kimbu (or Safwa?) type” (373-4). As Walsh and Swilla assert:  

If this historical scenario or something like it were true, then we should expect to 
be able to classify Wungu either with its group of origin (‘Southern Mwika’ / 
West Corridor) or with the group which it had shifted to (West Tanzania or 
Central Corridor), rather than describe it as in a branch of its own co-ordinate 
with ‘Nyika-Mwika’. (30) 

 
The goal of the next chapter is to determine the validity of this historical scenario, and 

whether it is possible to identify Wungu’s group affiliation with ‘individual-identifying’ 

evidence.  
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5. Dynamic Wave Analysis and Implicational Hierarchies 

The story of language involves real people; living, breathing (at one time or another) 

speakers of that language. Because this story is about real people, language is dynamic 

and not static. Language changes in space and time. Language varieties come in and out 

of contact with one another through actual relationships. These relationships are diverse; 

they can be intermarriage between people groups, local vendors having neighboring stalls 

in a town’s central market, close relatives moving to regional centers, and on and on. The 

scope of these relationships can also be diverse.  

 Another label for the gestalt effects of these relationships is emergence. 

Emergence is “the arising of novel and coherent structures, patterns and properties during 

the process of self-organization in complex systems” (Goldstein 1999, cited in Corning 

2002: 7). Dynamic language is a complex system, and reflects these ‘patterns of self-

organization’ in the daily, mundane matters described above.  The task set before the 

linguist is to begin to grasp these emergent properties; to realize that language is not a 

static entity, and not just to incorporate space and time into our theories and 

methodology, but to let it completely transform them. These are not new ideas. The 

linguist Charles-James N. Bailey is a kindred spirit in such matters. “The 

trichotomization of linguistics into widely incompatible pursuits like historical analysis, 

dialectology, and a spurious ‘synchronic’ linguistics is indefensible” (Mühlhäusler40 

1996: 12). But what do space, time and emergence have to do with the subclassification 

of Wungu?   

                                                 

40 Mühlhäusler wrote the introduction to Essays on Time-Based Linguistic Analysis (1996), a collection of 
Bailey’s writings. Mühlhäusler “lectured in Bailey’s department at the Technical University of Berlin 
between 1976 and 1979” (Mühlhäusler 1996: 1).  
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 One answer to the question above comes down to isoglosses. Simply put, an 

isogloss as “a line drawn across a region [showing] two areas on either side which share 

some aspect of linguistic usage but which disagree with each other” (Chambers and 

Trudgill 1998: 89). Often, they can be spoken of in terms of “bundles”, or the layering of 

a series of isoglosses on a map. The problem is that “the resulting tangle of lines is often 

so difficult to comprehend that the diagrams themselves come to seem self-defeating” 

(Pelkey 2011: 91). Or as Mühlhäusler puts it, “isoglosses typically fail to bundle in 

topological or social space and scattered transitional dialects are the norm” (1996: 11). 

But he goes on to say that “Bailey’s model can reduce a spaghetti bowl of isoglosses to a 

neat implicational pattern” (1996: 11). But how? And what exactly does he mean by an 

“implicational” pattern? 

 Consider four different features {A, B, C, D} distributed across four distinct lects 

{1, 2, 3, 4}.41 The presence of a given feature {A, B, C, D} is represented with a plus 

sign and the lack of a given feature {A, B, C, D} with a minus sign. Normally, the 

distribution would appear slightly chaotic. However, rearranging the table so that each 

subsequent lect is distinguished by only one feature produces an implicational array such 

as in Table 5.1. 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                 

41 This illustration is adapted from Mühlhäusler 1996: 8-10. 
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Table 5.1. An implicational grid (adapted from Mühlhäusler 1996: 10) 

Lect Features    

 A B C D 

1 + + + + 

2 + + + − 

3 + + − − 

4 + − − − 

 
Such an implicational pattern means that a lect possessing a feature D necessarily 

possesses features {A, B, C} as well. However, it does not work in the other direction, as 

the possession of a feature B does not necessitate having features {C, D}. As will be 

discussed in §5.2.1, an implicational pattern of spirantization and 7V>5V merger is 

described in Labroussi (1999), although it goes unmentioned in these terms and 

Labroussi does not apply it in the manner of Baileyean dialectology.  

   This type of implicational pattern can also be reflected in a “dynamic wave 

model”, illustrated below in Figure 5.1 with features as innovations.  

 

Figure 5.1. Bailey’s dynamic wave model (from Pelkey 2011: 92) 

Bailey develops the concept of a ‘lect of origin’: “as newer changes overlap older ones, 

the isolect with all of them – i.e. with the latest change – is the lect of origin”. The ‘lect 
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of origin’ is the “most fully changed isolect” (Bailey 1996: 143-44). In Figure 5.1, Lect 1 

is the lect of origin because it manifests every innovation {A, B, C, D}. We could 

analyze Mambwe-Lungu as a probable diachronic ‘lect of origin’ for many of the Mwika 

languages (see §5.5 and §6). As Pelkey says:  

The spatial distribution of dialects is such that some are situated farther from the 
most innovative dialect than others. Secondly, the most distant dialects oftentimes 
lose contact or develop into distinct languages due to distance and increased 
contact from genetically unrelated (or more distantly related) languages (2011: 
93). 

 
This is exactly what we find in the language situation of the Corridor. This study 

concludes that Wungu is a Mwika lect that has developed into a distinct language in such 

a way, “due to distance and increased contact from…more distantly related languages” 

(Pelkey 2011: 93). In the case of Wungu, the more distantly related languages are Nyiha 

and Safwa. Further support for the dynamic wave model among the Corridor language 

varieties includes independent evidence from local histories that an early Mambwe-

Lungu spawned Pimbwe and Rungwa (Willis 1966: 53, 63), along with phonological 

evidence (related to spirantization and 7V>5V merger) that Nyamwanga and Wanda owe 

their origins to an earlier Mambwe-Lungu.  

 The benefit of this approach is that “if linguistic innovations are shared through 

time and space, language varieties may reasonably be expected to incorporate such 

innovations in spatio-temporal gradations” (Pelkey 2011: 92). One of the overarching 

goals of this chapter is to distinguish the most innovative languages from the most 

conservative languages based on diagnostic patterns of shared innovations. For this 

project, I have worked to develop an implicational hierarchy for the majority of the 
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corpus languages based on applications of the comparative method and internal 

reconstruction.  

 The resulting implicational hierarchy is shown below in Table 5.2. The hierarchy 

is a compilation of both my own data as well as data from Nurse 1988 (c.f. Walsh & 

Swilla 2000 and Nurse & Philippson 2003), Nurse 1999, Labroussi 1999, Bostoen 2008, 

Eaton 2010: pc, Kamwela et al. 2010, and Schadeberg 1995. Lists of potential diagnostic 

evidence are included in both Nurse & Philippson (2003: 167) and Nurse (1999: 20-5). 

See Table 5.8 for footnoted sources related to 7V>5V merger and spirantization.  

Table 5.2 Diagnostic features for Corridor languages 

  
The following sections explain each of the features, and identifies which features are 

most diagnostic for determining the historical classification of Wungu. The loss of vowel 

length contrast was determined to be restricted to Nyiha and Wungu, based on Labroussi 

(1999) and further investigation into Pimbwe and Rungwa. It is a shared innovation based 

on diffusion, and so the loss of vowel length contrast was not incorporated into Table 5.2. 

 In evaluating the relative importance of the diagnostics, the loss of the augment 

vowel (and to a lesser extent *g-lenition) is crucial in setting apart the Bantu F languages 

in the corpus. This can be seen in Table 5.3 below, an extension of Table 5.2. 

Language/ 
Features Nyiha Rungwa M-Lungu Wungu Fipa Safwa Malila Pimbwe 

*g-lenition + + + + + + + + 
Full/ 

Extensive 
ANS + ? + + + + −/+ − 

Perfect 
Spirant. + +? + −/+ −/+ −? −? ? 
7V>5V 
merger + + + − − − − − 

*k-lenition + − − − − + + − 
Loss of 
augment − − − − − − − − 
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 Table 5.3. Diagnostic features that distinguish the corpus Bantu F languages 

Languages/Features Bende Lwila Galla Konongo Nyamwezi Mwika 

*g-lenition + −/+ − − − + 

Loss of augment + + + + + − 

 
Bende-Tongwe and possibly Lwila exhibit *g-lenition, but not Galla, Konongo and 

Nyamwezi.  

 §5.1 below provides more information on the background behind Nurse and 

Philippson’s diagnostics, while §5.2 and §5.3 explain each of the features (*k-lenition, 

*g-lenition, augment loss, 7V>5V merger and spirantization) and provide example data.  

5.1 Nurse (and Philippson’s) diagnostics  

The goal of Nurse and Philippson (2003) originally was “to present…the first 

comprehensive non-lexically based historical classification of the Bantu languages” 

(164). Although this lofty goal was revised and narrowed down significantly due to time 

constraints and various issues with the corpus data, they present a list of possible non-

lexical diagnostics for Bantu, expanded from features listed in Nurse (1999).42 One of the 

resulting problems was the “often opaque crisscrossing of isoglosses” (Nurse and 

Philippson 2003: 168). The application of Bailey’s ‘implicational hierarchy’ to Nurse and 

Philippson’s list of possible diagnostics is of considerable use in making sense of the 

isoglossic confusion.  

 For this project, several problems still stand in the way, however. First, we still 

need to demonstrate whether the features may be diagnostic (i.e whether they may 

                                                 

42 For the most part, any diagnostics given in Nurse and Philippson (2003:167) overlap with Nurse (1999: 
20-5). The latter gives a brief explanation for many of the features.  
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actually constitute individual-identifying (shared) innovations), and if so, at what level. 

For instance, Dahl’s Law may be significant for subgrouping but at a much higher node 

than a Proto-Rukwa. Second, a given diagnostic might be too narrow and not apply to the 

Corridor languages, i.e. it might be significant for micro-clade subgrouping in a 

completely different Bantu region. Third, this project covers many language varieties 

within the Corridor region, but with at most a 300-lexical item database for each variety, 

lacks data in regard to verbal morphology, tone, etc (see further discussion in §6.4).    

5.2 *k-lenition, *g-lenition and augment loss 

The diagnostics advocated by Nurse (and Philippson) incorporate various consonant 

lenition processes including the lenition of *p, *k and possibly *g (1999: 23; 2003: 167). 

As concerns the lenition of *B, Nurse comments that “the reflexes of *B are many, the 

facts are not always clear, details of the process are not always clear, and the different 

reflexes can be altered by contact” (1999: 23). For this study, *p-lenition was found to be 

too scarce for any use. The combination of these factors resulted in the incorporation of 

*k- and *g-lenition into the implicational hierarchy.  

 Table 5.4 illustrates *k-lenition in the modern reflexes of the PB verb root  

*-cek ‘to laugh’. All data in the following tables marked with a (†) symbol is taken from 

SIL dialect surveys or databases (see §1.3.2 for specific information on external sources). 

All data from Nyamwezi is from Maganga and Schadeberg (1992). All other data is from 

my own personal fieldwork, unless marked with a footnote. As much as possible, the IPA 

is used. 
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Table 5.4. *k-lenition in reflexes of *-cek 

Proto-Bantu *-cek ‘to laugh’ 
Wungu seːkʰa † 
B-T/Lwila/ Galla ku-sɛka 
Nyamwezi seka 
Konongo sɛka 
Pimbwe okoseka 
Rungwa okusɛka 
Safwa sehá sehá sehá sehá †    
Malila kkkkʊʊʊʊsexa sexa sexa sexa †    
Fipa/M-L seka † 
Nyiha se'hase'hase'hase'haː ː ː ː †    
Nyika se'ka † 

 
The majority of languages retain *k as /k/, while Safwa, Malila and Nyiha have the 

weakened consonant /h/ or the voiceless velar fricative [x]. This is a crucial shared 

innovation that sets Safwa, Malila and Nyiha apart as daughters of a Proto-Mbeya. The 

Nyika dialects further to the south in Zambia and Malawi attest doublets retaining the /k/ 

and most often /h/. However, what Nyika informants determined was the older form used 

the /h/ (see data in Lindfors et al. 2009a). More forms with *k need to be researched to 

determine the exact path of reanalysis. 

 The supporting evidence for *g-lenition is more fragmented throughout the corpus 

languages than *k-lenition, and the ultimate sound correspondences are still somewhat 

unclear due to the variation. Rarely would a single lexical item yield *g reflexes across 

the corpus languages. However, Table 5.5 gives a representative sample of the data set, 

using the PB *gembe ‘hoe’.  
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Table 5.5. *g-lenition in reflexes of *gembe 

Proto-Bantu *gembe ‘hoe’ 
Wungu ijɛːmbe /amajɛːmbe † 
Galla igigigigɛɛɛɛmbmbmbmbɛɛɛɛ/ mag/ mag/ mag/ magɛɛɛɛmbmbmbmbɛɛɛɛ    
Nyamwezi igeigeigeigeːmbe/mageːmbeːmbe/mageːmbeːmbe/mageːmbeːmbe/mageːmbe    
Konongo igigigigɛɛɛɛmbmbmbmbɛɛɛɛ////majɛmbɛ    
Pimbwe ijɛmbɛ/amajɛmbɛ 
Rungwa ijembe/amajembe 
Safwa iʤê:mbe † 
Malila ɨʤembe † 
Nyiha/Nyika i'ɟeːmbe † 

  
In this example, the only languages that retain the plosive *g are Galla, Nyamwezi and 

Konongo. (Although the elicitation for Konongo resulted in a possible doublet; a 

retention of /g/ in the singular and a /j/ approximant in the plural). In relevant forms, 

Bende-Tongwe uses a voiced velar fricative /ɣ/. The palatal approximant /j/ is used in 

Konongo, Pimbwe and Rungwa. The Wungu transciption is ambiguous (as to whether the 

palatal approximant, palatal stop or postalveolar affricate is intended), yet in any case the 

*g consonant is consistently lenited. One of the main difficulties in identifying regular 

sound correspondences for *g is the variation in lexical items (the Swahili for ‘hoe’ is 

jembe). Once a consistent pattern is found, it also has to be interpreted alongside the fact 

that (depending on the lexical item) Swahili may very well be playing a role as the 

language of wider communication through contact influences. 

 The augment, or preprefix vowel, on nouns is demonstrated in the first six lines of 

Table 5.5, repeated here as Table 5.6. In the following example, the class 6 (plural) forms 

of ‘hoe’ are used. 
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Table 5.6. Augment loss in subset of Bantu F varieties 

Wungu aaaa-ma-jɛːmbe † 
Galla ma-gɛmbɛ 
Nyamwezi ma-geːmbe  
Konongo ma-jɛmbɛ  
Pimbwe aaaa-ma-jɛmbɛ  
Rungwa aaaa-ma-jembe  

 
In Wungu, Pimbwe and Rungwa (all proposed Mwika languages) the augment is present 

while it no longer occurs in Galla, Nyamwezi and Konongo.   

5.3 Spirantization and the 7V>5V merger 

Generally speaking, spirantization is a lenition process in which stops are replaced by 

fricatives, commonly in intervocalic position. Bantu Spirantization (BSp), more 

specifically, is better thought of as “the common denominator for the effect exerted by 

the PB [Proto-Bantu] high front and back vowel on preceding stop consonants” (Bostoen 

2008: 305). Table 5.7 below shows the most common BSp sound changes before the PB 

high vowels, *i and *u.   

Table 5.7. Bantu spirantization (adapted from Schadeberg 1995: 75) 

__*i  __*u  
p, b > f, v (or s, z) p, b > f, v 
t, l > s, z t, l > f, v (or s, z) 
k, g > s, z k, g > f, v 

 
Note the general tendency toward asymmetry between the spirantization effects of the 

Proto-Bantu high-front vowel *i, {s, z}, versus the high-back vowel *u, {f, v}.  

 BSp occurs in a variety of morphological contexts involving PB high vowels. 

These morphological contexts include morpheme-internally, as well as before adjectival 
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*-u, agentive *-i,  causative *-i, or perfect tense *-ide (Labroussi 1999: 336-8). In the 

latter four contexts, BSp takes place across morpheme boundaries and is generally 

recognizable as a morphophonological alternation in modern-day Bantu languages. As 

we will see, 7V>5V merger has had quite an impact on the process of BSp and its 

synchronic morphophonological alternations.  

 The correlation between Bantu spirantization and the 7V>5V merger is discussed 

extensively in Schadeberg (1995), Labroussi (1999), and Bostoen (2008) among many 

others. Proto-Bantu can be reconstructed as having a seven-vowel system (i ɪ ɛ a ɔ ʊ u) 

that, in many Bantu languages, has reduced to a five-vowel system (i ɛ a ɔ u).43 

Schadeberg (1995: 73ff.) observes that Bantu languages with spirantization almost 

always have undergone 7V>5V merger, while there are no attested languages with 

7V>5V merger but no spirantization.44 Furthermore, there is consensus in the literature 

that BSp preceded any 7V>5V merger (Schadeberg 1995: 73; Labroussi 1999: 374; 

Bostoen 2008: 343).  

 The Corridor region is somewhat at a crossroads between non-spirantizing, 7V 

languages to the north and west and spirantizing, 5V languages to the south. According to 

Labroussi (1999: 362-3), the Corridor contains several languages (Wungu, Fipa, Safwa, 

Nyakyusa) that break the pattern, i.e. spirantizing, 7V languages. This observation is a 

crucial point, as we will discover that the spirantization and 7V>5V merger patterns of 

the Corridor are diagnostic for constructing a relative chronology and for subgrouping.  

                                                 

43 Other Bantu languages attest a  7V system [i e ɛ a ɔ o u]. Guthrie and Meeussen used the symbols į and ų 
for the highest vowels i and u.  
44 This pattern is rare, if not unattested altogether in Bantu languages (see Schadeberg 1995: 77-8, 84).  
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 In order to explain how this is so, I summarize the somewhat different arguments 

of Labroussi (1999) and Bostoen (2008) in the following subsections, incorporating data 

and conclusions along the way. The final subsection in §4.1 synthesizes this material into 

a cohesive story that offers an explanatory hypothesis for the classification of Wungu. 

Adopting key insights from Bostoen (2008), the explanation addresses the difficulty of 

Wungu as a 7V, spirantizing language.  

5.3.1 Labroussi (1999) 

One of the fundamental differences between Labroussi’s (1999) approach and the one  

taken by Bostoen (2008) is that in Labroussi’s view, spirantization began morpheme-

internally and expanded slowly into other morphological domains. Bostoen argues the 

opposite (per Hyman 2003, Downing 2007): spirantization “applied as an across-the-

board phonological process…with the widest possible scope, but gradually retracted to 

narrower morphological domains” (2008: 332).   

 Another fundamental difference is that Labroussi argues (along with Schadeberg) 

that the 7V system is “protected precisely by the poverty of the consonantal feature 

system” (Schadeberg 1995: 81, cited in Labroussi 1999: 336). And as a corollary, “the 

deeper this spirantizing action has been in the morphophonemic domain…the more it 

entails the reduction of the vowel system” (Labroussi 1999: 374). Bostoen again argues 

the opposite, that in fact “the 7-to-5-vowel merger…created the conditions necessary for 

the morphologization of BS, while analogy played an important role in its blocking and 

retraction from certain morphological domains” (2008: 299). In other words, according to 

Bostoen, the timing of 7V>5V merger (or whether it ever occurs at all) affects the extent 

to which BSp is able apply morphologically.  
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 To Labroussi, spirantization and vowel systems are on a continuum. At one end of 

the continuum are 7V languages which generally have little to no spirantization, and at 

the other end are 5V languages which have ‘full spirantization’. Spirantization progresses 

from morpheme-internal spirantization, to adjectival *-u and causative *-i, to agentive  

*-i, and finally perfect tense *-ide (1999: 337-8). The continuum is essentially an 

implicational hierarchy. The pattern is implicational in the sense that if a language has 

‘full spirantization’ (past/perfect tense *-ide), it will necessarily have spirantization in the 

remaining morphological contexts (while also having 5 vowels). Table 5.8 illustrates this 

implicational hierarchy from Labroussi (1999: 362-3),45 supplemented with my own field 

data and SIL research. Data from either my own field data or SIL is represented by 

language names marked with a † symbol. All other sources are indicated by footnotes.  

Table 5.8. Spirantization and 7V>5V merger in Corridor languages  

                                                 

45 Labroussi’s ‘Fipa-Sukuma’=Fipa; ‘Southern Fipa’+ ‘Lungu’=Mambwe-Lungu. 
46 Supported by an example from an August 2010 SIL survey phraselist –pat-a/-pas-ile. (Kamwela et al. 
2010, see §1.3).    
47 From Walsh and Swilla 2000: 35 (c.f. Nurse 1988: 105).  
48 From Walsh and Swilla 2000: 35 (c.f. Nurse 1988: 105) and Schadeberg 1995: 83.  
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Morpheme-Internal Spirantization 
+ + + + + + + − 

Adjectival/ 
Causative Spirant 

+ + + + + + + − 

Agentive Spirantization 
+ ? + −/+ −/+ + −/+ − 

Full Spirantization 
+ +?46 + −/+ −/+ −? −? ? 

7V>5V merger 
+ +47 + −/+ − − − −48 
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Table 5.8 demonstrates that in terms of these spirantization and vowel system features, 

Nyiha, Rungwa and Mambwe-Lungu are the most innovative; Safwa, Malila and Pimbwe 

are the most conservative; and Wungu and Fipa are moderate. As we will see in §5.3.3, 

insights from Bostoen (2008) provide a better explanatory hypothesis and diagnostics for 

a relative chronology and subgrouping.  

 However, despite the differences in views described above, the implicational 

pattern in Table 5.8 still holds up. Labroussi’s (1999) model still describes the 

progression of BSp morphologization, while Bostoen’s (2008) work focuses on the  

regression of  morphophonological contexts for BSp, depending on the target for 

‘paradigm uniformity’. Before giving a summary of Bostoen’s (2008) insights into BSp, I 

provide a series of examples (Tables 5.9-5.13) of spirantization in the Corridor 

languages. It is not within the scope of this study to duplicate the individual language 

examples and data from Schadeberg (1995), Labroussi (1999) and Bostoen (2008). I 

merely seek to compile the major insights regarding the typology of the corpus languages 

from these sources, and to supplement them with further data from my own fieldwork 

and the SIL dialect surveys. Not every corpus language variety will be represented in 

each example.  

 The information in this paragraph applies to all of the data sets in this chapter. 

Proto-Bantu forms are taken from BLR 3. All Nyamwezi data is from Maganga and 

Schadeberg 1992. All data marked with a (†) symbol is taken from SIL dialect surveys or 

databases (see §1.3.2 for specific information on external sources). All other data is from 

my own personal fieldwork, unless marked with a footnote.  
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 The first type of Bantu spirantization in Labroussi’s hierarchy is morpheme-

internal spirantization (1999: 337-8).  Tables 5.9 and 5.10 illustrate this type of BSp.  

Table 5.9 provides the reflexes for PB*bʊdi ‘goat’.49 

Table 5.9. Morpheme-Internal Spirantization (‘goat’)  

Proto-Bantu *bʊdi ‘goat’ 
Wungu ɪːm-buzi †  
Bende-Tongwe m̩-busi 
Lwila/ Galla m̩-buzi  
Nyamwezi mmmm----bbbbʊʊʊʊli li li li     
Konongo em-buzi  
Pimbwe emememem----ɓɓɓɓuuuuɗɗɗɗi i i i     
Rungwa em-buzi  
Safwa ɪ:̂m-buzi †  
Malila im-buzi † 
Fipa/Mambwe-Lungu im-busi/im-buzi † 
Nyiha/Nyika 'im-buzi † 

 
In this case, the majority of the languages have spirantized *d as /s/ or /z/. The exceptions 

are Pimbwe and Nyamwezi. Pimbwe retains an implosive /ɗ/, while Nyamwezi uses an 

/l/. Table 5.10 provides more examples of morpheme-internal spirantization, using the PB 

form *degi ‘millet’ and its reflexes.50  

Table 5.10. Morpheme-Internal Spirantization (‘millet’) 

Proto-Bantu *degi ‘millet’ 
Lwila/ Galla βu-lɛzi  
Nyamwezi ββββʊʊʊʊ----legi legi legi legi  
Pimbwe ooooββββuuuu----leleleleɗɗɗɗi i i i  
Safwa u(/ʊ):-lézi † 
Malila uwu-lezi † 
Fipa/Mambwe-Lungu ama-lezi † 

                                                 

49 The Swahili for ‘goat’ is mbuzi. See §1.5.1. 
50 The Swahili for ‘millet’ is ulezi. See §1.5.1. 
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In this example, it is again Pimbwe and Nyamwezi that are the exceptions and are the 

most conservative. The majority of the languages have spirantized *g as /z/. Nyamwezi 

retains a /g/, while Pimbwe uses an implosive /ɗ/.   

 The second BSp stage is adjectival *-u and causative *-i. Table 5.11 shows the 

reflexes for the PB adjective *kad ‘dry’.  

Table 5.11. Adjectival spirantization (‘dry’) 

Proto-Bantu *kad ‘dry’ 
Wungu ɪtʃʰi-kʰaːvu † 
Nyamwezi kazu  
Konongo kazu  
Pimbwe etetetetʃʃʃʃekaekaekaekaɗɗɗɗu u u u  
Rungwa etʃekazu  

 
In this case, Pimbwe is the only language of this set that retains the PB *d with the reflex 

/ɗ/. The others spirantize as either /v/ or /z/. 

 Table 5.12 shows the causative BSp type using the reflexes of the PB root  

*-gʊd ‘to buy’ which combined with the *-i causative suffix yields the meaning ‘to cause 

to buy’ or ‘to sell’.  

Table 5.12. Causative spirantization (‘to sell’) 

Proto-Bantu: *-gʊd‘to buy’ + *-i 

‘caus.’=‘to sell’  
B-T ku-ɣusʲa 
Lwila/ Galla ku-guzʲa  
Nyamwezi gʊdʒa  
Konongo guzʲa  
Pimbwe ɔɔɔɔkukukuku----ɠɠɠɠududududʲa ʲa ʲa ʲa     
Rungwa oku-guzʲa  
Safwa-Itala guzjá † 
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In the examples within Table 5.12, the majority of reflexes spirantize PB *d as /s/ or /z/. 

The exceptions once again are Nyamwezi (which uses the affricate /dʒ/) and Pimbwe 

which retains a palatalized /dʲ/, a desyllabification of the causative *-i.  

 The third type of BSp is agentive spirantization where the *-i agentive suffix is 

applied to a Bantu verb and acts as a nominalizer. Table 5.13 shows the PB root *-dog 

‘bewitch, curse’ combined with the *-i agentivizer suffix yielding the meaning ‘sorcerer, 

witch’.  

Table 5.13. Agentive spirantization (‘sorcerer, witch’) 

Proto-Bantu *-dog ‘bewitch, curse’+*-į 
‘agentivizer’= ‘sorcerer, witch’ 

Wungu ʊndozi 51 
Bende-Tongwe mulosi/ βalosi  
Nyamwezi mlogi/ mlogi/ mlogi/ mlogi/ βalogi βalogi βalogi βalogi  
Pimbwe omuloomuloomuloomuloɗɗɗɗi i i i  
Konongo mlɔzi     
Safwa ʊndozi † 
Malila umulozi † 

 
Again, the majority of the reflexes of *g are /s/ or /z/, while Pimbwe and Nyamwezi are 

the exceptions. Nyamwezi uses /g/, while Pimbwe again uses an implosive /ɗ/. It is 

becoming clear that as far as these types of spirantization are concerned Nyamwezi and 

Pimbwe are consistently non-spirantizing, and thus, more conservative.  

 The fourth type of BSp is what Labroussi calls ‘full spirantization’ and involves 

the past/perfect suffix *-ide. Examples of perfect spirantization in Fipa and Wungu from 

                                                 

51 From Labroussi 1999: 361. 
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Labroussi (1999) are provided in §5.3.3. Regrettably, the past/perfect *-ide data for 

Pimbwe and Rungwa is lacking (see §6.4 for areas for further research).  

5.3.2 Bostoen (2008) 

As discussed in the previous section, at least two key overall differences exist between 

the proposals of Bostoen (2008) and Labroussi (1999). Those differences both involve 

the direction of one or more of the sound changes (spirantization and 7V>5V merger). 

Did spirantization slowly expand across morphological domains or slowly retract across 

those domains? Both agree that the initiation of spirantization preceded 7V>5V merger. 

But did the progression of spirantization in some way cause or enhance the possibility of 

7V>5V merger? Or is the inverse true, i.e. did 7V>5V merger cause or enhance the 

possibility of spirantization being able to fully morphologize?  

 To Bostoen the processes of morphologization and lexicalization are the clues to 

understanding the variable patterning of BSp. “The irregular application of BS before this 

[agentive suffix] and other morphemes can be accounted for as a result of the variable 

degrees of morphologization and lexicalization to which this sound change has been 

exposed” (2008: 300). Bostoen defines morphologization as applies to BSp in terms of 

‘dephonologization’, a process “whereby morphophonological alternations cease to be 

part of the productive phonological system but remain as signals of morphological 

structure…” (2008: 301). Lexicalization, on the other hand, as it applies to BSp, mostly 

concerns the alternations before the agentive suffix, in contrast to the other BSp-inducing 

suffixes.  
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Once derived, agent nouns ending in -i become easily conventionalized in 
the lexicon, where they are no longer subject to morphological alternation 
and become conceived independently of their original verb. This is 
certainly not true for the perfect suffix, which is inflectional and thus 
linked to a particular morphosyntactic context. (Bostoen 2008: 316) 

 
The particular interaction of BSp and the perfect suffix is quite important, as it  

“constitutes the least likely environment” (Bostoen 2008: 315). We will discuss this 

interaction of BSp and the perfect suffix later in this subsection. 

 Bostoen (2008) focuses primarily on the historical process of agentive 

spirantization, or agent noun spirantization (ANS), and its relationship to 7V>5V merger 

and analogical levelling. Analogical levelling in the case of BSp results from the fact that 

“speakers tend to ban morphophonemic alternations within paradigms that do not convey 

important semantic differences”, and so “the failure of a phonologically predictable 

alternation to apply at a morpheme boundary can then be considered a classical case of 

analogical impact on sound change” (Bostoen 2008: 332). But why do certain morpheme 

boundaries seem to operate differently in Bantu languages regarding BSp? Furthermore, 

we also need to “account for the fact that this specific boundary [ANS] forms a bigger 

obstacle to BS than the one formed by the causative suffix which has the same initial 

vowel, but a lesser obstacle than the perfect suffix” (Bostoen 2008: 331). 

 The key is in understanding how domains operate in Bantu,52 specifically “the 

discrepancy between the morphological and prosodic structure of the Bantu verbal 

inflectional stem” (Bostoen 2008: 333). Essentially, the morphological structure of the 

                                                 

52 Bostoen here adopts insights from Downing (2007) and incorporates them into the rest of his argument.  
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inflectional verb stem does not always line up with the prosodic structure, i.e. mismatches 

can occur. One of these mismatches concerns the disyllabic perfect suffix, *-ide.  

As an inflectional final suffix, it [the perfect suffix] always occurs at the right of 
the morphological derivational stem, just like the causative and agentive suffixes. 
However, unlike the latter morphemes, which are monosyllabic, the initial high 
vowel of the perfect suffix falls within the prosodic derivational stem and not at 
the right edge of it. While the morphological and prosodic structures of the 
inflectional stem are isomorphic in the case of the causative and agentive suffixes, 
they are not with the perfect suffix. The application of BS in front of this 
morpheme can thus be conditioned morphologically or prosodically leading to 
different outputs. (Bostoen 2008: 333) 

 
The key consequence of this mismatch regarding the perfect suffix is that in Bantu 

languages where “only the prosodic derivational stem is targeted, BS is blocked in front 

of the perfect suffix” (Bostoen 2008: 334, italics mine).  

 These facts have profound implications for the historical classification of the 

Corridor languages. Bostoen admits this in specific relation to the Corridor languages and 

the distribution of ANS and the perfect suffix: 

Given that this geographically clustered innovation is quite exceptional for Bantu 
and that it is difficult to imagine how such a regular morphological conditioning 
may have spread through contact, it can be considered the result of an inherited 
ancestral tendency and thus indicative of common descent” (2008: 342-3). 

 
In the next subsection, I argue that we can take it even a step further, and say that the 

facts regarding ANS, but more importantly the perfect suffix, aid us with the internal 

subgrouping of the Corridor languages, including Wungu. 

5.3.3 BSp, the perfect suffix and the story of Wungu  

In the previous subsections, we have seen that Bostoen’s (2008) account of BSp and the 

7V>5V merger explains more of the previously unexplained exceptions and 

inconsistencies in the reported data. By using the concepts of morphologization (and to 
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some extent, lexicalization), Bostoen is able to explain the variation regarding BSp before 

the agentive and perfect suffixes. Spirantization originally applied as a widespread 

phonological change in many Bantu languages, but subsequently “retract[ed] from certain 

morphological domains” (2008: 299). The timing of the 7V>5V merger (if it occurred at 

all) has significant implications as well. Its primary effect is to enable the 

morphologization of BSp in certain morphological environments. 

 Figure 5.2 demonstrates the complex (and competing) factors affecting the 

process of BSp morphologization: ‘analogical levelling’, ‘paradigm uniformity’ targets, 

and 7V/5V. The 7V>5V merger facilitates morphologization in that BSp alternations are 

no longer predictable based on vowel alternations. In other words, before 7V>5V merger 

the original stop consonant and its location within each morphological context is still 

recoverable. True BSp alternations take place before the high vowels /i/ and /u/, and not 

their [-ATR] counterparts /ɪ/ and /ʊ/. This is why BSp generally occurs before the 

past/perfect *-ide suffix, but not the applicative suffix. In a sense, the stop-fricative 

alternation and the vowel alternation are fulfilling the same phonological duty. Once 

7V>5V merger occurs and the /ɪ/ and /ʊ/ counterparts are lost, the stop-fricative 

alternation is more likely to become grammaticalized.   

 The inverse is also true—the retention of seven vowels hinders morphologization 

because the BSp alternations remain predictable and possibly redundant (Bostoen 2008: 

343).  
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Allophonic spirantization 
 
 
 

      Across-the-board phonological change, 
       triggers morphophonological alternations 
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morphologization before 
agentive and/or perfect 

 
 
 

Achievement of full morphologization 
OR inability to fully morphologize 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Progression of BSp morphologization 

Causative,   Agentive,   Perfect 
 
 

 Causative,   Agentive,   Perfect 
 

Regression of BSp morphophonological contexts 
(depending on paradigm-uniformity target) 

 

Figure 5.2. The historical development of the morphologization of BSp (based on insights from 
Bostoen 2008 (c.f. Downing 2007)) 
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There can be three targets in the morphological domain: 
 
1. Morphological-derivational stem 
2. Prosodic-derivational stem 
3. Entire inflectional stem  
 
Paradigm uniformity can be seen as a double-edged sword. It 
seeks to ban or block morphologization in certain domains, 
but  may allow it in others.  
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The different targets for ‘paradigm uniformity’ in Bantu, whether it be the 

morphological-derivational stem or prosodic-derivational stem has a profound impact.  

However, only very few of these other ‘extensive ANS’ languages seem to have 
developed ‘perfect BS’. This might indicate that languages which morphologized 
BS to the fullest extent, i.e. by narrowing the constraint domain to the 
morphological derivational stem, are less susceptible to the loss of BS as a 
productive morphophonemic change than those languages which never narrowed 
the constraint domain further than the prosodic derivational stem” (Bostoen 2008: 
342). 
 

With all of this in mind, I can now summarize the relevant facts (for the purposes of 

subclassifying Wungu) regarding BSp and the Corridor languages in (5.1): 

(5.1) Summary of relevant BSp facts for subclassifying the Corridor languages 

1. The morphologization of BSp before the agentive suffix is relatively rare. BSp 
before the causative suffix, for instance, is much more common and widely 
distributed across Bantu53. 
 

2. The morphologization of BSp before the perfect suffix is even more rare because 
of its unique properties (able to be conditioned morphologically or 
prosodically).54 
  

3. BSp before the perfect suffix is normally limited to 5V languages. Wungu and 
Fipa are extremely rare55 in that they are 7V56 languages attesting BSp before the 
perfect (even if inconsistently, which is explained using further insights from 
Bostoen below).  
 

4. BSp morphologization before the agentive and perfect is unlikely to be due to 
contact, areal diffusion, etc. (Bostoen 2008: 342-3).  

 

                                                 

53 For reasons described in Bostoen (2008: 312-14, 332).  
54 “Bastin (1983: 28–37) found that BS occurs before the perfect suffix in no more than about 20 languages 
out of total sample of about 150, which are fairly well clustered geographically” (Bostoen 2008: 315-6) 
55 From my current understanding of the BSp literature, they are the only Bantu languages with 7V attesting 
perfect spirantization. 
56 Bostoen (2008: 337) calls Wungu (or Bungu) a 5-vowel language. At this point though, it seems that 
Wungu is going through the process of losing its 7-vowels (see Labroussi 1999: 360, 367). And so the fact 
remains that as regards the historical process of BSp Wungu was a 7-vowel language until very recently.  
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I contend that the combination of these factors lead us to ‘individual-identifying 

evidence’ regarding the historical classification of Wungu.  

 As we have seen before, in regard to item (3) above, Labroussi posits a ‘structural 

mixing’ hypothesis for Wungu and Fipa (1999: 373-4).57 Under my hypothesis (adopting 

insights from Bostoen), such ‘structural mixing’ is unnecessary to explain the peculiar 

attestation of both seven vowels and BSp before the perfect suffix.  Only the retention of 

seven vowels in Wungu and Fipa along with the shared innovation among the Mwika 

languages, what Bostoen calls the “narrowing [of] the constraint domain to the 

morphological derivational stem” is all that is needed (2008: 342). My conclusion is 

essentially that Wungu and Fipa are from the same Mwika mold, and both languages 

diverged around the same time, before the diffusion of 7V>5V merger across the rest of 

Mwika. The 7V>5V merger allowed the full morphologization of perfect -*ide in those 

languages (Nyamwanga, Wanda, Mambwe-Lungu, Nyiha58).  

 Figure 5.3 below illustrates a possible cladogram hypothesis under this 

framework. As concerns BSp, both Nyika and Mwika languages developed full agentive 

spirantization, but many of the 7V languages eventually lost it to some extent (see 

Bostoen 2008: 330). The shared innovation defining Proto-Mwika is the morphological 

derivational stem as the target, and the resulting development of perfect spirantization. 

The Nyika languages, meanwhile, only narrowed the domain target to the prosodic 

derivational stem. Wungu and Fipa diverged at a relatively early point before the spread 

of 7V>5V merger. The retention of 7V in Wungu and Fipa led to their inability to fully 

                                                 

57 To be clear, I have in mind here what Labroussi terms ‘Fipa-Sukuma’, not her ‘Southern Fipa’.  
58 I discuss the case of Nyiha in more detail below and in §5.5. 
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morphologize, and the eventual development of “fossilized” forms along with newer 

forms that do not spirantize, resulting in lexical doublets (see below for more discussion).  

 

Figure 5.3. Cladogram hypothesis for selected P-Mwika and P-Nyika languages 

The gradual divergence of Proto-Mbozi into a Proto-Nyika and Proto-Mwika has featured 

Nyiha as the ‘diachronic clade hinge’.59 A ‘diachronic clade hinge’ is “a dominant 

intermediary both influencing and being influenced by innovations elsewhere in the 

clade” (Pelkey 2011: 325). Nyiha shares innovations with both Nyika and Mwika. In §5.5 

I discuss the impact these conclusions have on the classification of Nyiha in more detail. 

 The following data tables demonstrate the synchronic inconsistencies in Fipa and 

Wungu BSp (agentive and perfect) due to the retention of a 7V system, and the failure to 

fully morphologize like the rest of the Mwika clade. Each of the three following data 

                                                 

59 Pelkey (2011: 325ff.) identifies the language of Hlepho, a Tibeto-Burman language spoken in southwest 
China, as a diachronic hinge.   

Mbozi 

Mbeya       Mwika 

Malila  Safwa             Nyiha Fipa   M-L/Wanda/Rungwa/Wanga    Wungu
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tables are from Labroussi (1999). In Table 5.14 below, the variation in Wungu agentive 

spirantization is demonstrated.  

Table 5.14. Wungu agentive spirantization variation (data from Labroussi 1999: 361) 
 

 
The three lexical items at the top of the table do not spirantize, while the bottom four 

forms do spirantize before the agentive *-i. According to Labroussi, Fipa has a competing 

agentive derivation {ka-a-}, but retains at least ʊnfjaas-i ‘parent’ and ʊmwif-i ‘thief’  

(1999: 359).  

 Table 5.15 demonstrates the variation as regards perfect spirantization in Fipa.  

Table 5.15. Fipa perfect spirantization variation (data from Labroussi 1999: 360) 

 
Fipa infinitive English gloss Fipa perfect English gloss 

-ʊmool-a kill wawawawaŋgŋgŋgŋgʊʊʊʊmoosmoosmoosmoos----ileileileile    he killed me 

-kal-a dry twaakastwaakastwaakastwaakas----ileileileile    we dried something 

-paap-a bear child wapaap-ile she bore a child 

-loot-a dream naloot-ile/    naloosnaloosnaloosnaloos----ileileileile    I dreamt 

-sak-a marry (man) waasak-ile he married 

-it-a call nkwit-ile I have called you 

-sumb-a throw wasumb-ile you threw 

-lond-a be after something walond-ile he went after 

-sap-a be dirty apasap-ile it has become dirty 

 
The two lexical items at the top of the table spirantize, while the majority of the 

remaining forms do not. Note the lexical doublet for ‘ I dreamt’ {nalootttt-ile /  naloossss-ile}. 

Wungu infinitive English gloss Wungu agentive English gloss 

-zond-a lead the song ʊnzond-i lead singer 

-sʊŋg-a guard, watch ʊnsʊŋng-i watchman 

-saβ-a isao make a fortune ʊnsaβ-i rich man 

-lel--a bear a child ʊʊʊʊndezndezndezndez----iiii    parent  

-iβ-a steal ʊʊʊʊmwivmwivmwivmwiv----iiii    thief 

*-dog-a bewitch ʊʊʊʊndozndozndozndoz----iiii    sorcerer 

-βaβ-a hurt ʊʊʊʊwwwwʊʊʊʊββββavavavav----iiii    pain (cl.14) 
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 Perfect spirantization in Wungu is presented in Table 5.16. The top three lexical 

items in the table spirantize, while the majority of the remaining forms do not. 

Table 5.16. Wungu perfect spirantization variation (data from Labroussi 1999: 362) 
 

 
Note the lexical doublet for ‘you were born’ {walellll-ilw-e / walezzzz-ilw-e}. 

 The type of data above is exactly what we would expect to find given the 

historical evolution of the Mwika languages. A historical evolution in which Wungu and 

Fipa are indeed conservative varieties that split off after the development of perfect 

spirantization but before the perfect spirantization was somewhat cemented by 7V>5V 

merger. The next subsection addresses some possible counterexamples regarding perfect 

spirantization as regards Safwa and Malila. 

5.3.4 Possible counterexamples: reported perfect spirantization in Safwa and Malila 

In the historical scenario described in §5.3.3, perfect spirantization is the shared 

innovation which defines the Mwika meso-clade, specifically the remnants of such 

spirantization in the 7V languages of Fipa and Wungu. In §5.2, *k-lenition is shown to be 

the shared innovation which defines the Mbeya meso-clade. If it can be shown that one or 

both of the 7V languages of Safwa and Malila also have perfect spirantization (or 

Wungu infinitive English gloss Wungu perfect English gloss 

-βal-a go wawawawaββββazazazaz----ileileileile    he went 

-teel-a speak twateeztwateeztwateeztwateez----ileileileile    we spoke 

-loot-a dream naloosnaloosnaloosnaloos----ileileileile    I dreamt 

-lel-w-a be born walel-ilw-e/walezwalezwalezwalez----ilwilwilwilw----eeee    you were born 

-and-a begin twand-ile we begun 

zeŋg-a build twazeŋg-ile we built 

-βaβ-a hurt kwambaβ-ile it hurt me 

-paap-a carry on back apaap-ile she carried  
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remnants of perfect spirantization), it can no longer be the feature that defines the Mwika 

meso-clade node. Under such a scenario, the shared innovation of perfect spirantization 

could potentially define the Mbozi languages at a higher node, but the confusion around 

the subclassification of Wungu would persist.  

 First, as I have noted previously, Labroussi (1999) claims that Safwa does not 

have perfect spirantization, and that there is “no sign that Safwa is adopting spirantization 

in front of  *-įde” (1999: 345, 373). Labroussi (1999) does not include Malila in her 

corpus. However, there are examples such as PB*pik> -fih-a/-fiʃ-ile ‘arrive/has arrived’  

in Safwa and –gez-a/-gez-ile ‘wash/has washed’ in Malila (SIL Mbeya). These examples 

turn out to have quite different explanations, but I begin with the crucial observation that 

in both these examples we are no longer dealing with stop-spirant alternations, but 

outputs derived from spirant inputs. The Malila example (and others like it) can be dealt 

with as the well-formed output of a stem that has undergone morpheme-internal 

spirantization (presuming a stem-final plosive for the PB form (-ged-?)). In the Malila 

example, there is no danger of the perfect tense/aspect –ile being “added to the definition 

of the morpheme” (Labroussi 1999: 337). Thus, examples like this one from Malila are 

not the same as the perfect spirantization examples from the Fipa and Wungu data in 

§5.3.3.  

 The Safwa example is more complex. First, as Labroussi asserts, “for 

spirantization to produce a well-formed output, the only phonetically correct input is a 

stop consonant and not any corresponding lenited form” (1999: 372). The issue in the 

languages descended from Proto-Mbeya (Safwa, Malila and Nyiha) is that *k-lenition 

occurred, producing synchronic [x] or [h]. Before the BSp *-i context , we would expect 
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to find /s/ or /z/ resulting from *k, although /ʃ/ is not uncommon (especially before the 

causative, see Bostoen 2008: 313-4). Again, we are dealing with spirant (rather than 

plosive) inputs and their corresponding outputs. However, unlike the Malila example, 

there is an alternation from /h/ to /ʃ/, and we may be tempted to conclude that this is some 

sort of fossilized intermediate form, indicative of the same sort of perfect spirantization 

seen in Nyiha60, Fipa and Wungu. First, I present a larger paradigm from Malila, and 

afterwards summarize why I believe it is not the case that we are dealing with fossilized  

intermediate forms in Safwa or Malila.  

 The following data in Table 5.17 and Table 5.18 are from Eaton (2011: pc). Data 

has been changed from orthographic notation to IPA. Malila has a phonemic 7V system 

with [+ATR] harmony. In each of the examples in Table 5.17, the result of the 

phonological alternation is a fricative consonant.   

Table 5.17 Velar consonant alternations preceding a front vowel in Malila 

 Construction Malila Gloss Phonological alternation 

(1) Plural imperative laʤí 

lag-i 

say.goodbye-FV 

say goodbye! (pl. 

subj.) 

g→ʤ/___{i, ɪ, e} 

(2) Perfect imbinʤíle 

ɪN-bɪng-ile 

1SGSBJ-hunt-PCT 

I have hunted ng→nʤ/___{i, ɪ, e} 

(3) Stative kʊβɪ:ʃɪxa 

kʊ-βɪ:x-ɪx-a 

15-put-STAT-FV 

to be put x→ʃ/___{i, ɪ, e} 

(4) Subjunctive atwînʃe 

a-twinh-e 

3SGSBJ-sweat-FV 

He should sweat nh→nʃ/___{i, ɪ, e} 

                                                 

60 For example, Nyiha –seh-a/na-ses-ile ‘laugh/I laughed’ (Labroussi 1999: 351).   
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The Malila data in Table 5.17 demonstrates that a velar consonant (or descendant of one 

in the case of example 4) at a morpheme boundary and preceding a front vowel results in 

a fricative. This process does not just occur before the perfect suffix, but also the plural 

imperative, stative, subjunctive and other constructions (Eaton 2011: pc). In addition, 

note that the process is regular and occurs before a series of front vowels and not just the 

high [+ATR] /i/. This regular phonological process can be analyzed as ‘velar softening’ 

and is common cross-linguistically (Halle 2005).  

 The data in Table 5.18 demonstrates a quite different spirantization process in 

Malila adjectives and abstract nouns (-u). In this case, it is not just velars which alternate 

but consonants from different places of articulation.  

Table 5.18 Consonant alternations in Malila adjectives/abstract nouns  

 Malila Gloss Phonological alternation 

(1) uwúlisu 

�-w�-lit-u 

AUG-14-be.tired-NOM 

tiredness t→s/___u 

(2) uwútonsu 

�-w�-tont-u 

AUG-14-be.polite-NOM 

politeness nt→ns/___u 

(3) uwútimvu 

�-w�-timb-u 

AUG-14-be.soft-NOM 

softness mb→mv/___u 

(4) iʃívunzu 

ɪ-ʃɪ-vund-u 

AUG-7-be.fertile-NOM 

fertile field nd→nz/___u 

(5) uwúbumusu 

�-w�-bumu�-u 

AUG-14-be.blunt-NOM 

bluntness x→s/___u 

   (cont.) 
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(6) uwúʃevu 

�-w�-ʃeβ-u 

AUG-14-be.cunning-NOM 

cunning β→v/___u 

(7) uwúsatúsu 

�-w�-sat�l-u 

AUG-14-set.free-NOM 

freedom l→s/___u 

(8) uwúβozu 

�-w�-βol-u 

AUG-14-be.rotten-NOM 

rottenness l→z/___u 

 
Note that ʊ-wʊ-bumux-u ‘bluntness’ results in u-wú-bumus-u and not u-wú-bumuʃ-u. I 

believe that these alternations in Table 5.18 are the result of true historical spirantization 

processes in Malila. In addition, I predict that the spirantizing alternations in Table 5.18 

would not occur before any other back vowels. 

 In sum, I argue that examples such as *pik> -fih-a/-fiʃ-ile ‘arrive/has arrived’ in 

Safwa61 and * bɪng ‘to chase’> -bɪng/binʤ-íle ‘hunt/has hunted’ in Malila are the result 

of the regular phonological process of ‘velar softening’ and not historical perfect 

spirantization. A supporting argument for the ‘velar softening’ analysis is a hypothesis 

regarding the probable chronology of early spirantization across places of articulation. 

Essentially the claim is that spirantization progressed across the alveolar consonants and 

subsequently the velar consonants (Labroussi 1999: 364). Evidence from what Bostoen 

terms ‘phonologically-restricted ANS’ languages may also support this claim (2008: 

340). Older forms involving alveolar consonants may have had additional time to 

morphologize, yielding the Fipa and Wungu alveolar examples in Table 5.15 and Table 

5.16. If this chronology across places of articulation is correct and true perfect 
                                                 

61 Although I do not have enough data for Safwa to present a paradigm like Malila, at this point in my 

research there is at least one example from the data (BLR3, SIL Mbeya):  *tombʊk ‘to rise up, jump’> -
tomoʃ-el ‘to fly, jump over’.  
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spirantization does exist in Safwa and Malila, we would expect to see examples of 

alveolar consonant alternations before *-ide in Safwa and Malila.   

 In §5.4 I present additional ‘individual-identifying’ evidence demonstrating that 

Wungu belongs to the Mwika meso-clade. This evidence is a paradigmatic lexical set 

between Wungu and Mwika varieties.   

5.4 Paradigmatic lexical set between Wungu and Mwika varieties   

As further supporting evidence of the genetic relationships sketched out above, the table 

in Appendix E shows possible lexical innovations between Wungu and Mwika varieties 

which are unexplained apart from Wungu having genetic origins with Mwika, as we have 

ruled out sufficient contact. In choosing the lexical items in Appendix E, I have tried to 

eliminate possible Swahili influence as well as any possible Nyiha influence (as Nyiha 

shares innovations with Mwika varieties, it may possible to pass on Mwika borrowings to 

Wungu).   

5.5 Synthesis 

The quest to find individual-identifying shared innovations was the goal of this chapter. 

We determined that the development of perfect spirantization (or the narrowing of the 

morphological-derivational stem domain) while retaining 7V constituted such an 

innovation for Wungu and Fipa. Thus, Wungu belongs to the Mwika-clade and not to 

Mbeya. *k-lenition was seen to be a shared innovation for the Mbeya-clade. As Nyiha 

attests both perfect spirantization and *k-lenition, it was analyzed as a ‘diachronic hinge’. 

This analyis also helps support the idea of the ultimate unity of the Mbeya and Mwika 
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clades. Figure 5.4 below illustrates this innovation-sharing involving Nyiha as an 

intermediate lect. 

 

Figure 5.4. Nyiha as a diachronic hinge using simplified dynamic wave model 

The lects at the extremes are the most conservative (Fipa, Wungu and Malila), while the 

intermediate varieties (Wanga, Wanda and Safwa) all share certain innovations with 

Nyiha. One of the secondary goals of the chapter was to distinguish the most innovative 

languages from the most conservative languages based on non-lexical features. As Pelkey 

asserts, “if linguistic innovations are shared through time and space, language varieties 

may reasonably be expected to incorporate such innovations in spatio-temporal 

gradations” (2011: 92). In such a way, the dynamic wave model aids in grasping the 

space-time dynamics of historical change in the Corridor. 

  I also constructed a relative chronology for the relevant Corridor languages that 

makes sense of the data, in part by using 7V>5V merger as a clue (even though it spreads 

quite easily by areal diffusion). Figure 5.5 below presents a possible cladogram 

Malila 

Safwa 

Wanga 
Wanda 

Fipa 
Wungu 

Nyiha 

             Nyiha dialects 
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hypothesis based on shared innovations, probable historical contact, as well as modern-

day language contact influences. 

 

Figure 5.5 Internal classification hypothesis for Corridor languages as Stammbaum diagram 

Contact languages not belonging to either the Mbeya or Mwika clades are listed 

horizontally along the bottom of the diagram. The arrows represent the direction of the 

contact. The dotted arrows represent historical contact, while the solid lines represent 

possible historical contact, but mostly ongoing synchronic contact. 

 

 

 

Mbozi 

Mbeya       Mwika 

Malila Safwa  Nyiha Fipa  M-L/Wanda/Wanga/Rungwa Wungu Pimbwe 

Sangu  Nyakyusa  Bemba   Kimbu     Nyamwezi/Konongo       Bende-Tongwe 
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6. Conclusion 

The aim of this project has been to revise Fourshey’s (2002) hypothesis regarding the 

historical classification of Wungu. Wungu has suffered from a lack of consensus 

regarding its historical classification for a variety of reasons, namely its split-lexicon 

(even among core vocabulary) and mix of conservative and innovative features (§1). 

Fourshey chooses to classify Wungu as a daughter language of Proto-Mbeya (§1.7).  

 My analysis of Wungu and neighboring Corridor language varieties suggests that 

instead Wungu belongs to an older branch of Proto-Mwika. Wungu has subsequently 

come into extended contact with Mbeya-clade languages, namely Nyiha and specific 

Safwa dialects (Songwe and Guruha). This extended contact has resulted in a significant 

amount of lexical borrowing in both directions, leaving Wungu with a split-lexicon and 

certain diffused recent innovations spread from Nyiha (loss of phonemic vowel length 

contrast and ongoing 7V>5V merger). And so, while Wungu is actually one of the most 

conservative languages in the Corridor, it has the appearance of an extremely innovative 

language.  

 This analysis is supported by a wide variety of evidences: lexical evidence, 

known patterns of language contact, geographical considerations, sociolinguistic 

evidence, and historical data. However, the strongest evidence for subgrouping is always 

‘individual-identifying’ (Nichols 1996) shared innovation. The individual-identifying 

evidence for the genetic classification of Wungu as a conservative member of Proto-

Mwika comes down to certain phonological/morphological innovations. The languages 

descendant from Proto-Mwika are defined by spirantization before the perfect suffix, 

resulting from ‘paradigm uniformity’ (Bostoen 2008) being sought in regard to the 
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morphological-derivational stem (§5.2). Furthermore, Fipa (by consensus already a 

member of Proto-Mwika) and Wungu are possibly the only two Bantu languages attesting 

7V retention and spirantization before the perfect suffix. Additionally, a ‘paradigm-like 

set’ (Nichols 1996) of roughly 15 lexical items shared by Wungu and Fipa but not any of 

the Mbeya-clade languages are presented as further corroboration for this hypothesis (in 

Appendix E c.f. §5.4).  

  In addition, the lenition of PB *k to the [x] and [h] reflexes in Safwa, Malila and 

Nyiha define the languages belonging to Proto-Mbeya. This results in the prospect of 

Nyiha as a ‘diachronic hinge’ (Pelkey 2011), sharing innovations with both Proto-Mbeya 

and Proto-Mwika (§5.5). This should not be unusual if we think of Bantu language 

varieties diverging slowly and remaining in contact with one another after divergence. 

The analysis of Nyiha as a diachronic hinge between Mwika and Mbeya subgroups is 

supporting evidence for the unity of these subgroups into a Proto-Mbozi (or possibly a 

Proto-Rukwa). An acceptable consequence of Nyiha as a diachronic hinge is that a 

standard tree model is insufficient to model the historical classification of Nyiha (and 

Wungu for that matter). The closest the traditional tree model can get is something like 

what we saw in Figure 5.5 with representations of diachronic and synchronic contact 

underneath the tree itself (§5.5).  

 Thus, in the process of arriving at the main aim of revising Fourshey’s (2002) 

hypothesis, I was able to look at secondary questions as well (in example 1.1 repeated 

here as example 6.1).  
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(6.1.)  Broader questions within the present study 

 1. Can the criteria (or set of diagnostics) for Bantu language subgrouping be   
  improved upon? Can any diagnostics be added? Can existing diagnostics   
  be refined? 

 
2. Can improved models of evolutionary linguistic history aid in the process of 

genetic classification (subgrouping)? 
 

3. How do the results of a more lexically-based approach compare with the results of 
more advanced applications of the comparative method? Do they yield similar 
results? 
 

4. Does the inclusion of language data from a range of dialects (being necessarily 
more gradient) aid in subgrouping? 

 
5. Are there methods which do a better job of incorporating languages that   
 are currently outliers (like Wungu)? 
 
6. Is there enough evidence regarding difficult cases like Wungu to arrive at   
 any conclusions at all regarding their status? 

 

Any steps made in answering these broader questions contribute toward an advancement 

in methodological practices. The hope is that these new developments in methodology 

aid in further refining the known subgroups within the Bantu family. Each of the 

questions in example (6.1) above will be summarized in relation to this study in the 

subsections below under the general headings of models (§6.1), methodology (§6.2) and 

Bantu historical linguistics in general (§6.3). Residue and areas for further research are 

discussed in the final section, §6.4. 

6.1 Implications for our models 

The need for improved models in the field of Bantu historical and comparative linguistics 

is expressed well by Nurse and Philippson:  
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Another need is for additional models. The models we have used during the 
twentieth century—binary trees, migrations, divergence—have taken us a long 
way but we need to supplement them now with more detailed analyses of contact 
and convergence situations (2003: 180).  

 
The main question asked within this study on Wungu was: can improved models of 

evolutionary linguistic history aid in the process of genetic classification (subgrouping)? 

 As discussed in §3, the present Wungu study uses a distance-based network 

analysis using the SplitsTree 4 software. The software outputs a model useful for 

developing guiding hypotheses. Depending on the type of relationships present in the 

data, the output resembles either a standard tree diagram or more of a web (or network) 

as we saw in §3. This study is not the first to apply this type of analysis to Bantu 

languages. For example, Holden and Gray (2006) apply this analysis to a wide range of 

Bantu languages. We see in this present study on Wungu that a network analysis can 

reveal historical relationships, but it can also disguise them. We were able to hypothesize 

two different but related groupings, Mwika and Mbeya languages. However, it was still 

difficult to interpret where Wungu belonged relative to those groupings.  

 Although the network model did not yield immediate answers regarding the 

subclassification of Wungu, it did yield guiding hypotheses. From a given network 

model, it is possible to view competing possibilities at the same time, as Pelkey 

describes:   

Network representations enable an intuitive visual overview of historical 
contact, dialect continua, and – more tentatively – genetic subgroups by 
identifying the presence of both clear and conflicting relationship claims between 
all pairs in a given distance matrix. (2011: 279, italics mine) 

 
Many of the difficulties we encounter because of the nature of Bantu history—areal 

diffusion, extended contact, dialect continua—we can see by means of a network model.  
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6.2 Implications for our methods 

The methodological implications comprise the bulk of the secondary questions in this 

study, the first of which was this series of related questions: Can the criteria (or set of 

diagnostics) for Bantu language subgrouping be improved upon? Can any diagnostics be 

added? Can existing diagnostics be refined? 

 The present study on Wungu used a partial list of potential diagnostics developed 

in Nurse (1999) and Nurse and Philippson (2003) (see §5.1). Of the diagnostics for which 

there was adequate data and which were deemed relevant to the general geographic 

region, the results were found to fall along a continuum of quality as is represented in 

Table 6.1. 

Table 6.1. Ranking of potential diagnostics 

Crucial Marginally helpful Confusing  

loss of augment Loss of vowel length vd. of vl. stop/nasal 

*k-lenition 7V>5V merger spirant devoicing 

perfect spirantization *p-lenition unusual spirantization 

agentive spirantization class 5 reduction 

*g-lenition 

 
I determined that the loss of augment was crucial in separating out the Bantu F languages 

(minus Wungu) from the rest of the corpus, in that the Bantu F languages have this 

innovation. These findings contradict Nurse (1999: 24), who finds augment loss in 

portions of the remaining corpus languages. The presence or absence of the augment, 

however, may be sensitive to the specific elicitation style and/or procedures of a 

particular researcher. More research is needed in this area. The fact remains, however, 
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that this is a possibly useful diagnostic. And as I have discussed, *k-lenition and perfect 

(and agentive) spirantization were crucial innovations in the Corridor region.  

 To some extent, *g-lenition was helpful in separating out Mbeya/Mwika from 

some of Bantu F, but as it is also a more common lenition process its status remains 

unclear. The reduction of class 5 seems to be too widespread as all of the corpus 

languages have it (see also Nurse 1999: 23). *p-lenition was not helpful because only 

Bende-Tongwe and possibly Nyamwezi have it. 7V>5V merger and the loss of phonemic 

vowel length both seem to be prone to areal diffusion, and not useful in that sense as any 

sort of diagnostic innovations. However, 7V>5V merger can be useful in determining 

relative chronology in relationship to spirantization. The remaining features (unusual 

spirantization, spirant devoicing and the voicing of a voiceless plosive after a homorganic 

nasal) only brought sporadic results that need more research.  

 The second question in regards to methodology was: How do the results of a more 

lexically-based approach compare with the results of more advanced applications of the 

comparative method? Do they yield similar results? 

 From this study on Wungu, these methods compared fairly well. The major 

differences are in the subgrouping of Wungu, as well as possibly Pimbwe/Rungwa. 

However,  Fourshey does maintain the historical unity of the Corridor languages under 

her hypothesis. In her view, a ‘Proto-Mbeya’ and a ‘Proto-Mwika’ subgroup are united 

under a higher ‘Proto-Mbozi’ node. (An even higher Proto-Rukwa node unites a Proto-

Rungwe node (Nyakyusa and Ndali) with Proto-Mbozi). These overarching hypotheses 

are supported in my study on Wungu, although the unity of Mbeya-Mwika depends on 

the interpretation of Nyiha as the ‘diachronic hinge’.  (As Nyakyusa and Ndali were not 
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included in the corpus, I make no statements regarding Fourshey’s ‘Proto-Rungwe’ or 

where these languages may fit). Patterned groupings of unusual lexical innovations, that 

can be ruled out as shared retentions, can serve as paradigmatic evidence for 

subgrouping.  

 The third question was: Does the inclusion of language data from a range of 

dialects (being necessarily more gradient) aid in subgrouping? In this study, the range of 

dialects for Safwa proved to be the most helpful in trying to figure out the overall puzzle, 

because of their close geographic proximity to Wungu. The range of Fipa dialects was 

also valuable.  

 The final question in regard to methodology was: Are there methods which do a 

better job of incorporating languages that are currently outliers (like Wungu)? The 

conclusion I draw from this study is that a wide range of different methods are needed to 

try and solve a problem, and not just one. Using a range of methodologies not only 

provides guiding hypotheses, but can provide supporting evidence for ‘individual-

identifying features’. Table 2.2 provided a table of both quantitative and qualitative 

methodologies from Pelkey (2011). The table is repeated here as Table 6.2 for 

convenience.  

Table 6.2. Quantitative and qualitative methods (adapted from Pelkey 2011: 34) 

 Quantitative Qualitative 
Synchronic  core lexical comparisons 

acoustic measurements 
speaker demographics 

perceptual dialectology 
intelligibility testing 

Diachronic distance-based cladistics 
implicational hierarchies 
 

comparative method                 
subgrouping 
dynamic wave analysis 
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6.3 Implications for Bantu historical linguistics 

The last question concerns the wider field of Bantu historical linguistics: Is there enough 

evidence regarding difficult cases like Wungu to arrive at any solid conclusions 

regarding their status? I believe the answer is yes. Languages leave behind clues as to 

their genetic origin. However, it is difficult to find the quality of evidence needed to 

make a firm judgment as to the historical classification of outlier languages like Wungu. 

The work on Wungu is not complete. In the next subsection, I discuss areas for further 

research in order to gather more supporting evidence. However, the benefits of the  

conclusions this study reaches regarding the subclassification of Wungu are at least 

threefold: (1) the conclusions incorporate the reality of Bantu dialect continua, extended 

contact after divergence, and areal diffusion, (2) the conclusions explain why Wungu has 

innovative features that neighboring language varieties presumed to be in the same clade 

may or may not have, and (3) the conclusions are predictive, testable and falsifiable.  

6.4 Residue and areas for further research 

The main area of residue concerns the classification of Pimbwe. It shares 88% of its 

vocabulary with Rungwa, but is quite different in its phonology. Pimbwe is extremely 

conservative, while Rungwa is much more innovative like Mambwe-Lungu. The main 

difference for Pimbwe is the lack of spirantization, even morpheme-internally or in the 

causative. As this study has demonstrated, advanced morphologization of spirantization is 

a critical shared innovation for Proto-Mwika. So, where does Pimbwe fit? Nurse and 

Philippson tentatively classify Pimbwe with other WT languages such as Sukuma, 

Nyamwezi and Kimbu (2003: 171). My current hypothesis is that Pimbwe represents an 
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early branch of Proto-Mbozi or Proto-Rukwa that split off quite early. Rungwa, in turn, 

split off from a Proto-Mambwe-Lungu-type variety almost as soon as 7V>5V merger was 

complete. The Rungwa people then settled near the Pimbwe and shared lexical items in 

close community for a long period of time. The fact remains that more work needs to be 

done to find diagnostic innovations shared between Pimbwe and other languages. 

 This leads into areas that need further research. One of these main areas of 

research should be an in-depth analysis of spirantization (or lack thereof as the case may 

be) in both Pimbwe and Rungwa. Only a cursory examination of spirantization was done 

for this study in Pimbwe and Rungwa, i.e. only the few forms that were elicited in 

extended wordlists and phraselists. Specifically, it would be helpful to know whether any 

lexical doublets exist in Pimbwe (similar to the ones found in Fipa and Wungu). More 

spirantization data for Safwa and Malila would also be helpful.  

 Further research needs to be done in the Nyamwanga and Wanda language 

varieties, i.e. the language areas between the Nyiha/Wungu and Mambwe-Lungu/Fipa. 

More research should be done to try and find further diagnostic shared innovations 

among the Corridor languages, Mwika on the one hand and Mbeya on the other. This 

work could be done on several fronts: (1) using the remaining morphological diagnostics 

found in Nurse and Philippson (2003: 167) —the corpus data consisted mostly of lexical 

items, with essentially no morphological paradigms, (2) using tonal data—the corpus data 

did not contain tone marking, (3) using tense/aspect morphemes. Yet another area for 

further research should be the tracing of semantic shifts across the corpus languages. Data 

collected on these fronts may still yield important clues regarding the Corridor languages.  
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6.5 Final remarks 

This study is a project in a relatively long line of research into Wungu, the Corridor 

languages, and East African Bantu languages in general. It stands on the shoulders of the 

work and ideas of Labroussi, Nurse, Philippson, Bostoen, Fourshey and many others. In 

§1, I commented that Wungu has defied a classificatory consensus, and because of this 

fact holds much methodological significance. I have no illusions that one study can 

establish a consensus by itself. This study concludes that Wungu is a conservative 

member of Proto-Mwika, despite the language’s diachronically innovative appearance 

and split-lexicon among core vocabulary. The split-lexicon is a consequence of extended 

contact with Safwa and Nyiha even after divergence. These conclusions make sense of 

the isoglossic confusion in the Corridor area. In §6.3, I point out some further benefits of 

this analysis.  

 This project is about the subclassification of Wungu, but is just as much about the 

significance that Wungu holds for the subclassification of other Bantu language groups. 

Hopefully, more Bantuists begin to use network models, contact lexicostatistics, dynamic 

wave models and implicational hierarchies, striving to use a combination of methods to 

investigate the problems that the field of Bantu historical linguistics still holds. 
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Appendix A: Lexicostatistical percentages for Mwika and Mbeya languages 
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Wungu-Udinde 96 92 77 64 64 53 53 50 51 51 59 52 55 57 61 67 60 58 58 51 61 

Wungu-Maleza 96 96 78 64 63 56 54 51 52 53 58 51 54 56 60 66 59 59 56 52 59 

Wungu-Mwamba 92 96 79 62 62 53 52 49 50 50 58 52 55 57 60 66 59 58 58 51 62 

Wungu-Gua 77 78 79 71 74 57 61 58 60 55 54 52 54 54 58 61 56 59 53 48 55 

Pimbwe 64 64 62 71 88 65 71 66 65 66 49 48 50 51 53 57 53 62 51 46 51 

Rungwa 64 63 62 74 88 68 74 68 68 68 49 47 51 51 52 57 53 61 52 47 53 

Fipa-Ngoma 53 56 53 57 65 68 78 79 79 86 44 43 45 45 45 50 49 65 49 46 47 

Fipa-Lwanji 53 54 52 61 71 74 78 90 91 87 40 43 45 44 45 51 50 64 48 44 46 

Fipa-Miombo 50 51 49 58 66 68 79 90 98 90 39 41 42 41 45 49 49 64 47 41 44 

Fipa-Kato 51 52 50 60 65 68 79 91 98 89 39 41 42 41 44 51 50 65 47 41 45 

Fipa-Ilembo 51 53 50 55 66 68 86 87 90 89 43 43 44 43 46 52 51 68 49 45 46 

Safwa-Ileya 59 58 58 54 49 49 44 40 39 39 43 84 86 84 80 72 65 55 60 52 70 

Safwa-Swaya 52 51 52 52 48 47 43 43 41 41 43 84 90 86 73 68 64 54 59 52 70 

Safwa-Itala 55 54 55 54 50 51 45 45 42 42 44 86 90 85 74 71 65 56 60 54 72 

Safwa-Igale 57 56 57 54 51 51 45 44 41 41 43 84 86 85 78 76 72 56 66 59 79 

Safwa-Mapo 61 60 60 58 53 52 45 45 45 44 46 80 73 74 78 84 73 57 64 55 68 

Safwa-Mjele 67 66 66 61 57 57 50 51 49 51 52 72 68 71 76 84 85 65 75 64 76 

Nyi-Mbozi  60 59 59 56 53 53 49 50 49 50 51 65 64 65 72 73 85 67 82 68 74 

Nyi-Msanda  58 59 58 59 62 61 65 64 64 65 68 55 54 56 56 57 65 67 66 59 59 

Nyi-Mule  58 56 58 53 51 52 49 48 47 47 49 60 59 60 66 64 75 82 66 79 67 

Nyi-Chiseng 51 52 51 48 46 47 46 44 41 41 45 52 52 54 59 55 64 68 59 79 58 

Malila 61 59 62 55 51 53 47 46 44 45 46 70 70 72 79 68 76 74 59 67 58 
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Appendix B: Lexicostatistical percentages for Bantu F varieties (except Wungu) 

 
Bende-
Tongwe Lwila Galla Nyamwezi Konongo Pimbwe Rungwa 

Wungu-
Udinde 40% 48% 49% 49% 52% 64% 64% 

Wungu-
Maleza 41% 48% 49% 48% 53% 64% 63% 

Wungu-
Mwambani 41% 49% 51% 51% 54% 62% 62% 

Wungu-Gua 44% 54% 55% 57% 62% 71% 74% 

Bende-
Tongwe 100% 71% 59% 51% 60% 49% 47% 

Lwila 71% 100% 77% 64% 80% 59% 58% 

Galla 59% 77% 100% 73% 80% 58% 55% 

Nyamwezi 51% 64% 73% 100% 74% 56% 55% 

Konongo 60% 80% 80% 74% 100% 60% 61% 

Pimbwe 49% 59% 58% 56% 60% 100% 88% 

Rungwa 47% 58% 55% 55% 61% 88% 100% 

Fipa-Ngoma 41% 49% 48% 46% 51% 65% 68% 

Fipa-Lwanji 37% 47% 43% 48% 50% 71% 74% 

Fipa-
Miombo 39% 47% 45% 47% 50% 66% 68% 

Fipa-
Katongolo 38% 47% 45% 47% 49% 65% 68% 

Fipa-Ilembo 38% 47% 46% 46% 49% 66% 68% 

Safwa-Ileya 32% 38% 39% 40% 42% 49% 49% 

Safwa-
Swaya 33% 38% 37% 40% 41% 48% 47% 

Safwa-Itala 33% 39% 40% 41% 43% 50% 51% 
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Safwa-Igale 34% 41% 39% 41% 42% 51% 51% 

Safwa-
Mapogoro 34% 40% 40% 43% 45% 53% 52% 

Safwa-Mjele 36% 42% 42% 44% 47% 57% 57% 

Nyi-Mbozi 
Combined 34% 40% 39% 42% 44% 53% 53% 

Nyi-Msanda 
(Tanzania) 38% 43% 43% 43% 47% 62% 61% 

Nyi-Mule 
(Zambia) 33% 39% 39% 41% 43% 51% 52% 

Nyi-
Chisenga 
(Malawi) 32% 38% 36% 36% 39% 46% 47% 

Malila 35% 40% 40% 41% 43% 51% 53% 
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Appendix C: Cognate percentages (from Fourshey 2002:80) 

Safwa  

69 Malila  

62 79 Nyiha  

52 65 63 Wungu  

44 55 52 59 Rungwa  

46 56 57 59 88 Pimbwe  

55 61 62 62 63 65 Nyika  

45 55 54 57 65 66 72 
Nyam-
wanga 

 

48 51 56 56 61 66 72 82 Mambwe  

47 52 55 54 60 64 72 81 91 Lungu  

43 46 48 48 60 62 64 75 79 78 Fipa 

 
This figure is adapted from the original which includes the Nyakyusa, Ndali, and Lambya 

languages. 
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Appendix D: Voicing of a voiceless stop after a homorganic nasal in Wungu 

The voicing of a voiceless stop after a homorganic nasal occurs primarily in Wungu. This 

is consistent across all the places of articulation. According to Nurse, this process also 

occurs in Nyakyusa (1999: 23). This feature is most likely an independent innovation, but 

needs more investigation. The same notation is used as in §5 to indicate the source of the 

data. Nyamwezi data is from Maganga and Schadeberg (1992). 

 Bilabial 
Proto-Bantu *pʊda ‘nose’ 
Wungu ɪɪɪɪmbula mbula mbula mbula † 
Wungu-Gua  iiiiːmpːmpːmpːmpʰuna ʰuna ʰuna ʰuna † 
Pimbwe empuna/ impuna  
Rungwa empuna/ impuna  
Safwa î:mpulo † 
Malila impulo † 
Fipa impuno/impuna † 
Mambwe-Lungu impuno † 
Nyiha impuno † 
Nyika impuno † 

 
 Alveolar 

Proto-Bantuː *ntʊ ‘person’ 
Wungu ʊʊʊʊːndu / awa:ndu ːndu / awa:ndu ːndu / awa:ndu ːndu / awa:ndu †    
Wungu-Maleza uuuuːntːntːntːntʰu / awaːndu ʰu / awaːndu ʰu / awaːndu ʰu / awaːndu † 
Wungu-Gua ʊ́ʊ́ʊ́ʊ́ːntːntːntːntʰhhhʊ̀ʊ̀ʊ̀ʊ̀    / / / / àváːntʰùàváːntʰùàváːntʰùàváːntʰù    †    
B-T/Lwila/ Galla muːntu/ βantu  
Nyamwezi mnhʊ/βanhʊ 
Safwa ʊmu:ntu † 
Malila umuntu † 
Fipa ʊntʊ/ ajaːntʊ † 
Mambwe-Lungu umuːntu/aːntu † 
Nyiha/Nyika u'muːntu † 
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 Velar 
Proto-Bantuː *kʊapa ‘armpit’ 
Wunguː  ɪɪɪɪŋŋŋŋɡwakɡwakɡwakɡwakʰwaːpʰa/ ʰwaːpʰa/ ʰwaːpʰa/ ʰwaːpʰa/     

iiiiŋŋŋŋɡwaːpɡwaːpɡwaːpɡwaːpʰa ʰa ʰa ʰa †     
Wungu-Gua:  inkwakwainkwakwainkwakwainkwakwaːpːpːpːpʰa ʰa ʰa ʰa † 
Bende-Tongwe:  n̩kʷaha/ kʷaha  
Safwa: ɪn̂kwa:pa † 
Safwa-Itala: ɪɪɪɪŋgwa:pa ŋgwa:pa ŋgwa:pa ŋgwa:pa † 
Malila: ɪnkwa:pa † 
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Appendix E: Paradigmatic set of lexical items in Wungu and Fipa 

Eng gloss 
Wungu-
Udinde 

Wungu-
Maleza 

Wungu-
Mwamb 

Wungu-
Gua Fipa/M-L 

Nyiha-
Msanda  Safwa 

Nyiha- 
Mbozi 

knee  ikʰokola / 

ama- 

ikokoːla / 

amakokola 

ikʰokʰola: / 

ama- 

ikʰokʰola/am

a- 

ikokola/ 

amakokola 

i'hohola ifúgamo 'iːʃiswi 

bark (n) idjuːla / 

amuːla 

ɪːndula / amuːla ɪljuːla / amuːla  iːɡula / 

amagula 

ɪcuːla/ifjuːla 'iːzula ɪxô:nda i'ʃizula 

cane  ulusaːzu ulusazu / 

ɪnduːwa 

ɪnduβa ɪntʰuːa ɪntʊa/intʊa 'intuβa ɪntogólelo, 

ɪndɪ:̂sa 

i'ndiːsa 

grass  isoːtʰe / 

amasoːtʰe 

isoːtʰɛ / 

amasoːtʰe 

isoːtʰe / 

amasoːtɛ 

isòtʰe / 

amasótʰe 

isote/amasote 'iːsole ǐ:sole, i:góna 'iːsole 

field  ɪvjaːlo / 

ɛvjaːlo 

itʲaːlo / ɛvijalo itʃʰaːlo / ivjalo ìːtʲáːlò / 

ìvìjáːlò 

ɪcaːlo/ivjaːlo umu'guːnda ʊgʊ:̂nda, 

ɪʃi:zi 

umu'guːnda 

path  ɪzɪːla /  

ɪvizeːla 

ɪziːla izila ɪnzɪla ɪsila, isila, 

iːnzila, iʒaːnzila 

Inzila î:dala 'iːdala 

ashes  i:tʰwitʰwi / 

amatʰwitʰi 

itʰwitʰwi itʰwitʰwi / 

ama- 

itʰwiːtʰwi / 

atʰuːnde 

iːtwi i'toːi/ 

ama'toːi 

î:lota 'iːlota 

sky  kʰuluːlu kʰʊluːlu ijuːlu ilunde / 

amalunde 

umwiːulu mu'mŋaːnja ʊ ́mwa:ɲa ku'mwanja 

full  tʃʰiːzula tʃʰiːzula iːzula ɪzwiːle ɪʃuːsile/itiʃuːla, 

iːzule/itizuːla 

i'ʃizuɾa simemíle ʃi'zuːje 

sleep  alambalile 

lamabla:la 

alambalile 

ijo:na 

ajonile                 

lambalaːla 

agonile 

gona 

alambaliːle/ 

atalaːmbala, 

laːla 

no gloss goná a'kaːsite/ ka'taːga  
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Eng gloss 
Wungu-
Udinde 

Wungu-
Maleza 

Wungu-
Mwamb 

Wungu-
Gua Fipa/M-L 

Nyiha-
Msanda  Safwa 

Nyiha- 
Mbozi 

awake  walaŋɡaːzja 

laŋɡaːzja 

walaŋɡaːzja 

laŋɡaːzja 

walaŋgazʲa 

laŋgazʲa 

walaŋgazja 

laŋgazja 

atalaŋka/laŋka ata'daːmula/ 

da'muːla 

wʊ̂:ha, 

da:múla 

a'daːmula/ 

da'muːla 

take  waseːnda 

seːndá 

waseːnda 

seːnda 

waːseːnda 

seːnda 

waseːnda 

sēːndá 

waːseːnda/waːto

la, toːla 

aku'seːnda/ 

'seːnda 

e:gá aku'njatula/ 

nja'tuːla 

vomit  waːluːkʰa 

luːkʰa 

waːluːka 

luːka 

amalukʰa 

luːka 

akʰuluːkʰa      

luːkʰa 

aluːlʊka/lʊka aku'luːha/ 

'luːha 

tápiha aku'tapiha/ 

ta'piːha 

play; fun  waːtʃʰiːna 

tʃʰiːna 

amatʃʰiːna 

tʃʰiːna 

amatʃina 

tʃina 

akutʃina 

tʃʰina 

aluːcinda/ciːnda, 

akucinːa/cinːa 

aku'ʃinda/ 

'ʃiːnda/ 

a'kwaːŋga/ 

a:ŋgá, i:zjá a'kwiːʒa/ ji'ʒaːgaː 

bark (v)  waːwuːtʰa 

wuːtʰa 

amawaːtʰa 

waːtʰa 

amawaːtʰa 

waːta 

akuuta 

uːta 

iluːta/wuːta, 

akuːata/waːta 

aku'wgaːta/ 

u'gaːta 

wǎ:ga a'kuːa/ ji'kuːa 

'waːŋgaː 

look at  wa:lola 

loːlá 

amalola 

lo:la 

amalola 

loːla 

akulola 

kulola 

aluːlola/lola a'kulola/ 

lo'laː 

e:ɲá akwenje'leʒa/ 

jeː'njaː 

weed  wasakuliːla 

sakuliːla 

amasakʰula 

sakula 

amasakʰula 

sakʰula 

kusaːŋkʰa akusakula/ 

saːkuːla 

akusa'gwiːla/ 

sa'gwiːla  

sagulíla, 

fugutíla 

akufu'kutiɾa/ 

fuku'tiːɾa 
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Appendix F: Corpus wordlist data from field research 

The corpus wordlist is transcribed in IPA in a five-vowel notation. A broad transcription was used for wider comparison with 
wordlists from other dialect surveys. The wordlist was collected in August 2010 in Rukwa/Katavi Region, Tanzania. 

 

                LuwilaLuwilaLuwilaLuwila            GallaGallaGallaGalla            KonongoKonongoKonongoKonongo            PimbwePimbwePimbwePimbwe            RungwaRungwaRungwaRungwa      

1 eye  li:nso miːnso linso minso linso minso eliːnso amiːnso iliːnso amiːnso 

2 eyebrow  ikukʷinsʲo makukʷinsʲo   malilimilo kikutu vikutu etʃikoːmbi evikoːmbi etʃekutu evikutu 

3 ear  itʷiː matʷiː itʷi matʷi iːtʷi matʷiː iitʷi amatʷi iːtʷi amaːtʷi 

4 mouth  mulomo milomo mulomo milomo m̩lomo milomo omnomo emilomo omnomo emilomo 

5 jaw  iβaŋga maβaŋga luβondo   n̩zaga   inzaza   etʃizagula amazagula 

6 nose  ɲiːndo   ɲiːndo   ɲiːndo   empuna impuna empuna impuna 

7 chin  kalevu tulevu kalevu   kalezu tulezu etʃilezu evilezu etʃelezu evilezu 

8 beard  ndevu malevu malevu   endezu   ilezu amalezu evilezu   

9 tooth  liːno miːno liːno miːno liːno miːno eliːno amiːno eliːno amiːno 

10 tongue  lulimi ndimi lulimi   lulimi indimi ololimi n̩dimi ololimi endimi 

11 head  mutʷe mitʷe mutʷe mitʷe omtʷe emitʷe omtʷe emitʷe omtʷe emitʷe 

12 hair  luɲele ɲele luɲele maɲele eɲele   oloɲele iɲele iɲele   

13 neck  ikosi makosi iːkosi makosi ikosi makosi ensiŋɠo insiŋɠo ensiːŋgo insiːŋgo 

14 abdomen  n̩da mada n̩da   enda (e?)maɗa endaː   eːnda iːnda 

15 back  mugoŋgo migoŋgo mugoŋgo migoŋgo mgoŋgo emigoŋgo intindi   entiːndi intiːndi 

16 backbone      msokono wa       oloŋgololo   omsana emisana 
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                LuwilaLuwilaLuwilaLuwila            GallaGallaGallaGalla            KonongoKonongoKonongoKonongo            PimbwePimbwePimbwePimbwe            RungwaRungwaRungwaRungwa      

17 knee  idʒuŋgo madʒuŋgo iːjuŋgo majuŋgo ijuŋgo majuŋgo iːkokola amakokola iːkokola amakokola 

18 leg  kugulu magulu kugulu migulu mgulu magulu elʲolo amoːlo elʲolu amoːlu 

19 sole          lupambala empambala etʃitoβaʃo   iːkando amakaːndo 

19 foot                      

20 arm  kuβoko maβoko kuβoko maβoko mkono  (e)mikono iːβoko amaβoko iːkasa amakasa 

21 palm          kiganza eviganza         

22 fingernail  luzala n̩zala luzala   luzala inzala olugala iːⁿgala olugala ingala 

23 finger  kaːla tʷaːla kala tʷala ikala etʷala omn̩we eminwe omŋʷe emiŋʷe 

24 armpit  ikʷaːβa makʷaːβa lijapa mapa lʲapa emapa entakʷapa intakʷapa entakʷaːpa intakʷaːpa 

25 skin (of man) saβa   n̩dili   ndili madili ensaβ/(w)a   ensawa insawa 

26 hide      n̩dili       e/(e)nkʷeːla       

27 bone  ifupa mafupa ifupa mifupa ifupa mafupa iːfupa amafupa iːfupa amafupa 

28 blood  igazi magazi   mugazi magazi   owaːzi   owaːzi   

29 heart  mʷego mʲego mojo    mʷego mʲego omoɗo emʲoɗo omʷeːzo emʲeːzo 

30 lung  ipupu mapupu   mapupu ipupu/ipopo 

mapupu/map

opo iːpopo amapopo iːpupu amapupu 

31 liver  itima matima itima matima itema 

matima/mate

ma iːtema amatema iːtima amatima 

32 voice  muzʷi mazʷi βulaŋga   umzʷi mizʷi iːzʷiː amazʷiː iːzʷi amazʷi 

33 horn  ipembe mapembe ipembe mapembe ipembe mapembe iːpembe amapembe iːpembe amapembe 
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                LuwilaLuwilaLuwilaLuwila            GallaGallaGallaGalla            KonongoKonongoKonongoKonongo            PimbwePimbwePimbwePimbwe            RungwaRungwaRungwaRungwa      

34 wing  ipapa mapapa inana manana iːnana manana iːpapajiko amapapajiko iːpapajiko amapapajiko 

35 feather  liβoza maβoza βoza maβoza lioza maoza iːvumbo amavumbo iːvumbu amavumbu 

36 tail  msila misila musila misila omkila emikila omsinda emisinda omsiːnda emisiːnda 

37 egg  igiː magiː igi magi igiː magiː iːtungu amatungu iːtuŋgu amatuŋgu 

38 honey  βusi   βusi   oːki   oβotʃi   oːtʃe   

39 milk  iβele maβele   maβele maβele   iːɗiβa amaɗiβa iːziwa amaziwa 

40 meat  ɲama   ɲama   eɲama   eːɲama   eɲama iɲama 

41 person  muntu βantu muntu βantu omtu eβantu om̩tu aβantu omtu awantu 

43 husband  mugosi βagosi mugosʲa βagosʲa mgosi βagosi omoːnsi aβoːnsi omonsi awonsi 

45 wife  mkeːma βakema mukiːma βakiːma mki(e)ma βaki(e)ma omkota aβakota owatʃeteki awakatʃeteki 

46 father  taːta βataːta taːta βataːta (o)βaβa βaβaβa otaːta βataːta otaːta watata 

47 mother  madʒo βamadʒo niːna βaniːna omaⁱːjo βamaⁱjo omaːje βamaːje omaje wamaje 

48 brother  mkuluwane βakuluwane ilumbu   mkuruwane βakuruwane okaːka   omzitʃane awazitʃane 

49 

mother's 

brother  m̩kʷetu βamkʷetu mami   omami vamami omukʷetu βa(mu)kʷetu omukʷeːtu jamkʷetu 

50 child  mʷaːna βaːna mʷaːna βana omʷaːna evana omʷantʃe aβantʃe omʷaːntʃe ajaːntʃe 

53 twin    mapasa   mapasa   mapasa ompasa βampasa ompuːndu jampuːndu 

54 chief  mʷaːmi βaːmi mʷaːmi βami omʷaːmi βaːmi omʷeːne aβeːne omʷeːne ajeːne 
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                LuwilaLuwilaLuwilaLuwila            GallaGallaGallaGalla            KonongoKonongoKonongoKonongo            PimbwePimbwePimbwePimbwe            RungwaRungwaRungwaRungwa      

55 god  ɲaŋgasa   

likuweliɲaŋg

asa   likuβi/likoβe       omuːŋgu    

56 disease  βulʷele maβulʷele βuluwile   ulʷile malʷile oβo(l)wile   olʷile amalʷale 

57 wound  silonda vilonda silonda vilonda ekilonda evilonda etʃeloːnda eβilonda etʃilonda evilonda 

58 medicine  βugaŋga maβugaŋga βugaŋga maβugaŋga ugaŋga magaŋga oβugaŋga   oːgaŋga amagaŋga 

59 body  muβili miβili muβili   omʷili miβili omtele emitele omʷeli emʲeli 

60 name  liːna miːna liːna miːna eli:na   oloɗiːna amaɗiːna iziːna amaziːna 

61 animal  ɲʷele maɲʷele ndimu   ndimu madimu etʃeɲama eviɲama etʃiɲama eviɲama 

62 dog  m̩bʷaː mabʷa m̩bʷa   embwa mawa embʷa imbʷa eːmbʷa iːmbʷa 

63 cat  kaɲaːβu tuɲaːβu kaɲaʷ tuɲaʷ eɲaᵘ tuɲaᵘ eɲau iɲau eɲaʷu iɲaʷu 

64 elephant  n̩zovu mazovu n̩zovu   nzovu mazovu enɗovu inɗovu enzovu inzovu 

65 lion  n̩simba masimba n̩simba   ensimba masimba ensiːmba insiːmba ensama insama 

66 bat  kafupe tufupe kavugulima tuvugulima litunge matunge okasusu βakasusu okasusu jakasusu 

67 butterfly  liβeβe maβeβe lipalapapa mapalapapa liβeβe maβeβe 

omukoɾokotʷ

a 

βamukoɾokot

ʷa omkolokotʷa 

jamkolokotʷ

a 

68 goat (male)  igulati magulati ngulati magulati igulati magulati o/(u)sawe βasawe osawe jasawe 

68 goat  m̩buzi maβuzi m̩buzi   embuzi maβuzi emɓuɗi imɓuɗi embuzi imbuzi 

69 cow  ŋombe maŋombe ŋombe   eŋombe   eŋombe iŋombe eŋombe iŋombe 
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                LuwilaLuwilaLuwilaLuwila            GallaGallaGallaGalla            KonongoKonongoKonongoKonongo            PimbwePimbwePimbwePimbwe            RungwaRungwaRungwaRungwa      

70 bull                      

71 calf  kadama madama n̩dama   endama   endama indama endama indama 

72 chicken  n̩koko makoko n̩koko   enkoko   enkoko inkoko enkoko inkoko 

73 millipede igoŋgolo magoŋgolo igoŋgolo magoŋgolo     ijoŋgolo amajoŋgolo ijoŋgolo amajoŋgolo 

74 bird  kaɲoɲi maɲoɲi kaɲoɲi tuɲoɲi kanoni tunoni etʃoni evijoni etʃoni evʲoni 

75 snake  n̩zoka mazoka n̩zoka   enzoka   endoka indoka enzoka inzoka 

76 fish  n̩soᵐvi masoᵐvi n̩samaki   ensomvi   ensʷe insʷe ensʷi insʷi 

77 bee  luzusi n̩zusi luzuki n̩zuki oluzuki inzuki oluɗuke inɗuke oluzuki inzuki 

78 louse  lupaɲi m̩paɲi ida mada olupani mpani enda inda olupani impani 

79 tree  muti miti muti miti omute emite omte emite om̩ti emiti 

80 bark  ipaːmba mapaːmba igula magula ipamba mapamba etʃeɠula eviɠula iɠula amaɠula 

81 leaf  lʲaɲi maɲi itinta matinta maɲi lʲani iːfʷa amafʷa iːfʷa amafʷa 

82 branch  itaːmbi mataːmbi itambi matambi itambi matambi iːtambe amatambe iːtaːmbi amataːmbi 

82 fork, branch      m̩panda               

83 shadow  βulelo   mutaka mitaka omtaka emitaka iːzuka amazuka iːzuka amazuka 

84 cane  n̩tuβa matuβa mulaŋga milaŋga entuβa   etʃitʃoto evitʃoto omtʃoto emitʃoto 

85 root  m̩sisi misisi muzi mizi omzi emizi omsisi emisisi omsiːsi emisiːsi 

86 seed  m̩buto   m̩buto   embuto   embegu imbegu embezu imbezu 

87 grass  liβʷaːsi maβʷaːsi isʷa masʷa emasi     amaɲala iːsote amasote 
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                LuwilaLuwilaLuwilaLuwila            GallaGallaGallaGalla            KonongoKonongoKonongoKonongo            PimbwePimbwePimbwePimbwe            RungwaRungwaRungwaRungwa      

88 flower  iluβa maluβa ilaβu malaβu iluβa maluβa iːloβa amaloβa iːawa amawa 

89 thorn  liːⁿvʷa miːⁿvʷa liːnvʷa miːnvʷa limvʷa minvʷa elinvʷa aminvʷa eliːnvʷa amiːnvʷa 

90 field  iβala maβala mugunda migunda omugunda emigunda etʃalo evʲalo etʃalo evialo 

91 house  lugo n̩go lugo   eɲumba   eɲumba amaɲumba eɲumba iɲumba 

92 wall  n̩kaⁿde   n̩kande   igelele magelele olomato   idʒelele amadʒelele 

93 village  sipugo vipugo iguŋguli maguŋguli kipugo vipugo ekaːɗa ikaːɗa etʃedʒidʒi evidʒidʒi 

94 path  n̩zila   inzila   enzela   endela indela enzila inzila 

95 thing  sintu vintu siːntu viːntu kentu vintu etʃento evintu etʃentu evintu 

96 rope  lukusa n̩kusa lugoje n̩goje lugoje eŋgoje oluɠusa inɠusa eŋgosa iŋgosa 

98 knot  igundo magundo igundo magundo igundo magundo iːfundo amafundo iːgundo amagundo 

99 chair  iteβe mateβe ifumbi mafumbi isumbi masumbi etʃisumbe evisumbe ompando emipando 

101 salt  m̩kele   muɲu   muɲu   etʃumvi   etʃumvi   

102 millet  βulezi   βulezi   ukusi   oβuleɗi amaleɗi olʲo   

103 porridge  m̩pana   homba   omuta   etʃente   etʃenti evʲenti 

104 hungry  n̩zala   n̩zala   enzala   endala   enzala   

105 thirst  n̩kaŋgu   n̩kaːŋgu   enkaŋgu   omsala   omsala   

106 utensil  siβʲa viβʲa siseme viseme ekeseme viseme etʃombo evʲombo etʃombo evʲombo 

107 pot  muhaŋge mihaŋge muzoga mizoga omzoga emizoga entapelo intapelo entapilo intapilo 
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                LuwilaLuwilaLuwilaLuwila            GallaGallaGallaGalla            KonongoKonongoKonongoKonongo            PimbwePimbwePimbwePimbwe            RungwaRungwaRungwaRungwa      

107 cooking pot  n̩kono   nuŋgu   enkono   eɲungu   entendo intendo 

109 iron  sʲuma vʲuma sʲuma vʲuma etʃuːma evʲuma etʃela evʲela etʃela evʲela 

110 hoe  m̩fuka   igembe magembe igembe majembe ijembe amaembe ijembe amajembe 

111 knife  kaːmbi tʷaːmbi kaːmbi tʷaːmbi ekambi tʷambi etʃeʃo eviʃo etʃeʃu eviʃu 

115 axe  m̩pasa   m̩pasa   empasa mapasa empasa impasa empasa impasa 

116 spear  isumo masumo isumo masumo isumo masumo omnonda emilonda omnonda emilonda 

117 arrow  mʷaːmbi maːmbi mʷambi mʲambi mʷambi mʲambi olutʃeto intʃeto olutʃeto intʃeto 

118 hole  liːna miːna liːna miːna liːna miːna iliːna amaliːna iliːna amaliːna 

119 enemy; jerk  muβi βaβi liβʷimba maβʷimba iːkandi makandi omfitina avafitina ombaja ajabaja 

120 war  kʷiβulaga   vita   olugu   evita   evitaː   

121 fire  mulilo mililo mulilo mililo moto  emʲoto omnelo emilelo omoto  emʲoto 

122 firewood  lukʷi n̩kʷi lukʷi n̩kʷi olukʷi enkʷi olukʷi inkʷi olokʷi inkʷi 

123 smoke  lʲonsi   lʲonsi   lʲonsi   elionsi   elʲonsi   

124 ashes  ivuːndu mavuːndu mavundu   iːtunde matunde itunde amatunde iːtunde amatunde 

125 night  βufuku   βufuku   usiku    ogosiko    oːsiku    

126 darkness  siti   siːti   ekiti   ?   eːgiza    

128 month  limʷezi   mʷezi   omwezi   omʷeɗi   omʷezi   

129 star  lusonda n̩sonda lusonda n̩sonda lusonda   akatoŋgʷa totoŋgʷa akantoŋgʷa otontoŋgʷa 
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                LuwilaLuwilaLuwilaLuwila            GallaGallaGallaGalla            KonongoKonongoKonongoKonongo            PimbwePimbwePimbwePimbwe            RungwaRungwaRungwaRungwa      

130 sun  lijuβa   lʲuβa   elʲuβa   iɗoβa   iɗowa   

131 daytime  lijuβa   lʲuβa       omuseɲa   omseɲa   

132 today  βʷalelo   βʷalelo   lelo   elelo   elelo   

133 yesterday  igolo   igolo   igolo   ijolo   ijolo   

134 tomorrow  igolo   igolo   igolo   ijolo   ijolo   

135 sky  kulugulu   mʷigulʲa   mʷigulu   ijolo   ijolu   

136 cloud  ilunde malunde ilunde malunde ilunde malunde ilunde amalunde iːlunde amalunde 

137 wind  muzaga   mʷaːga   mzaga   omza   omuza   

138 rain  m̩vula   mvula   mvula   emvula   envula   

139 water  manzi   minzi   manzi     amande   amandi 

140 river  moŋga mʲoŋga moŋgo mʲoŋgo mtoni  mitoni oloɗi inguɗi olozi iŋguzi 

141 lake  iziβa maziβa         iːɓʷawa amaɓʷawa iːziwa amaziwa 

142 dew  lusaŋgu   lume   lusaŋgu   olome   olomi   

144 mountain  m̩sozi misozi lugulu malugulu omlima milima omʷamba emʲamba omʷamba emijamba 

145 stone  iβʷe maβʷe iβʷe maβʷe iːwe mawe iːwe amawe iːwe amaweː 

147 sand  m̩seŋga   museŋga   mseŋgaseŋga     emisaŋga olusaŋga emisaŋga 

149 year  mʷaːka mʲaːka muwaka mijaka omʷaka mʲaka omʷaka emʲaka omʷaːka emijaːka 

150 one  kamʷi   kamo   omʷi   tʃemʷi   tʃemʷi   

151 two  kaβili   kaβili   βaβili   viwele   viwili   

152 three  katatu   katatu   βatatu   vitatu   vitatu   
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153 four  kane   kane   βane   vine   vine   

154 five  katano   katano   βatano   visanu   visanu   

155 six  m̩kaga   mukaga   βalimkaga   sita   sita   

156 seven  m̩puŋgati   mupuŋgati   mpungati   saɓa   saba   

157 eight  munane   munane   mnane   mnane   nane   

158 nine  kenda   kenda   kenda   tisa   tisa   

159 ten  ikumi   ikumi   iːkumi   ikomi   ikomi   

160 hot (weather) iduta   ituːta   iɗuta   okoloŋgula   eːdʒoto    

161 

cold 

(weather)  pepo   m̩beho   empepo   empepo   empepo   

162 long  n̩tali   n̩dihu   entali   etʃetali evitali eːntali   

163 short  ɲiːmpi   n̩guhi   ɲimpi   etʃimpi   etʃimpi   

164 big  n̩kulu   haɲa   nkulu   etʃekolu   etʃekulu   

165 small  kadokado   n̩do   ndo   etʃetʃe   etʃetʃe   

166 wide                      

167 narrow      kakoloŋgʷa               

168 heavy  ɲʷamu   n̩timbu   ɲawamu   etʃenwamu   etʃenʷamu   

170 difficult  ilamu   ilambe   etʃaⁱjuwa   etʃekomu   etʃekomu   

172 good  soga   n̩soga   soga   etʃesoɠa   etʃesoga   

173 bad  m̩bi   m̩bi   mbi   etʃeβe   etʃewi   
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174 left  kumoso   lumoso   moso   imansu/(o)   ekamani   

175 right  kulila   mulila   mlʲela   okulʲaː   ilʲelo   

176 inside  muɲuːmba   mukatiː   mkati   m̩kate   m̩kasi   

177 outside  hanze   hanze   iːɓala   pande   pisʷa   

178 far  kutali   kutali   utali   ombale    okotali   

179 near  himpi   biːhi   ɓehi   apimpi   apiːmpi   

180 new  sipʲa   sipʲa   empʲa   etʃepʲa   empʲa   

181 all  βonse   βose   βonse   βoːnse   jonse   

182 many  ɲiŋgi   ɲiŋgi   viŋgi   eviŋgi   naɠala   

183 few  n̩do   sido   ndo   evitʃe   evitʃe   

184 red  dʒaza   ijaːza   tʃaza   etʃevensu   etʃewensu   

185 black  dʒafiː   ijaːfi   jaːfi   etʃefisu   etʃefisu   

186 white  dʒape   ijaːpe   jaːpe   etʃeswefu   ensʷefu   

187 who  dʒe   n̩de   oji   oni   oni   

188 why  nasi   ha losi   naki   ku tʃi   kotʃi   

189 what  sidʒe   si   kiː   βule   otʃi   

190 dirty  n̩zoma   zoma   keβi   etʃitʃafu   etʃefisu   

191 rotten  kuβola   kuβola   uozu   okuβola   okuola   

192 dry  sʲumʲa   haʲwa   kazu   etʃekaɗu   etʃekazu   

193 wet  kuloβa   kuloβa   uloβa   okuβomba   okuomba   

194 full  kuβumbika   kokala   lʲokala   okuʒola   okuzʲola   
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195 sit  kʷiːkala   kʷikala   likala   okwikala   okʷiːkala   

196 stand  kʷiːmilila   kʷimilila   jemelela   okwemelela   okʷemelila   

197 sleep  kuβundala   kulala   itutatulo   okulala   okulala   

198 awake  kutunula   kutunula   itunula   okulamka   okulamka   

200 bring  kʷiːzana   kuleːta   leːta   okuleta   okuleta   

201 get  kupata   kupata   sola   napata   okupata   

202 take  kusola   kusola   sola   okusola   okusola   

203 

carry on 

back  kupeka   kupeːka   senda   napaːpa   okupaːpa   

204 hold  kudiːma   kudima   ɗima   okulema   okulema   

205 sell  kuguzʲa   kuguzʲa   guzʲa   okuɠudʲa   okuguzʲa   

206 buy  kugula   kugula   gula   okukala   okugula   

208 give  kumpa   kumupa   mpe   okumpa   okumpa   

209 send  kulagizʲa   natuma   tuma   okumtuma   okutuma   

210 bite, sting  kuluma   kuluma   luːma   okuluma   okuluma   

211 eat  kulʲa   kulʲa   lʲa   okulʲa   okulʲa   

212 drink  kuɲʷa   kuɲʷa   ɲʷa   okunʷa   okonʷa   

213 boil  kuβila   kuseβa   iβela   okuseva   okutopota   

214 pour  kunina   kukenena   puŋgula   

okupuŋgulul

a   kʷitulula   

215 vomit  kuluka   kuluka   luːka   okuluka   okuluka   
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216 cough  kukosola   kukosola   kosola   okukola   okukola   

217 sneeze  kʷetʲemla   kʷitʲamula   tisila   okwaⁱula   okutisila   

218 breathe  kʷensʲema   kʷesʲema   etʃema   okʷesa   okʷesa   

219 suckle  kʷonka   konka   lʲonka   okoⁿka   okonka   

219 suck  kusʲola   kusʲola   sʲola   okufʲola   okuʃola   

220 spit  kutuga   kutuga mate   tuːga   okoswa   okusʷa mati   

221 blow  lukumo   lukumo   iɠuːma   okuluma   okupuːʃa   

222 

blow (with 

mouth)  kupusʲa   kupuga   puʃa   okupuʃa   okupuʃa   

223 whistle  kufula mzwi   

kufula 

kalunzi   vaka   okomo mlozi   okokuwa   

224 yawn  kʷadʒula   kʷajula   ajula   okwaⁱula   okʷajula   

225 sing  kʷimba   kʷimba   emba   okwemba   okʷemba   

226 play; fun  kusaːpa   kusaːpa   saːpa   okutʃinda   okutʃinda   

227 dance  

kusaːpa 

ŋgoma   

kusaːpa 

ŋgoma   sapi ŋgoma   okutʃinda   

okutʃindi 

ŋgoma   

228 laugh  kuseka   kuseka   seka   okoseka   okuseka   

229 cry  kulila   kulila   lila   okolila   okulila   

230 bark (v)  kuhama   kumoka   tula   okuwata   okuuta   
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231 speak  kutenda   kutenda   teⁿda   okuvʷaŋga   okuvʷaːŋga   

232 ask  kuβuzʲa   kuβuzʲa   ozʲa   okoβodʲa   okuozʲa   

233 look at  kuliːŋga   kuliːŋga   liŋga   okulola   okulola   

234 show  kusoːnta   kulaːŋgisʲa   laŋgiʃa   okulaŋgidʲa   okusonta   

235 hear  kupulika   kʷiːgʷa   pulika   okopilika   okupilika   

236 die  kufʷaː   kugulala   ifʷa   okufʷa   okufʷa   

237 know  kumaɲa   kumaɲa   imaɲa   okumaɲa   okumaɲa   

238 count  kuβazʲa   kusolozʲa   ivazʲa   okuβadʲa   okuwazʲa   

239 love  kuɲomʷa   kutogʷa   iɲomʷa   okuɲomʷa   okutogʷa   

240 help  kuvunanila   kukʷasʲa   lʲazʷa   okʷadʷa   okʷazʷa   

241 walk  kuliβata   kʷijumba   liβata   okupita   okupita   

242 run  kukilima   kʷiluka   talama   okuɲamna   okuɲamna   

243 pull  kukʷesa   kubeha   kʷesa   okukwesa   okukʷesa   

244 come  kʷiza   kʷiːza   iza   okʷiːɗa   okʷiːza   

245 leave  kuβuka   kuβuka   pafume   okuβuka   okuoːka   

246 fall  kugʷa   kugʷa   iːgʷa   okuwa   okugʷa   

247 turn round  kugeluka   kugaluka   isʲiluka   okugaluka   okugaluka   

248 burn  kusoma   kutima   tima   okotʃa   okutima   

249 bury  kukozʲa   kuziːka   zijeka   kudʲeka   okuzʲeka   

250 dig  kusimba   kusiːmba   semba   okupola   okupola   
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251 weed  kupala   kusesa   isakula   okusanka   okusakula   

252 sow; plant  kuβʲala   kuhamba   taːga   okutaga   okutaːga   

253 harvest  kʷimbula   kʷimbula   lʲembula   kukumbula   okukombula   

254 grind  kusʲa   kusʲa   iʃa   okuʃa   okuʃa   

255 hunt  kuβenda   kuhiːga   ivenda       kupelemba   

256 cultivate  kulima   kulima   ilima   okulima   

okolema/uku

lima   

257 do  kunozʲa   kunozʲa   nozʲa   okutʃeta   okotʃeta   

258 build  kudʒeŋga   kuzeŋga   zeŋga   okutʷa   okotʷa   

259 push  kutenka   kutenka   teⁿka   okutuⁿka   kutenka   

260 mend  kunogelezʲa   kunogelezʲa   nogelezʲa   

okuteŋgenedʲ

a   

okuteŋgenezʲ

a   

261 sew  kusuma   kusuma   suma   okusuma   okusuma   

262 throw  kudumusʲa   kurusʲa   sumba   okutumpuʃa   kusomba   

263 hit  kuguma   kuguma   ɠuma   okuːma   okoma   

264 slaughter  kusinza   kusiːnza   sinza   kufʲola   kofʲola   

265 cut  kutema   kuputa   puta /tipa   okutipa   okutipa   

266 wash  kufula   kukusa   ozʲa   okufula   okofula   

267 hide  kuvisa   kuβisa   visa   okuvisa   kufisa   
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268 marry  kutola   kutola   itola   okusaka   okosaka   

269 steal  kʷiːβa   kʷiβa   iβa   okʷiːβa   okʷiwa   

270 kill  kuβulaga   kuβulaga   ijulaga   okuβulaga   okolaga   

271 stab  kusoma   kusoma   isoma   okutota   okutota   

272 fly  kudumuka   kudumuka   iɗuⁿka   okutumpuka   kotumpuka   

273 enter  kʷiŋgila   kʷiŋgila   liŋgila   okʷiŋgela   kʷiŋgila   

274 come from  kufuma   kufuma   ifumaː   okufuma   okufuma   

275 migrate  kusaːma   kusama   sama   okusama   okusama   

276 return  kusinka   kusuβa   isinka   okutʃinka   okutʃinka   

278 coagulate  kuganda   kuganda   liɗima   okʷemelela   

okolemantan

a   

280 mix  kuselegaɲa   kuseleganʲa   isanzʲa   

okusaŋganidʲ

a   kutilimbanʲa   

281 open  kʷigula   kutoŋgula   ituŋgula   kʷeola   koijola   

282 close  kʷigalila   kutuŋga   ituŋga   okʷealila   kʷealila   

283 remember  kʷizukila   kʷizukila   lizukila   kukumbuka    kuizokila   

284 forget  kulaβila   kulaβila   ilaβila   okʷeβela   okʷiwila   

285 answer  kusinsilizʲa   m̩pola   isuvelizʲa   okumneːna   okojibu    

286 break  kuβela   kuvuna   ivunaː   kukoɲola   okutuma   
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287 cover  kufundikizʲa   kufundikizʲa   ifundikizʲa   okukupika   okupupika   

288 bring up  kulela   kulela   kulela   okulela   okusuŋga   

289 follow  kulonda   kulonda   ilonda   okulonda   okulonda   

290 lost  kutagagika   kutagika   isumbika   okudoβa   okuloa   

291 stir  kuloga   kʷiga   izuzʲa   okukomʲa   okuseleŋga   

292 bump  kupaːmila   kupamila   ipamizʲa   okomisha   okupuma   

293 say goodbye  kulaga   kudahʲa   ilaga   okulaga   okulaga   

294 swallow  kumila   kumila   imila   okumela   okumila   

295 lick  kumʲanta   kulamba   imʲanta   okumʲanta   okumʲanta   

296 smell  kununsʲa   kununsʲa   inunʃa   okununʃa   okununʃa   

297 kneel  kusukama   kutulamba   isuŋgama   okusukama   okusukama   

298 bathe  kʷifula   koːga   lʲoga   okufulala   okufulala   

299 

cease; stop 

doing  kuleka   kuleka   ileka   okuleka   okuleka   

300 

scratch 

(oneself)  kʷisuβa   kʷisinagula   lisinagula   okulifunʲa   okulifunʲa   
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